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FOREWORD .

The-Joint Legislative Committee on the Arts was formed in an effort 13
increase the state's awareness of the arts in our life. Initially the Committee
began by looking at the organizations that make possible a cultural life in
Michigan. The Committee also was concerned with the functions and
operations of the Michigan Council for -the Artg and accordingly our
interim report of 1973 dealt directly with these two areas and recornmend-
ed that additional data be gathered to formulate a more comprehensive
report on the arts in Michigan. This report represents the results of that
effort and incorporates-some of the relevant information contained in the
earlier interim report.

The- objective of creating a greater public awareness for -the arts still

_remains to be fulfilled through the implementation of this report's
recommendations and -through further activity designed both _to expose
more of the_public to the arts institutions-and to make arts institutions more
responsive and available to the public. -In recommending:the establishment
of the Committee, the objective of greater public awareness has already
begun to be realized. Statelsupport for the arts has increased threefoldand
major arts institutions now receive public-funds to sustain their great-task
In_ the area of education we have onlyztouched the tip-of-the iceberg, -and it
is our hope that in -the years ahead -the -arts in the schools will be as

abundant and -commonplace as seading. Our task, therefore, is not just
limited -to documentation, as so 'much of this-report attests, but- ralher
looking-ahead =to the future in our state and to giving the recognition, and
status to-that area of activity -that comes closest to.expressing the humanity
=in mankind. This task never ends and therefore must -be continued-_froth
year to year through the dedication-of- those whose commitment to the arts
-is unswerving and whose involvement is unending.

This report is not intended for simple legislative digestion nor
necessarily for executive implementation but rather as a-vehicle to prompt,
encourage, and initiate fuller aesthetic experiences for the citizens of
Michigan and to' give hope and -encouragement to tliose 'thousand's of
volunteers, to -those...harassed arts administrators, -to those beleaguered
.teachers in the _arts, and to those many struggling artists in-the vineyards
looking for the tight ahead. The arts have survived- because of their
devotion -and the arts may yet -come to flourish because of our 'increased
awareness and:consequent improved -level- of public support.

Because the contents of this report are so variedbut-nevertheless all
come-under the-umbrella -of the artsit was necessary to surnmarize_each
chapter separately and to attach there- the-appropriate recommendations
The -reader understands that while the word "arts" tends :to be encom-
passing and all inclusive, the actual organization and expression tends to be
quite parochial. Perhaps the future ill modify-this current Condition but to
keep this report purposeful eacsection may be considered separate from
the others.
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INTRODUCTION: A RATIONALE FOR THE ARTS

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE

Anyone who has even infrequently enjoyed something truly beautiful
would not object to Aaron Copland's observation that the person able to
appreciate the aesthetic side of life is fortunate, "for there are few pleasures
greater than the_ secure' sense that one can recognize beauty when -one
.comes uponAt." Unfortunately this seems not -much more than a tile-asantly

-idealistic sentiment in--our rushed, pragmatic world where a more to-the-
point apothegm might be one made-by Rule Venable, Coordinator-of Art
for the Lansing School- District: "'too many people go through life never
even seeing the flowers, let alone stopping to smell them."

life's flowers can cut through the shell,. the pressures, problems and
plainness- of everyday living; they tap- us on- the shoulder and cause us to
take a closer look_ at the world-around us. Appreciating the flowers is up to

each of us- individually means bending down or- reaching up to pull in,
-not the things that make life possible, but -the things that make life worth
living. Life's floWers come in two forms, natural and man-made. The
flowers -of nature: are orange-sunsets, autumn leaves, and love. They are
always therefor anyone who looks hard enough. The flowers of men. and
women-are imitations'oland often improvements on nature; they are "art."

The -governments that men and women have called into being to
regulate and improve the quality of living have-paid great attention to the
things that make life possible. They hatve also recognized, at-least in part,
the value of the beauty of nature and its restorr.tive effect on the body and
soul, and they have made some attempts to_prvserve and encourage the use-
of a _few of -its more basic manifestations through state parks, nature
centers, etc. The arts, however, have not enjoyed the same recognition and
financial-support as other areas-of interest, such as sports, religion, popular

amusements, and -drugs.
If not given the .proper assistance -and concern the arts may very well

die of attrition in a -society in which only a Small minority is really well

_\ acquainted with the beauty and joy they hold in trust for us all. For the arts

\ to maintain their vitality they must be more widely recognized and-
\ available. This-task, as-well-as that of keeping the arts strong and able to

\satisfy existing audiences, must inevitably fall _t6 the institution in- which
filen and women have entrusted the power to protect their natural

r6ources.
The Michigan Constitution declares the conservation and development

of the state's natural resources to be-of "paramount public concern in -the
interest of the health, sahity, and general welfare of the people." The
Consitution empowers the -Legislature to protect these natural resources
frompollution, impairment, and destruction." The analogy-of the arts with
flowers is more than just a convenient choice of words. Both are valuable
natural resources, although lneither has a value that can he adequately
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measured in dollars and cents. The arts do, how ever, go far bey and the
natural' oveliness of floss ers, and definitely do has e an economic impact on
the state. But far beyond this, they are probably the most effective tool that
.nen and women have for -understanding and improving the quality of their
lives. If the Legislature takes seriously its Constitutional mandate to
preserve and develop the state's natural resources, it NS ill set the arts -high on
its list -of priorities, because they are essential- to-the nature of rational and
emotional humanbeings.

The various sections of this -report will outline the present.condition of
several aspects of the arts in Michigan. -It is through these components in
-the chain of the artistic processes from artist to audience that the arts have a
tremendous effect on our state. in each of -these sections will- be
prescriptions, some presentative, some curative, for the maintenance of the
health of the arts in Michigan.

Why is it so imaTtant to presers e and develop the arts? Consider what
Tolstoy had to- say ? about them: "Art is a human- activity having .for its
-purpose the transmission to others of the highest and best feelings to which
man has risen In this age of shortages, one of- the most critical is a-
shorta of figures which we all can emulate. In this anti-heroic age -it
seems

ie
as-if only the fess heroes in some no els and movies, those who have

escaped from the _general cy nicism of the times, are -keeping the hero
shortage' from becoming a hero vacuum. That alone justifies one
irreplaceable value of the arts. They are the only medium which can show
us that it -is still worth the effort to aspire to the "highest and the best."

In" an era in which the violence of war, ,terrorism,_ murder, and-
kidnapping rips_ through the world -and into our attention, the-value of -a
medium that can allow us--to put it aside, to refresh ourselves emotionally
with:laughter, joy, idealism, and beauty, is obvious. The arts can show us a
clear-picture of how things should be, so-that we can come =back prepared
to face-reality and to do something about the way things are. At-the same
time, -the arts have a y ersatility and- an ability to heighten our consciousness
-(an awareness that many- have sought-frequently with drugs). The arts can
impress upon us=a closely-focused slice of reality, a picture of how things
really are, which is so- shocking, or so tender, or so disgusting_ that it may
create in- us-the same determination to .work for a better world.

Novelist Ayn Hand defines art as "the selective re-creation of reality." It
is this selectis ity, this pow er to' exercise intellectual and- emotional- control

-over reality, that gives them -their peculiar_ value. -It is this.that enables the
artist to create entirely new worlds w here es ery thing is happily the way we
would like it to be ,or ominously -the way we hope it never will be; that
allows us to see this world-we live in more clearly than ever-before, that
can lift the most lowly sagging spirits to a tear_of joy, that can-change-the
most disinterested person into a caring, concerned human being par-
ticipating in life, that can bring understanding, laughter, entertainment,
empathy and truth to every person regardless of his or her social status.
Only 'in the arts can w e find all this at such a reasonable price and in such a
palatable form. '

4
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-People and the Arts
One of the principle concerns for legislators in a representative

democracy is that their political decisions reflect as closely as possible the
will.of the people they represent. Thanks to a nationwide survey conducted
by the National Research Center of the Arts (an affiliate of Louis Harris\
and Associates, Inc.) for the Associate Councils of the Arts, it is possible to
determine the level of popular support for the arts in the United States

The facts that Detroit is one of the cultural and arts centers of the
country and that Michigan has 44 symphony orchestras, 13 art museums, 16
general inuseinns, 81 historical and scientific museums, 5 opera companies,
91 community -theatres, at least 5 dance companies, and 55 local community
arts councils suggests that the level of popular support for the arts in
Michigan is at least as high as the national-figures reported in the National
Research Center survey. This survey showed:

Forty-nine mrcent of the public (16 y earslor olderor 7-1.3 million
peoplesaid they "go see things like art shows, museums, historical
houses, or-antique, craft or furniture show s." In fact more people attend
such vis ral _arts activities than _attend spectator sports (47 percent said

-they at end spectator sports'a great deal" or "some"). .
48 percen 69.8-million Americansattend the theatre, movies, ballet
01 modern dance performances, opera, th circus, or other pageants
43 percent-62.6 .}Zillion Americansrepo ed that they engaged in

creative activities such as photography, painting or sketching,\
woodworking, or weaving_ c

37 percerk-5.38 million Americansattend musical performances such
. as rodk,lizz, folk, symphony, or chamber music concerts.

34-percent-49.5 million Americansattend lectures, -take jidult educa-
tion courses, of spend time at- the library doing research or studying,

Moreover, few Americans feel that their cultural needs can be satisfied
within their own living room, 65 percent disagreed with the statement. "I

can- get all the culture and entertainment I need- at home, from TV, radio
and records, or tapes."

The specific ways in w hich people sought- to fulfill -their cultural -and
arts- ,needs outside their homes, were as follows:

71 -percent of the adult public -103.3 million peoplehad attended at
least one live performance of theatre, dance, or music, or one museum
during the twelve months preceding the survey:
56 percent -81.5 million Americanshad gone to a history museum,
-historic building or site.
49 percent-71.3 million Americanshad gone to a science or natural-
history .museum.
48 percent-60.8 million Americans had gone to an art museum.
32 percent-46.6 million Americanshad gone to a theatre
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27 percent 39.3 million Americanshad gone to a live concert or
opera.

perce.it 11.6 million Americans had gone to a li% e ballet of modern
dance performance.

E% en more surprising than this indication of popular interest in the art
of others was the number of people w ho practice the arts themselves, or
would like to:

Two out of fir e Americans currently engage in w oodworking, wea% ing,
pottery, ceramics, or other crafts; another one out of five, representing
approximately 26.2 million Americans, does not- currently engage in
crafts but would like the opportunity to do so.
One out of six Americans-currently paints, draws, or sculpts; another
one in six, representing about 21.8 million Americans, said -they would
like to do any of these activities.
One out of ten Americans currently writes poetry or does

1other creati%
writing, and another 7-percentrepresenting approximately 10.2 million
-peoplewould like to engage in creative writing.
Nearly -one out of ten Americans currently sings in a choir or other
group, and more than that numberabout 16 million Americans
would like to.
3 percent of Americans- currently play in an orchestra,-band, or other
musical group, and more than twice that many-7 percent or 10.2
-million Americanswould like to.
3 percent of Americans currently perform ballet or modern dance, and
twice that many -6 percent, representing 8.7 million people (including
large numbers of-young Americans)would like, to.
2 percent-of Americans currently work with a theatrical group, but-five
times -that many-10 percent or 14.5 million peoplewould- like to.
These figures certainly rebut the myth that art is of interest only to an

elite minority. The number of people -who would like to participate,in an
artistic activity if they had the opportunity is especially interesting. One can
only guess at the numbers_of people who w mild enjoy either participating
in or going to 'Concerts, operas, ballets, or theatre if only they had learned-
to appreciate them.

A sizeable number of people in this country believe that artistic
acti% ities and institutions are of %alue to-thenisel% es and their communities.

89-percent of the population felt that it was important to the quality of
life in the community to have faVitie.s like museums, theatres, and
concert halls in the community.
80 percent felt that such facilities w ere important "to the business and
economy of the community."
Receptivity to arts and culture is not limited to a well-educated,

affluent, sophisticated elite. Majorities of the entire population all income
groups, all education groups, and both sexes -felt that arts and culture are
important to the quality of life.

6
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Two out of three Americans disagreed with the statement that "there's
not much point in going to a museum more than once or twice. you'd
just be looking at the same things all over again."

63 percent- of the public disagreed wits, the statement: "Unless you
know about art or art history you don't get much from visiting
museums."

All in all, museums are valued as an important asset. The public agreed
overwhelmingly (90 percent),that "museums are an important resource for
-the whole community, because they tell_ us so much about the art and
history of different cultures or about ,science and our environment."
Substantial portions of the public, share only one complaint-about museums
Forty-two percent felt they would "go to museums more often if they
weren't so inconvenient -to get to." Majorities of people in towns (52
percent) and rural areas (51 percent) agreed they would visit -museums
more often- if they were more accessible.

60 percent Of the public agreed -that "to see something acted on the
stage is-more-exciting and meaningful than watching- it on TV or in the
movies."
79 percent of the public agreed that "it's important for young people to
have the experience of seeing live actors performing on a stage:"

41 percent of- the public said they "would go to the theatre more often-if
there were a playhouse in my community I could reach easily."

68 percent disagreed that "the only really good theatre is Broadway
shows. Most -local productions or touring companies aren't worth
watching."
The "electronic age" has not, as we .have seen, diminished the public's

interest in live-theatre, neitherlas_it diminished interest in live music, "No
matter how good stereo gets," 64 percent of the people agreed, "a live
:performance is afinost always better."

75 -percent of the public disagreed with the statement: "symphony
concerts are just for highbrows."
61 percent disagreed with the statement: "unless you understand a great
deal about- music, there's no point in going to hear a symphony
orchestra play."

Despite the fact that 56% of the people surveyed by the Associated Arts
Councils-believed- that arts organizations make money -or break even, 38%
agreed -that they should receive diret government funds. Sixty-four
percent of the adult population of this. country -93.1 million Americanv=
would even-be willing to pay an additional $5 a year in taxes "if the money
were used to maintain-and operate cultural facilities such as theatres, music,
and art exhibitions:"

The Michigan Legislature has both ai constitutional mandates and
apparent-popular backing for a program of support for the arts. A healthy,
growing arts establishment in Michigan will contribute to the general
welfare by improving the quality of life.

14
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NONPROFIT COMMUNITY ARTS. ORGANIZATIONS

THE PUBLIC HEARINGS AND SURVEY

Ati

In the course of the public hearings on the arts in Michigan conducted
by the Committee on May".3rd and May 6th, 1974,.one point was made
again and again-by private-citizens, and by representatives of the various
arts organizations or institutions in the state..Iii a variety of ways they all
asserted that the several functionary classes within the-process_of art are all
Interrelated andlinterdependent. The artist, the educator, the audience, the
administrators, and the performers in both -small community arts groups
and giant-arts institutions are inextricably linked in the chain that lies before
and ahead-of each successful performance or exhibition in tly. arts.

This section of our report will deal with a-specific area-within this chain,
the-community arts orgaUization, and -in -doing se, will necessarily also deal
either directly or indirectly with all the- other lihks in the chain. In this
section a,,>%orking composite-profilectof- the community arts organintion in
Michigan will be drawn using the characteristics of function, geographic
location: and financial situation.

The statistical data in this section is taken-from a "Financial Assessment
of Michigan Cultural/Arts Organizations," a write-in survey commissioned
by the -Committee and conducted between the summer -of 1973 and the
spring of 1974. Questionnaires- were sent to all cultural and arts
organizations within the state that- met the population requirements of-the
survey. 1'he.population in this survey -is- defined as those cultural and arts
organizations or institutions which were at -the time of the survey
incorporated, tax-exempt \ nonprofit organizations-with-annual budgets of
at least $5,000. College and university arts departments were eliminated
from this survey and will be treated separately later in this report. The
exceptions to this rule are the Meadowbrook- Music Festival and the
Meadow brook Theatre w hich were included because the surveyors judged
that they are functionaries sm.% ing the entire state, are staffed largely_ by
non-academic, professional administrators and performers, maintain a high
level of autonomy in their functioning, and are thus performing arts_
organizations before they are extensions of university arts programs.

Groups with budgets under $5,000 were-not considered because the
surveyors felt that, many of these organizations would likely be unable to
give-any but minimal financial information, and would include'many that
sponsor one-time or once-a-year functions -(bazaars, fairs, etc.) or activities
that are limited to organization members only. It -was also felt that limiting
the population to groups with budgets over $5,000 would help to confine it
to viable groups, those that are not in a precarious financial position and in
danger of being disbanded.

In-not-including under- $5,000 groups the surveyors and the Committee
do not intend-to deny either the existence or the importance of these groups
in-proNiding the citizens-Of Michigan with cultural and artistic experiences.
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The Committee recognizes that there are many such organizations-in the
state and that collectively and im idually they play an extremely important
role in the arts.

Since ne , struggling arts groups with small budgets which are more
likely than usual to, go und' nand g. pups that had already gone under-in the
year Or so prior' to the - ste-vey are not included in 'he population,
the profile of organize, .ved from this survey is biased_in favor of
groups with stable systems and the capability 0.1 planning 21eir
financial yeat with some' Certainty.,

I
1

Ninety -five percent of .the questionnaires were returned, leaving a total
of 132 members ,in the survey poOlation. In analyzing the data from the
survey,. information was,. obtained) for both the entice- population and
control groups. One control group is made up ofleffanizations which had-
budgets of $100;000 or less: It %vast...felt tb at since onlypi-organizations had
budgets over this-figure this division-would be a suitable break-off point to-
divide the population according to eery large and inoderate-sized groups'
The number of organizations sune)ed which _had budgets of-$100,000 or-
less is 91e,,

The population was divided by geograp<ic area within the,state. The
accompanying map (Figure 1)-shows these areas, which were so chosen
because the surveyors. believed that all points_w_ithin-each-area- are-within-
-reasonable driving distance ofone, another. The organizations were also
broken into the medium classes of performing arts (inguding music, dance,
theatre, etc.), visual arts, humanities (hist-areal museums and, societies,
etc.); multi-arts _ (arts councils), and art schools.

The financial and attendance information reported in this sArvey i, for
?the 1972-73 season.

PROFILE
If you were the director of one of the 132 community arts groups in our

survey chances are that you would_ not experience a' deficit in your
organizational finances. Chances are, however, that An wOuld-not be able
to adequately publicize and prozotewhat-it is that )lour group =does and
has to-ate& This would not be as a probleni as it might seem, because
you woulf.rbe able to cut back on the number of programs.you_offer and
thus operate without deficit. This also would not be completely bad,
because the wouldmost severe problem facing you ould be a lack of
physical facilities.

The Arts: industry in Depression
In 4970, 62% of the community arts organizations in our survey avoided

red ink in their financial ledgers. -In 1971 the figure jumped-to 73% and in
1972 slipped back to 64%. This means -that a large percentage of the state's
most healthy artcorganizations did experience a budget deficit in each of
the three years. In itself this describes a-grave situation, but-it gives only a
part of the total-picture. .

14.
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Since many organizations are unss illing or unable to operate at a Loss,
the only way they hale of balancing their budgets is to limit the nature,
scope; and number of programs they _present. In 1972, 58% of the
organizations in the sursey had -ttr ctirtail publicity of their actin ities in
ordeflo stay w ithin their -blidgets, and 56% w ere Ainable to hire sufficient
administratis e personnel. -Forty:six percent N1 ere forced by their budgets to
,cut their -hiring of artistic personnel, and 44% reduced the number of
programs they v. oultIhas e othetsise offered. The organizations rated the..,
lack of sufficient funds as the most ses ere problem they face and a lack of

', physical facilities asthe next-to-worst. -

these. figures suggest that more hardships have fallen on the arts inos

-' Michigan than even a one-in-three deficit rate indicates. If 44% of the
businesses in Michigan were forced to limit their output of. finished

,products, 46% were not able to hire the workers-they needed to produce
that product, 56%Ncould not hire sufficient gdrninistratise personnel, and
one-third of Michigan businesses lost nioney and, could, not -afford to

,,advertise, this economic condition would be called-a depression. These are______
the conditions that actually exist among-the-arts-organizations Of-i-Write.---The 'termAlepres-sititi is appropriate, sy e are experiencing a cultural and____

A
?° arts depression.rl

It is not -unsuitable to compare the arts with business, The arts in this
state involve literally millions of people in designing, producing, and
consuming a product. The arts are, in fact, a public sele ice industry, but
because of' the peculiar position they- occupy in our society, they are one of
the very poorest.

The number of people served by the arts organizations in 1972 was just
less than 5 million, This figure does not include the attendance-figures of 15
of the organizations_ that did not resPond to the mine}, and groups not
identified or meeting the criteria. It also does not include the 1,500,000
people who were admitted to "Greenfield Village in-1972. The inclusion of
these commercial arts organizations W ould send the total-attendance figures
for the entire arts- industry much higher.

st, An indication of why an industry which "sold" 5 million units (in _this
case, admissions) is in a depressed state can be gathered from a look at how
many pgtrons paid to- enjoy what,their community arts organizations
''offered Of the 4,941,980 admissions to, connnunity arts organization
programs and exhibits ,;in 1972, over half (2;531,647) were nonpaying
customers. Only 2,410,933 .Admissions were -paid.

The ,=.personnel- probletn of ,these organizations was categorized by
survey respondents as one q ihe most critically depressed areas in a
depressed industry, For the entire population of 132 the average number of
full; time employees Was q3.2, a total of 1,091. The as erage number- of part-
time employees Per organization was 20, totalling 2;640. A statistic which
,re,yeals one of the keys to why the non-profit arts organizations are able to

..! offer over half (of their programs for free is the average number of
volunteers per or nization, 6, for a total- of 12,672.

For the- 97 oTgl nizations with, budgets under $100,000, a significant
difference, can bb. oted in the- personnel makeup. In this subpopulation
each organization .mploys an average of only 1.202 employees on a full-
time basis, just 1, of the as erage for the entire population. An as erage of
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8.719 part-time employees was retained by each of these organizations,
one-half the average of the entire population. Each member of the 97-
member group enjoys the'benefits of 76.719 volunteers, which is 77% of the
average for all 132 organizations. Clearly ,none of the community arts
organiiations in the state are running deficits because staff costs are eating
up their budgets, especially those with budgets under $100,000.

Despite the low ratio of .paid employees to volunteers, salaries do
account for approximately one-half of the expenses incurred by the average
organization in both the total population and the 974nember group. Since
the number of paid, employees is low, this suggests that the remaining
expenses of these organizations are very small indeed. The nonprofit
community arts organizations in Michigan apparently make do With not
only miniscule staffing, but also -with parsimonious expenses which fall
under the heading; of "other costs."

Income
A statement made by a representative of the Lansing Community Art

Gallery at one of the public hearing :,essions is indicative of the attitude
which keeps these arts organization, one step ahead of financial disaster,
despite the deficits and cuthicks that are a normal part ofitheie operations.
"As part of the grass roots activity in the arts we point with pride to the fact
that the Gallery has operated sucCessfully in Lansing for the past eight
years, and up to this point on a completely self-supporting .. We do
not operate with deficit financing and, therefore .our program-sare limited
to those which must Pay for themselves."

Not many community arts organizations can boast that they are truly
self-supporting. The ones that can are no doubt like the Lansing
Community Art Gallery, which has 100% volunteer help and limited
programming. For she rest, financial- backing must- come from a wide
variety of sources, soinewithin the organization and some without. For the
total population the average earned income in 1972 was $81,300, or 42% of
the average - total- income. For the 97-member subpopulation- the earned
figure is $10,418, a slight drop to 39% of total income. The mean percentage
of earned income corresponds roughly with the mean percentage of
patrons who pay for adinission.

An average of $49,900 in private contributions was received by each
Organization in 1972, representing 25% of total income. For the 97-member
subpopulation the average was $4,411 or 16% of total income. The average
endowment income per organization was $12,500, or U. For the 97-
member group it was only $969; or 4%.

The most immediately surprising figures are those for the government
income of the organizations. From federal; state, and local-sources; each
group received an average of $37,960, or 19% of its total average income.
For those organizations with budgets under $100,000, average income from
government sources was $7,512, or a substantial 28% of total income.
Several qualifications render these figures somewhat less than startling.
Organizations in the category 'humanities" (which includes mainly
historical societies and museums) received a substantial portion of their
incomes from government sources, making the avera.: for all groups
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considerably higher. \' ith the exception df a few historical museums and
organizations connected w ith the State Departnient.of Parks and Recrea-
tion, the only organizations receiving State aid received funds from a total

of:less than $150,000 made aa-ailable through the Michigan Council for the
Arts. The remainder of .aily goNernment assistance caine from federal
sources (such as the National Endowment for the Arts) or from local
governments. A chart showing the amount of_ total income and the
percentage of that total which came from N ariou s government sources for
the Narions media groups accompanies this report (Appendix_ A). Income
which does not fall into any of- the above categories accounted for an-

erage of $7,285 'per organization, or 8% bf total- Meanie,_ for_all-of-the
organizations, and $3 000___(br- 13 %) for- the-97-- member group.

-Significant can be noted in the amount of government income
made 0-ailable in the different areas of the state.:For the entire population
a total of nearly -$5 million in assistance -was received from goyernment
agencies. $4,194,959 went to the Detroit area, which 'incrudes ,63
organizations or 48% of our survey- population. The Grand' Rapids section
received a total of -$637,179 as-its share, and has-31 organizations or 24%_of-
the population within its boundaries. The Saginaw Valley section' was
awarded* $35,500 and has 12- organizations, or 9% of the population.....The
Lansing area_ (10 organizations or 8% of the total popuiation) took in a total
of $83,886..$21,099 was made available in government funds to the 8
organizations (or 6%- of the population) located in the Traverse City area.
Only $9,500 in government funds were allocated-to 3-arts _organdations (or
2% of the population)-in,.tbe Alpena section of the state. Finally, the Upper
Peninsula, which haS' 5 organizations, representing 4% of the population,
received $41,912 in_ government -.funds.

A-numb, J f significant differences -can be found by dividing the data by
media classes. Such- a grouping reveals that the organizations and
institutions -falling under the heading "humanities" received by far the
greatest percentage of their- incomes from government sources. Humanities
groups with 'budgets under $100,000 received 54% of their income from
go\ ernment sources, w hile the entire -humanities population took in 48%.'
This compares with a -consistent 29% for multi -arts organizations, 13%--for
under $100,000 and 29% fu, the entire--population-in the-visual-arts, -19% and
9% for the performing arts, and only 8% sand 2% for arts schools.

The number of people- served, especially if the patrons were admitted
free,_:might be-considered-one measure of return on a dollar of government
support. The humanities ig,toup- serviced the greptest number of gaifons
without charge, 1,010,950- out ;:of a ,total rallabsr of 1,794,720. The
humanities group also received the 'highest pTialitlge of its collective
budget from government sources. Tbe,average level of government

,support in the class w ith the second higheitnonpaying patronage, the N isual'
arts- (with 725,790 out of a :total of 1;157-,892), was only-607 of that for-the
hinnanitiet-. The- performing arts, served the next highest number of
nonpaying patrons (575170Q out Of ,a. total of 1;491,835), but-received -only
19% of what the humanities groups receied from government sources._

The Detroit section of-the state served 2,751,840 patrons-in 1972,,putof
which 1,431,5,38 were admitted -free. The Detroit section received,`83% of
the funds made available in 1972-by federal, state, and local governments.
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F 'lir the same peiiod the Grand Rapids section served 705,320 nonpaying
patrons,out of a total of 1,253;420. The Grand Rapid's section received 13%

of the amount of government monies available. Lansing area organizations
served 18,680 nonpaying patrons of a total of 91,248, and received 2%of the

government funds. Saginaw Valley area organizations served- 191,125

nonpaying patrons out of a total of 278,366; Traverse City area
organizations served 47,397 nonpaying patrons out of a .total of 115,136;

Alpena area organizations served 4,060paying,_customers;.and the Upper

_ ,Peninsula-organizatioris served 308;032 nonpaying patrons out of a total of

443,944. All of these received 1% or less of the total -money spent by

government on Nlichigin's nonprofit community arts organizations.
The- nonprofit community arts organizations in Michigan are in_a state of

depression. They c4nnbt afford adequate staff or physical facilities; their

budgets force -there to curtail puMity; they frequently run deficits despite
limiting the number and- kinds 'of programs they preseV.*They serve a
collective-audience of 5 million and ask only half toliay for their services.
They-earn less than lialf of their income and-are dependent upon- a variety

of sources for the rest. State, local, and federal- governments contribute

significant amounts; government. funds make up an-overall average of 20%

of their income. Wide variations exist, however, in hoW much- 6f this is

-received -by each individual organization.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

GETTING IT TOGETHER
An idea most critically important to the future of the arts that kept recurring

in the Committee's public hearings was thenotion-of the ecology of,thearts,Irt,
one context- or another speakers referred to the idea that the ails,

-are interrelated, that their futures are tied together, and that they must.
Cooperate more fully among themselves in the future both to reap the
internal symbiotic benefits of their interrelation and to provoke salutary
external conditions.

In the past, the nonprofit community arts organizations in_the state have
done far too-little to organize thernseh es into a}cohesive force to promote
the most effective development of the arts and the individual- art forms.
Despite the high level of public support for the arts found by, the
"Americans and the Arts" survey of tl-,e Associated Councils of the Arts,
despite 5 million individual:admissions in 1972- to- programs sponsored by
the arts organizations in -our survey, despite the over 16,900_people directly
involved with the arts in Michigan as full or part-time employees or
volunteers, these organizations have failed to act-effectively to consolidate
current assistance and to in new support from the general- public, business
and labor, and state and-local governments. The -- continents made -at the
public hearings suggest-that proponents of the arts are feady to seek greater
and more meaningful support and to-inspire new appreciation for the arts.
The -Michigan- Council for the Arts should encourage such _ a nothishing
union-of friends Of the arts at the earliest- possible date.

The MCA should- -make a standing priority of encouraging and
facilitating all of the-arts organizations in the state to form a-confederation
to work for creating greater- support for thearts. The roles of the MCA in
any such federation should -be those of a catalyst', to unite the organizations,
an advisor, an information service to facilitate the inflow of information to
the organizations and the flow of information among them, and a
continuing role as liaison between the arts organizations and-the legislature

At the same time, the MCA should promote the idea (perhaps through its
advisory panels of arts specialists) of -the formation of separate artistic
associations interested in promoting artistic excellence and a- favorable
public-image of each art-form. If the structure for -such associations already
exists, the MCA should give any assistance necessary (within the guidelines
established later in this report) to help the existing body -to become-an
effective force for artistic _development -and -promotion. The greatest
enemy of- the -arts is a lack_olunderstanding by segments-of the public. The
people who work intimately with the arts are 'best able to grasp what is
special- about them and communicate this to those who don't know.
-Dancers are best able to devise ways of communicating to the public-what
dance is. Musicians are best able to get across to the-people what music
does. Artists are best able to make a wider-public feel that their -art is too
valuable to forego. Associations with- the .common- goal-of promoting the
health -and public image of an- art form could- concentrate -their natural
talents and efforts to use them-effectively.

The MCA should remain responsive to such associations as may be
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formed and sell e as a communications link in arts related matters which
may affect the arts organizations represented by these associations. The
MCA should keep up-to-date records of the "vital statistics" of_ the state's
arts organizduonS. Such statistics could be gathered and updated by artistic
associations. St...tistics gathered by_ the MCA shoula be limited to those that
may be of artistic or logistic use by any of the individual arts organizations
or artistic associations. Any confederation of arts organizations formed in
the future could recommend to the MCA what statistics would be
beneficial- to individual organizations.

Participation in the gathering of such statistics under no circumstances
should be used as a criterion for qualification for MCA' grant awards.
Participation should be c-ompletely voluntary. The purpose of gathering
these statistic_ s-should be only to benefit the cozninunity arts organizations
of the state.

CREATING NEW AUDIENCES
The MCA should- promote-publicdawareness of the arts. This could:best

be-accomplished by encouraging cer) artistic association-to promote their
indk idual art forms, and by supplementing this-with any =other acceptable
means at-the Council's disposal. In 1972, arts organizations in Michigan with
budgets .under -$100,000 earned nearly half of their total income. New
audiences and- patrons of the arts should- be sought by increasing-public
awareness and education in the arts. A greater demand for all the arts
should be stimulated by -the MCA (again preferably with the cooperation
of artistic associations) in order to pro.- ide more -jobs for professional
artists, a bigger-and more steady flow -of contributions, and an alternative
source of entertainment and fulfillment for a greater number of Michigan
citizens.

Toward-this end the MCA--should act as prime mover -to convince people
interested in-the arts, either individually or-in associations, of the wisdom of
developing long-range programs specifically designed to reach more
`people and to create new audiences.

The community arts groups in the state, both- the big professional
organizations and the small amateur groups, need ways of-channelling new
interest, "new blood," into- the ranks of audience members, participants,
and supportccs of_ the arts. As it--is, the various arts and culture groups
compete among themselves, and especially within medium lines,, for
basically the same potential audience members. A forward-looking
audience-deelopment policy would sell e the arts, the arts organizations,
and a growing number of Michigan \citizens. The MCA could- provide -no
greater-service to-the_arts and-the people of Michigan than lb- motivate the
successful development of such poNcs and programs among the arts-
organizations of the state.

-One posSible way of putting such a policy info action would be through a
New Audiences program similar to the national Young Audiences Program
and our own-Michigan chapte.- of Young Audiences. In its role as advisor
and in line with its obligation-to promote the arts,_the MCA should seek to-
discover if there is interest in such a progiam among the arts organizations-

-:of-Ithe state, and athise interested parties on sources of-financial assistance
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to deN clop an actise, effective Ness .Audiences organization. The Music
Performers Trust Fund_ and the National Endowment for the Arts supply
-matching funds to sponsors of Young Audiences programs, obviously
because audience development is crucial to the future of the-arts. Chances
are they would also_ look favorably on a New Audiences Program.

If the MCA finds considerable interest, in the state for creation of an
organized program to build audiences, it should assist the formation of
such an organization in 'any appropriate manner. Perhaps the MCA could
stimulate interest Among the members -of its advisory panels to create -the
vanguard for a, state organizational and policy - setting body which could
establish criteria for,the,crevelopment of local New Audiences chapters and
seek to create interest. in.lhe formation-of such chapters around the state A
state Audiences- organizationcould -also set quality and content
stanards for the lecture- demonstration performing groups that would
comprise-the _public -con:fa-et part of New Audiences.

The .performing.groups should consist of resident Michigan. artists and
the presentation-approach-and content-of their programs should be subject
to approyat by _the. statebody according to- well-defined- artistic and

-ixhicationa1 goals. Thg state body could-audition new groups,or programs
to make sure that-they achieve the purpose of.introducing theatres to new
audiences.

The purpose of New Audiences .should -be to_explain and show through
lecture-demonstration presentations the essential' features -of ,particular
segments of the arts. Young Audience has shown this is possible with
children, properly administered, New A rdiences'Should prove it is possible
with adults...As with Young Audiences, New Audiences presentations
should give an audience information about some part.;oft:the arts and allow
it to experience-the joy. of art. The-public schools_. our 'State are sloWly
-beginning to recognize the importance of including the arts in a child's
education, and the Michigan- Young, Audiences program is growing. It is
now time to recognize the. importance of alai providing all Michigan
citizens the opportunity for enjoying. the arts.

The New Audiences Program should be vigorously 'promoted- through
local chapters and- local arts councils by persuading community groups,
service clubs, and P.T.A.'s to -have a_New Audience team perfOrm-af one of
their -club meetings. If nhigh level of quality is-designed into the program,
news of the value of New Audiences will spread and the same-groups
might-sponsor several different presentations. As it. realizes new audiences,
the program would also proside work and a creative outlet for Michigan
artists.

State and local -New Audiences group should attempt to create-favorable
followup experiences for. audiences by seeking to .persuade professional
arts groups -or, institutions- to offer special programs or reduced rates. This
idea should be of _considerable_ interest to such organizations, the
managements ..of ,Which would undoubtedly like nothing better than to
encourage new- patrons.

An idea of how a New Audiences program would work can be taken
from the foil-owing imaginary example. A New Audiences chapter is
formed in Detroit and auditions groups of performers with the-assistance
from the state New Audiences organization. A trio of young professional
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singers de% clops a presentation w lush is designed to show any audience
what opera is and how it works by entertaining it' sith excerpts from light
operas and keeping them apprised of w hat is happening and why . Through
mailings or ad% ertising by the Detroit chapter or local arts councils, a
P.T.A. group from Royal Oak learns of the New Audiences program and
the Detroit chapter. A representatie of this group,, tired of hearing opera
referred to as the epitome of cultural exoticism, arranges to have the opera
trio from the Detroit chapter make its presentation to one of the P.T.A.
meetings. The .presentation goes os er w ell, the organization's members
discover that opera singers are human, that they sing the way they do _for a
good reason, that opera is really not so exotic after all, and that may be they

ould like to try a little more. Because it has made prior arrangements with
the Michigan Opera Theatre, the Detroit New Audiences chapter is able to
offer reduced rates to clubs as part of its opera package. The P.T.A. group
goes to the opera, finally understands_ why it is popular- entertainment- in
Italy, and one or tw o of its members become regular -opera patrons.

Publicity and-promotion were curtailed by 45% of the organizations in our
sun cy of Michigan's community arts organizations in order to stay within
the limits of their budgets. The result of this is that many carefully_
designed, excellently performed progarns play to sparse- audiencesrsimply
because potential patrons are not aware of the prOgrams or have not;been-
properly informed of their value. The MCA-and local arts councils should-
promote the proper publicizing of arts performances and exhibits in the
state. ,This could be- done in part by encouraging -newspapers and other
publications, radio and television stations, and other -publicity media to
donate more time-or space as _a public service to a ealender of events in the
arts, and to otherwise make their public more aware ;of community arts
organizations and w hat-they ,offer. Artistic associations could be awarded-
MCA grants for the purpose of conducting public relations campaigns for
the ,different arts. These might include the production of TV or radio
programs in cooperation with public radio or tele% ision, advertising
sections in local newspapers and magazines, etc.

All of the recommendations made to this point him; generally dealt_ ith
organization and promotion of the arts and arts organizations. They are
programs of an ongoing nature, and programs which are at least in- part-

iating. By encouragiry; a federation of arts organizations and
effective artistic associations, the MCA will place a good deal of' the
responsibility for promotion of the arts on the arts organizations and the
artists themsel es. This .4 ill be a burden to these organizations and artists
insofar as they w ill be responsible for. creating methods for -and ad-
ministering this promotion, and for -coming_ up- with practicable ideas (if
they are to be eligible for MCA grants) to help them with such promdtion.
It will'be a blessing as w ell, how eer. The organizations and the artists are
most qualified to make the most of time or funds spent on promoting the
arts. They know the value of their arts, and as artists should know how to
express their ideas to the public. -If they are persuaded to spend a part of
their- Naluable time pay ing attention to publicity and promotion -it will
benefit them and their-organizations by creating a wider base of popular
and financial support.
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Through effective promotion the arts organizations can build their
audiences and increase earned income. They can also take their case more
effectively to state and local government if the number-of citizens they are
serving and the %ariety of segments of the community they are reaching.are
increasing. Finally, more effective promotion will, reach more-contributors,
big and small, w ith the artistic and finincial message of the arts
organizations.

FINANCIAL AID TO ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
There are, at present, needs among Michigan's nonprofit community arts

organizations of an urgent, immediate nature. The most urgent need is for
financial tranausions for every cultural_ and arts organization Additional
financial support is the single necessity in -overcoming the variety of

-difficulties which face many of these organizations.
in any ,question of funding the arts it- is necessary to remember that the

future of all arts organizations and institutions are inextricably intertwined,
directly or indirectly. Without education on the local- level and without
audience-building by local artists, there would be no 'demand,:for the
groups and talents. The major institution; by its size and through its
excellence, is-able to obtain the-best exhibits, hire the-most talented artistic
and- administrative staffs, and engage the best soloists. The professional-
-staffs of -these :major institutions go into the community to develop lobal
talent, and to help community arts groups.increase the quality of their arts
offerings. The creative and performing artist is the backborie of the
interdependency ,,of the arts. Without-the creator and someone to recreate
-or properly present the creation there would be no art -reaching the
audience, the final part of the interdependency.

EVen .thcitigh this interdependency exists, it may be necessary to set
certain _guidelines for the distribution of government funding for the arts,
given the -lit-rifted nature of this resource. Equal distribution of available
government funds to all the arts organizations of the state is -a principle
which had the backing of a solid majority of speakers at the Committee's
public hearings. Equal distribution is a sound principle given the in-
terdependency of -the arts and the democratic -nature of the society- -in
which we live. There may, however, be valid reasons for segregating the
arts _organizations by a ariety, of criteria for the purpose of recognizing

-exceptional need or more effective aid to the whole arts structure by spot
concentrations of assistance.

Such is the immediate ,case with the state's major arts organizations and
institutions. In recognition of the unique contribution of -the major arts
organizations to.the people of the -state and in an effort to meet some of the
special needs of these organizations, the Committee supports a program of
limited accelerated funding ,to be made available. For purposes of- this
funding the Committee recommends that a "major" organization be
defined as one with an annual budget of $200,000 or more. -(Accelerated
funding has been approved for fiscal-1974 and represents an earmarking by
the Legislature for this purpose.) Such funding sets a precedent for grants
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in excess of those allow ed tinder other MCA programs to the state's major
arts organizations. The distribution of these funds should be rev less ed by

\
the Legislature at the end of each fiscal year. .

The special accelerated funding of some of the states major arts
institutions is a necessity that- can be measured by their observable financial
conditions. If financial relief is not given these institutions, they will
probably be unable to maintain_ the level of their present programs, and
they will certainly not be able to inci ease the les el of these programs in the
foreseeable future. Critical losses may be sustained by these institutions in
the area of administratis e and artistic personnel if they are unable to meet
the rising wage standards. set by other major- cultural- centers. Loss of
personnel- could mean. a setback in the quality of the services these
institutions offer, which would take decades to reverse. The consequent
reduction- in the sere ice to the citizens of Michigan would be totally
unacceptable.

In:addiiion-to the obvious benefits to accrue to the people of the state if
these institutions are able to continue uninterrupted serOce, additional
benefits may be expcted as a direct result -of accelerated funding. The
Detroit Symphony is a prime example of the type of community service
these major institutions are able to offer, and-also of the additional services
that may result from-special assistance from the Legislature. Of the more
than 200 concerts given by the -Detroit Symphony in 1973, only 55 were
regular ssubscription concerts. The remainder were what the orchestra's
management refers tows "public service" concerts. Among these wc.re free
public concerts given at the State Fairgrounds and in Detroit city parks, 54
children's concerts, and numerous others at reduced prices. The monies
that the Detroit Sy inphony received from the Legislature last year were
used to help pay for -14 concerts performed across the state, no doubt
affording many people a -first -opportunity to hear one of the country 's
major orchestras. The orchestra has received 13 requests for concerts in
communities outside of Detroit, for the 1974-75 season, as well as 56
requests,to play children's concerts in different communities. In addition,
the Detroit Symphony has also spent a_week participating in the first Upper
Peninsula Mpsic Festival. Funding from the-City of Detroit makes possible
the orchestra's public service concerts in Detroit. Funding from the MCA
has allowed the etroit Symphony to truly 'become a Michigan orchestra.

The -interlock Arts Academy propOsal for -a special- "outreach
program" is anoth that could be realized through accelerated funding.
Under thisvrogram-the best of the student ensembles would go on a tour
of Michigan communitiek with accompany Mg faculty w orkshops. Faculty
workshops would be held in churches, schools, libraries, and other
community centers, using student performers as demonstration groups.
Student art exhibits would also .accompany part of the tour, and- master's
classes would be given for locaFteachers.

The Detroit Institute of Arts, a third example, is the fifth largest museum
in ,America. It isithe only museum in our state which has the prestige to
attract -to it many exhibits by the world's greatest artists. An example of this
is the "Twilight of the-Medici" exhibit which received its exclusive showing
in the entire United States at the D.I.A. Many of the services that the
D.I.A. offers, however, hase been unable to expand, have been-curtailed,
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or completely closed down because of the lack of adequate funding.
The art research library housed in the D.I.A. is currently closed for this

reason. The Committee feels that the library is a valuable resource that is
going unused and should be supported and maintained for its services to
the state.

The Conservation Services Library is the only facility of its kind in
Michigan and, though part of the D.I.A., aims to service requests from all
over the State. Unfortunately because of the lack of funds it presently
cannot meet, the needs of the State.

The publication department of the D.I.A. serves a major educational
service. Their education program makes available teaching aids and
materials to many sectoms of the state and y et these services are going to be
discontinued because of lack of funds. The Cormittee strongly
recommends- that the D.I.A. as well as the other major art- organizations
should have support for their on-going, as well as out-reach, programs*
Existing arts organizations should be considered for funding both on the
basis for meeting their regular operational tasks and by their ability to
export and communicate programs outside their geographical area.

The D.I.A. has proposed a range of additional services that could be
made available to the entire state as a result of accelerated funding. These
programs can be listed generally as:

Travelling exhibitions prepared,by curators at the DIA to be shown in
outstate centers;
Educa'tiOnal materials in the form of information packets, reproductions

,of works of art, lectures, and slides to be made available to centers
' ',throughout the state;

The development of techniques and procedures whereby conservation
resources -now existing in Detroit can be utilized far in other
Michigan -centers;
The use of the Institute's outstanding Art Research L brary to facilitate
art historical documentation for the specific deeds of the state of
Michigan;

. <

Making available information about the resources, educational
programs, and cultural events of the D.I.A. by utilizing the media and
information centers throughout Michigan;

Pr iding -films of high quality and special interest to selected centers
throw hout the state;

,

Providing drama workshops at the Institute that will lead children to a
greater understanding and appreciation of theatre;
Extending Junior Town Hall programs for grade schools anti high
schools to centers throughout Michigan. ,

The maintenance of present major cultural resources and the development
of the proposed D.I.A. programs and others like them -from other major
institutions may be expected to result from a policy of accelerated funding

Accelerated funding of any major arts organization or institution should
be recognized as an immediate reaction to the eminence of conditions
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which could be sev erely debilitating. The criteria for granting such funding
should be the organization's need and the .service it could offer to the
people of its community and the state. As a lung-range, continuing solution
to the major Problems faced by all non-profit community arts organizatiork
in the state, organization and promotion of the arts ..iust be accomplished,
and new audiences built by educating the public in the arts.

In addition to all of this, an aw areness of the plight of the state's smaller
community arts organizations is necessary, an awareness, it is hoped, that
will be stimulated by this report. It is necessary for the Legislature to
recognize the w isduin of assisting the community arts organizations around
the state. It is this N% hole network of organizations that will allow the people
of this state to make the arts a part of their everyday lives, and not
something reserved for special occasions. It is this_network which forms the
popular base upon which the whole of the arts establishment rests, where,
the greatest number of people come into direct contact w ith the arts. It is
this network that effectively prevents the arts from becoming over-
institutionalized, or elitist, as they were prior to the great.birth of populism
in the 19th Century. This network of all our community arts organizations
must be preserved and promoted for the good of our state and good of the
arts.

Support for these community arts organizations can approach adequacy
only if the Legislature demonstrates an ever-increasing awareness of the
importance of turning away from an exclusive obsession with el constar!
unqualified expansion of material resources without (and often at the
expense of) a corresponding -real increase in the quality of life. We have
apparently learned our lesson from unregulated industrial expansion at the
expense of the environment, it is now time to demonstrate that we
recognize the arts as essential to maintaining the quality of that environ-
ment.

Toward this end the Legislature should immediately begin increasing
State assistance to community arts organizations to an eventual level which
will eliminate the necessity of either cutting up the arts budget into such
miniscule portions that no one is significantly helped, or having to favor a
minority of institutions at the expense of the Others.

Until a much higher lev el of funding is attained a number of qut stions
regarding distribution of funding for the arts needs to be answered. One
crucial question in future legislativ e funding is whether it should be
awarded on the basis of merit and need or by mathematical 'equality.
Blanket funding, Ix ith each organization receiving a set percehtage of the
total arts appropriation, has some merit toward standardizing distibution
Blanket funding would, however, eliminate the possibility of judging each
case on its merit and the recognition that some needs may be more critical
than others. A blanket appropriation could award assistance where
assistance is really unnecessary, and at the expense of those to whom
assistance is a dire necessity. It is therefore the Committee's recommenda-
tion that the arts should not be funded on a blanket appropriation basis. A
portion of the total arts appropriation should be earmarked for community
arts organization assistance, and should be made available only on an
individual request basis and with the approval of a regulatory body.
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Another major alt6rnative in future funding is whether the Legislature
should directly fund arts organizations or whether an agency should act as
intermediary for the equitable distribution of funds. Direct funding would
place the burden of judging requests for funds upon the Legislature. If the
distribution of, these funds is to be a function of conditions in the
community and -if it isIo be responsive to changes in the community, it
cannot be a once-a-year proposition. This means that if the Legislature is to
distribute funds directly and equitably it will have to establish 'a full-time
permanent committee for art fund distribution. Since such a committee
would be tantamount to an intermediary agency, and since such an agency
would -be- better run by thole with professional qualifications for evaluating
community projects, its recommended that the Legislature continue to use
the intermediary iagacy it has already established_ , the Michigan Council
for the Arts.

In order to complete a policy of meaningful support for the arts, the
Legislature should consider of prime importance finding ways of creating
an atmosphere in Michigan in which 'the personal growth off any citizen
pursuing an artistic goal can be realized with optimum facility. At the same
time, the Legislature should contribute to the artistic coming-of-age of the
state by commissioning domestic works of art -to grace Michigan public
buildings.

The arts organizations in our survey collectively reported that an
inadequacy of facilities was their second greatest problem. If these two
probleyns trouble arts organizations, they must certainly plague indivVual
artists: A popular picture of the artist has him or her subsisting in Coattic,
ragged and starving, but producing great art. Such conditi?ns do not
produce great art; rather, the dedication of great artists allJws them to
overcome these conditions. A dedicated artist could surely work better in a
facility that is suited to the work at hand.

The State, through its various agencies, should provide encouragement
and support to local efforts to create arts centers and ,other facilities in
which the individual artist can bring his or her talent to fruition. Inner-city
areas or areas in need of renovation should be especially appropriate places
to establish arts centers, perhaps with an MCA grant. The federal
department of HUD has a ready supply of buildings that could be
renovated as community projects and which could be supplied with
equipment in order to furnish studio facilities for both developing- and
developed artists. Such centers wculd be- of great benefit to indigenous
artists and would-be artists, and would stimulate and facilitate the creation
of art' They w,,ald be an asset to the neighborhood and perhaps could
become the core of local projects to enhance the environment. Local artists
could sell their services to the community and make each a center for living
art by creating murals, sculpture, concerts, locally produced films, etc.

The 1930's and early 1940's were good years for certain segments of the
arts community. The results of a unique cooperation between the
government and the artists of this country (which was a part of WPA) can
still be seen, lingering on as a touch of class in public buildings. Since the
erh! if WPA days federal, state, and local governments have proposed
sundry plans designed to beautifylhighways, boulevards, and public parks
A significant part of people's environment is made up of high-rise concrete
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and glass and an over-abundance of garish advertising. Any serious effort
by -state government .to beautify the environment should include considera-
tion of worts -of art, which v)ould also show that the government of
Michigan is a leader in the. effort to create aesthetically-Tpleasing surroun-
dings for its people. Buildings constructed by the State, and hopefully by
local governments too, -should ,inclUde works of art created by Michigan
artists:. 4

eANdxSION'
This section (-f our report has attemptedp show that all seginents of the

art chain, the total process of art, are part of .a living, growing eco-system.
The system is necessary to the quality oilife but it is in danger of becoming
slowed in its clevglopinent, as well as in the development of its
components. State financial and aSdministrative aid is necessary to ensure
continued_development, which is a responsibility of the Legislature under
its duty to care for the eneral welfare and environmental cdhditions of the
public. Any assistance the arts that is to be effective must benefit all
links in the art chain. It is ecommended that the State of Michigan and its
agencies carefully consid these recommendations and the reasons for
their proposal. The Com Itee has no doubt that proper steps will then be
initiated to help the arts e to be a vital part of a developing
Michigan.
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PUBLIC RADIO AND TELEVISION

Noncommercial television should address itself to the ,icleal of
excellence, not the idea of acceptabilitywhich- is what keeps
commercial television from climbing the staircase. I think television
should.be the visual counterpart of the literary essay, should-arouse
our dreams, satisfy our hunger for beauty, take uis on journeys,
''tnablt us to participate in events, present great drama and music,
explore the sea and the sky the woods and the hills. It should be
our Lyceum, our Chautauqua, our MinSky's and our -Camelot. It
should- restate and clarify the social dilemma and the political pickle.
Once ih a while it does, and you get a quick look at its potential.

E. B. White
in the Carnegie Commission
report on educational T.V.

. Michigan's six public television stations and thirteen public radio
stations have-a number of characteristics in_ common with the community
arts groups in our survey and share a few _of the same problems. Public

radio -and television stations in Michiganwhich are defined -here as-those
affiliated with National Public Radio '(NPR) and the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS)devote a good deal- of their programming (in some cases
nearly all of it) -to the arts and culture. Public radio is received in virtually
every area of the State, while public T.V. stations cover at least 80%of the
State and reach nearly all of its population. -Both serve audiences that
_number in the millions. All public radio and'T.V. stations are nonprofit
corporations.

The public broadcast media in the State bring arts and cultural
programs, singly and in series, to audiences that are vaster than any of the
arts organizations in the State cduld hope to reach. They bring these
programs right into the homes 6f The viewers or listeners, which- is a
maximum convenience for that viewer or listener. Through their affiliations
with NPR and PBS they have the capability to bring to their audiences
programs featuring some of the best artists or groups-of artistsin the world.

Each also- has -the potential for bringing its - audience programs featuring
local' or regional artists.

Most public radio and television stations in Michigan receive a
substantial part of their budgets from the college or university with-which
they are affiliated. There are exceptions to this, however, which make
public radio and T.V. less than a completely homogenous group. The
-public radio station in Flint is affiliated-with the Flint Board of Education;
the public radio station in Traverse City is affiliated with the Interlothen
Arts Academy; public television station WGVC is a joint venture of Grand
Valley College and the nonprofit Wolverine Educational Television
Corporation; and VI7TVS, public television in Detroit, is owned and
operated by a private nonprofit corporation, the Detroit Educational
Television Foundation. All- of the public media in Michigan receive some
funds _from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

WTVS=TV in Detroit is unique among these in depending almost
exclusively upon contributions for its dollar income. The remainder of ne

-_radio.and T.V. stations, although funded to -a greater or lesser degree-by
their educational affiliate, must also depend_on contributions to produce
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part of their budgets. WDLTzFM in Detroit, for instance, gets only half of
its funds from its parent organization (Wayne State University) and must
depend upon contributions for the other half. Other stations must rely on
contribution's for the production of local programs and to elevate their
programming abo% e the bare minimum allowed by funding from their
parent. institntiN.

Michigan's public,broadcasting media are now responsible for bringing
regularly to Michigan audiences drama and music performances of all
types, and specials in dance and a variety of visual arts. Due to a lack of
funds available to many stations, most of this programming -is obtained
from the networks. Michigan stations do, however, produce a limited
number of programs in the Arts. WKAR-TV in--East Lansing, for instance,
produCes "Young Musical Artists," _a highly -accliiinecl series of music
performances, which is made available through_ PBS to all public T.V.
stations in Michigan and _many throughout' the county. W'I' 'S-TV in
Detroit, another-example, has recently produced "Twilight of -the Medici,"
a well- received program on the exhibit of the same name which was shown
exclusively inzthis country at the Detroit Institute of Arts. This program also
is available for showing on all of Michigan's-and other public T.V. stations.

With the limited amount of-funds available-to-the -public ibroadeasting
media, -local production of programs hash been severely curtailed at all
Michigan public radio and T.V. stations. This of course-limits production of
-arts programs, which eery often are given a priority -position in program-
ming Limited -funding also means that many of the more expensive (and in
many cases best) syndicated arts and cultural programs are beyond the
-financial reach of public radio and T.V. stations' in the state.

To this _point public radio and TN. have existed under substantially
limiting conditions, neither has had a chance to develop its-potential. Arts
programming is one area where the potential of the public broadcasting
media in Michigan has been realized only to a relath, ely small degree. What
we have seen and heard, though, holds promises for the arts. But since arts
and cultural programming is only a_ part, albeit ,an important one, of the
total programming of- the "':ate's public broadcasting media, their deNelop-
ment NA. ill only -come NI. ith a corresponding general- deelopment of those
media.

In order" to accelerate their des eloprnent, the public broadcasting media
in our State need attention and assistance for their on unique nature and
problems. Public radio and T.V. in Michigan lime too long been looked
upon as insignificant parts of big unhersities. They -hay e not received the
kind of financial and public support they need to dei, clop their potential in
spite of the fact -that any degree of new development means an equal,
degree of -new service to the people of the State.

The fact that public radio and TN. in the State have been looked on
only as parts of universities has been one of their, largest problems. Their
uniqiie nature and problems lime not been recognized and thus have not
been answered. In the interest of 1.11ping public-radio and T.V. to develop
their general capabilities, so that there will -be a corresponding develop-
ment of their arts and cultural programming potential, this Committee
recommends that the Coernor appoint. a commission for public broad-
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casting in Michigan, and that such a commission include representatives of
the State's public radio stations and the State's public television stations.

The principle function of- such a commission would be to- respond
directly to the needs of the public broadcasting media in a manner
appropriate to their- unique nature. To do-this effectively. the commission
should not be part of a larger agency concerned with any one narrow
aspect of the programming potential of public radio and T.V. It should not
be a commission on educational T.V. or fine arts radio, but show look

after these and all other areas of concern within the public bro casting

media as parts of a total concern. In the interest of effectively eveloping

each of these areas- it will be necessary first to look after the development
of these media in general. A brief summary of the direction -the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting should take was outlined by Dr. James

Killian, Jr. (Chairman of the Board- of -the Corporation for Piiblic
Broadcasting) and can serve as a general statement of purpose for a State

nninission on public broadcasting: "CPB must experiment- -with the
purpose of improving programming, serve the local station and honer and
protect its independence, and finally, mobilize a sustained effort to secure
the Amounts and 4cind ?if public and private financing that will undergird
the public television system and leave it-free of pressures from governmen-
tal and private sources of funds." This Committee considers the Corpora-
tion- for Public Broadcasting an excellent model after which a state
.commission on public broadcasting could be patterned.

In practice the ,commission could function as a focal point of initiation
and assistance which would involve all of public television Or all pf public
radio in the State, or both. One such project could be the establishment of
physical networks among ali-of, the State's public radio and public T.V.
stations. This- would, among other things; allow simultaneous broadcasts to
all of the stations in the network'but would entail production costs for only
one station. Such a system would be extremely valuable for -the broad-
Casting of artsyrograimning (live concerts, arts exhibits, and live theatreall
by NliChigan artists).

With a commission to seek financial relief for, search for solutions to the
problems of, and stimulate cooperation among Michigan's public radio and
public television stations, these stations will uncldubtedly be able to reach
higher levels of service to the people of the State. Surely this will inchide_
the development \of their potential to bring the arts into every Michigan
home in a manner that will be beneficial to the arts, Michigan artists, and
Michigan citizens. \
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THE MICHIGAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS

THE PUBLIC HEARINGS
The legislative resolution which created the Joint Legislative Committee

on the Arts directed the Committee to "study and make proposal:, for the
adv ancement and promotion o: the creative arts." Part of the information-
gathering process undertaken by the Committee in its study of the arts in
Michigan was public hearings in which people interested in the arts were
invited toicontribute. The most recent hearings were held on May 3rd and
6th, 1974, at three different locations: Detroit, Livonia, and Lansing. A
sampling of excerpts from the comments addressed to the Committee at
these hearings by individuals_ and -organizational representatives will
provide an insight into some of the trends in thought-that were presented.

A representative of the Harbinger ResidentzDance Company of the Detroit
Community Music School:

"The Michigan Legislature should set_precedent-with its support of all
the arts and let -our state be one of the finest culturally-developed
regions of- the nation. The talent -is -here; please don't turn your backS on
us."

A representative -of the Lansing-Community Art Gallery:
"As citizens of Michigan we are proud- that such institutions as the
Detroit Symphony, and the Detroit Art Institute, the Meadowbrook
Theatre and -Music Festival, and Cranbrook are nationally renowned,
and we feel that any means necessary should be used to support them.
But we wish to remind the Legislature that the interest in programs
offered by such esoteric institutions begins back at home, at school, and.
in the grass-roots activities where knowledge ofiand love for the arts is
stimulated amid familiar surroundings. There is not much point in
supporting a museum or a iyihphony unless 'there is an appetite and
patronage for-their offerings."

A representative of Meadowbrook Theatre:
We all know That one art feeds another. We are all together as artists.

We all need support; we need support for our own institutions; we need
support at the grass-roots level; we need support across th.:. board."

A- representative of the Livonia Arts Council:
"Each community has to be elevated first, to be made aware. Right
now, some people are afraid to go into- a museum; they -think its
something lor which they'll have ho comprehension. They're uncomfor-
table with it, and they think it for intellectuals only. What we have to-
do is show them that art is an everyday thing; it's how you cut your hair,
what color of shirt you wear; and all that. What is needed is education,
and each community is best able to educate = itself from within."

Representatives of the Michigan Opera'Theatre:
"In order to service -the arts in this state we have got to help each
community in the state to develop its programs. At the same time, we
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must support the major artistic resources of the state, which are the
larger institutions, and ha% e a proper interaction between the-two."
"We need more interaction -of professional artists and artists in ,the
community to give local peop:e the positive learning experience of
working with professionals."

Representative of the Detroit Repertory Theatre:
"The Michigan Council for the Arts and its staff over the years have
.failed to formulate a cohesive aesthetic and economic policyfor the arts
in Michigan. They have also failed -to structure an effective case for
public support of the arts."

As -a whole, the comments concerning the Michigan Council for the Arts
(MCA) tended to reprove the -policies and practices it has evolved-in the
eight years of its existence, especially the lack of leadership by the Council
in gathering information about the arts in Michigan, in organizing the arts
interests in the State for a common purpose, and in carrying the case for
more support of the arts vigorously to the LegiSlature. SeVeral speakers
gave unqualified support to the Council for having made grants to their
organizations. Many of the speakers expressed a total lack of support for
the MCA's Artrain program, although a few noted that Artrain -had been
very well-received in their Communities.

In general the speakers favored greater legislative support for the arts in
the form of a larger appropriation from the Legislature to the MCA. The
idea of equitable funding (that is, a formula for -the fair distribution of
MCA grants) was advocated by many- speakers. There were also numerous
calls -for better .des;elopment of grass-roots community arts activities and
organizations through increased funding by the MCA or local arts councils.

THE MCA: A REVIEW
The Michigan-Council-for the Arts has served, since its official inception

in 1966, as the principle liaison between,. government and the arts in
Michigan. It -has .acted as the advocate Of the arts and has promoted
increased_ support for them. The Joint Legislative Committee on-the Arts
recommends that the MCA retain its present structure and- maintain the
goals set for -it in the bill- which created it, pending an in-depth study and
evaluation of this structure and these goals, and subject to qualifications
and clarifications set forth in this section of this report.

The goals of the MCA were listed in Public Act No. 48 of 1966 as
follows: ,

Stimulate and encourage throughout-the state the study and presentation
of the performing and creative arts.
Make- such surveys as may be deemed advisable of public and private
institutions engaged within the state -in artistic and cultural activities,
including but not limited to educational institutions, -music, theatre,
dance, visual arts, literature and letters, architecture and-architectural
landscaping, museums, and allied arts and crafts, and define and
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effectuate appropriate programs to implement the aforementioned
activities.

'1
Take such steps as may be necessary and appropriate to encourage
public interest in the cultural heritage of our State and expand the
State's cultural resources.
Encourage a freedom of artistic expression essential for the s ell-being
of the arts.

The MCA was further empowered to accept gifts, contributions, and
bequests from individuals, corporations, and other institutions. and
organizations for the purpose- of furthering the cultural objectives. of its
programs. The MCA was also made the official agency of the State of
Michigan to receive and disburse funds made available by the National
Endowment for the Arts Act.

In the eight years of its existence the MCA has set up a structure to seek
maximum financial assistance from State and Federal government, and has
cooperated with- the Michigan Foundation- for the Arts in receiving
contributions from private sources. Several plans for the disbursement of
these =funds have been implemented. Presentation of artistic and cultural
programs throughout the State has -been encouraged_by the MCA through
money grants to organizations with specific projects. Various patterns of
assistance of varying success have been initiated by the MCA'to promote
the performance and study of the arts. These programs currently include
the Consultant Service, -the Touring Attractions Program, the Artist-in-
Residence Program, the Conference Assistance Program, the Community
Arts Council Development Program, the Touring Exhibits Program, and
the Artrain Program.

.Presumably because of limited funding the MCA has done.little toward
undertaking meaningful surveys of the state of- the arts in Michigan. This
report in its entirety is intended as a preliminary and partial remedy to the
lack of information available on the arts in the State. =It was done, it should
be noted,: at a minimal cost.

Increasing public awareness and acceptance of the arts has been
proiribted;lby the MCA primarily through assistance to the successful
presentation of programs in the arts throughout the State. These programs
hopefully will attract attention and new support by making More of the arts
available to people around the State. The overall public relations outlook of
the MCA has been, however, aimed primarily at creating a favorable image
of the MCA and its programs. Little has been done, again presumably
because of a lack of ftinds, to apply public relations techniques to creating
a more favorable image for the arts. There have been no concrete efforts
made, but neither has there been an immediate necessity for actively
promoting an already existing freedom of artistic expression in the State.

How efficiently MCA programs have been administered is unclear and
is beyond the scope of this report. The natures of these programs and their
desirability, however, are open to-determination. '
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One of these programs, Artrain, has had the effect of making the MCA
a fund raiser and a principle contributor to a program it created and
continues to administer. Since the MCA controls the distribution of State
arts funds, some individuals and organizations argue it has a conflicting
interest in also being a major recipient of those funds. This argument rises
from an assumption that the Council's primary role is as a foundation. Even
though the dollars -spent on Artrain technically are not taken directly from
other community arts organizations, and certain of the Federal funds spent
on Artrain are special grants specifically for that program, some have
argued that a good deal of the money spent on Artrain could rather have
been successfully and more effectively- appropriated for community arts
,organizations. A number of the community arts organizations in the State
have arrived =at just that conclusion, and the result has been bad feelings
toward an MCA which they see as a competitor for limited funds rather
than a benevolent administrate'. of 'those funds.

The Committee commends the Artrain program on its success reported
by many of the organizations which have sponsored its stay in their cities.

The program has given many people around the State a close look at the
visual arts and artists for the first time, and has motivated the establishment
of organizations to accommodate its stay, which have continued to exist as
arts, councils. In so doing, Artrain has been an appropriate initial Council
program addressing a Council responsibilityaiding in the expansion of art
appreciation/exposure and the development of art institutions.

The Committee also commends the MCA for obtaining a good deal of
the construction and operating funds for Artrain from sources outside its
normal budget. However, the Committee sees the cqntinuing ownership,
administration, and funding of the Artrain project as appropriately being
organized in an independent status. It is, therefore, recommended that the
MCA obtain a -new sponsor for Artrain and divest itself of any interest in
the project other than,it would have in any other arts organization in the
State. Since the Artrain program has attained a degree c c success in serving
the public, the MCA hopefully will have little difficulty finding another
sponsor for it from among the public service institutions, foundations,
and/or the federal government.

Many of the programs under the Community Arts Assistance program
have been criticized for being institutionalized by the MCA and hence
unresponsive to grass roots community needs. According to E. Ray Scott,
Executive Director of the MCA, these programs have resulted -from
repeated- community requests for certain services. The most frequently
requested services were organized under the various headings of the
Community Arts- Assistance program for efficiency in administration and
rapidity in implementation. None of the individual programs under
Community Arts Assistance was put into effect by the arbitrary decision of
the Council, its Director, or staff; an Organization must specifically request
the services offered by these programs before it can be implemented.

The facts- that the components- of -the Community Arts Assistance
program have apparently risen by "popular demand" and that they are
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activated only at the request of an organization seems sufficient to justify
their existence. In fiscal year 1973 the number of grants for, these programs
were as follows:

Touring performances-13 Conference assistance-6
Consultant services-.11 Artist-in-residencies-3

In addition ten art exhibits were booked into thirty locations under, the
Touring Exhibits Program. In contrast to these services, a total of 62 mini-
grants (grants of up to $1,000) for projects and programs initiated
completely at the community lev,e1 were awarded by the MCA in fiscal
year 1973. These 62 mini - grants compare with 33 grants made under other
Community Arts Assistance programs plus 30 separate bookings under the
Touring Exhibits Program, for a total of 63. The total amount of the mini-
grants was $46,930. An additional-$30,000 -in grants was made directly to
local arts councils and $50,000 was earmarked for Meadowbrook Theatre
by legislative action.

With the exception of the $50,000 diverted from the Community Arts
Assistance Program budget, all of the funds available under- the program
were on a request basis, with each applicant specifying the program for the
funds. Money was available to each applicant under the same conditions.
There is, therefore, prima lade eiridence that these programs are serving
the needs of the community to the extent alloWed by the level of funding
provided by the Legislature.

The following changes in procedure should be made in -two programs
under Community Arts Assistance to guarantee that the MCA remain free
from any charge of conflicting interests. In the Artist-in-Residence
Program, if -the requesting organization does not identify a specific artist,
the MCA should not designate an artist. Instead the organization requesting
the Artist-in-Residence grant should be given a list of at least several artists
from which to choose. The same stipulation should apply, to the Consultant
Services Program in,the event the requesting organization does not specify
a particular consultant.

The mini - grant- portion of the Community Arts Assistance Program has
also come under verbal attack because it allegedly allows the director and
his staff too much discretion in the distribution of funds. The MCA staff
does have considerable advisory power over the distribution of mini-grant
funds since it must research and review each request with, the help of
advisory panels of experts in the various arts and recommend to the
director whether or not the program should be funded and for what
amount. The director has the final discretionary power for approving mini-
grant requests. The reason for thisto relieve the Council itself of the
burden- of adjudicating the hundreds of minirgrant requests and to allow
the grants to be made quickly in order to meet immediate needs rather than
channeling each request through the lengthy process required for grants
over $1,000sec.ns sound. The volume of the grants alone would make it
quite impossible for the full part-time Council to consider each adequately.

The decisions of the director on the distribution of mini-grant funds are
conveyed to the Council at each of its meetings, providing the Council with
a check- on the director's handling of the program. As long as the Council
maintains a careful review of mini-grants and makes certain that any
apparent favoritism is corrected, the current process of mini-grant
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distribution is acceptable as the most efficient under the present MCA
structure.

The distribution of Special Community Projects funds (for grants over
$1,000 up to $10,000) remains in the hands of the Council itself. All of the
programs under Special Community Projects in fiscal year 1973, with the
exception of grants for $50,000 to the Detroit Symphony Orchestra any d

$25,000 to the Detroit Institute of Arts awarded by legislative action, were
on the same request basis as those under Community Arts Assistance.
However, whereas a balance was achieved in Community. Arts Assistance
between MCA-organized and community-originated programs,Special Pro-
jects grants were oriented away from programs originated entirely in the
community.

In fiscal year 1973, 126-Special Community Projects grant requests for
community-originated projects totalling $748,000 were filed with the
Council. Only 12 of these were approved for a total of $55,400. $9,542 of
this was rescinded as a result of the inability of the recipient organization to
carry out its program. This $9,542 (plus an additional $3,458 -that was
solicited by the MCA- from outside its budget) was later allocated to 6
organizations, A total of- $58,858 was thus made available to 17
organizations for community-originated projects, out of a budget of
$250,000 plus the $3,458.

The_balance of -the-Special Community Projects budget was spent as
follows:

$50,000 -for a special grant to the Detroit Symphony to help defray the
costs of an outstate tour.
$25,000 for a- special grant to the Detroit Institute of Arts.
$85,700 for the Artist-in-the-Schools Program.
$36,191 for the Coordinated Dance Residency Touring Program. ,

$8;000 for the' Symphony-Artist-in-Residence Program.
Grants -for programs that were organized under Council = program

headings were -made to approximately 87 recipients. The Coordinated
Residency Touring Program in Dance served 11 sponsoring organizations
with 17 residencies by 14 companies. The- Symphony - Artist -in-Residence
Program served 4 organizations with one artist. The Artist -in- the -Schools
Project served approximately 60 schools or school distrists in the following
categories:

Dance component one school district at a cost of $19,500
Literature component-22 one-week writers-in-residencies and 46 one-
day poet visits at $22,500
Film component -7 schools at $12,000
Council-organized Special Community Projects grants were undertaken

at a- cost of $109,891 to approximately 87 organizations. Seventeen
organizations were- awarded Special Community Projects grants (totalling
$58,858) for community-originated programs. Staff- organized- Community
Arts Assistance grants went to 63 organizations for a total of $13,180; while
community-originated programs were funded for a total of $46,930 fot 62
organizations. The MCA staff and executive director determine the
distribution- of Community Arts Assistance funds. The Council, with
advisement from the executive director, has jurisdiction over the distribu-
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tion of Special Community Projects funds. Clearly it is the Council and not
the staff that is responsible for directing funds away from strictly
community-originiated programs toward those which are organized under
Council headings. This has not been done because of a lack of requests for
funds for community-originated projects. One hundred and twenty-six
requests. for $746,000 grew to 141 requests for $818,000, for 1974.

The Committee strongly recommends that the Council take more
seriously its obligation to represent all the arts and people within the state
Since it is very likely that the Council will continue to have an
overabundance of requests for Special Community Projects funds for
community-originated projects, the Counc:', should devote at least half of
the monies available under Special Community Projects to= community-
originated projects in the future. This balance will help to prevent the
Council from becoming overly biased in promoting its programs.

The Committee recommends that, in addition to the continuance of
their other programs, the following objectives be given priority considefa-
don by the Council and its staff. As outlined in the Community Arts
O_ rganizations section -of this report, the Council- should seek:

The encouragement and facilitation of the formation of a federation of
4the arts in Michigan.

The encouragement and facilitation of- the formation of individual
artistic associations in Michigan.
The organizations resulting from the above activities would provide

support for the arts in the state; allow artists to discuss problems, search for
solutions, and work toward these solutions together; -as well as providing
the MCA with certain forms of assistance in information gathering, public
relations, etc. Also to be given priority consideration by the MCA should

be:
A continuing process of collecting and distributing information about
and- for the arts organizations_ of Michigan.

The promotion of public awareness and acceptance of the arts through,

a. public relations;
b. encouragement and facilitation of the establishment of a New
Audiences Program;
c. continuing grants-to projects aimed at encouraging participation by a
larger Arid more diversified audience; .

d. encouragement of existing or yet to be formed artistic associations to
promote public awareness, understanding, and interest in each in-
dividual art form.
In- its role of advisor and-under its obligation to further the arts, it would

be appropriate and desLable for the MCA to approach individuals,
-organizations, or any federation of the arts or- artistic associations with ideas
and suggestions for new programs consistent with MCA goals. The MCA
may, and hopefully-will, originate such ideas and-may provide information,
advice, and appropriate assistance at the -request of sponsors, but should
-never become in any way involved with _the operation or administration of
such programs. Such new programs should be eligible for MCA financial-
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assistance under the same conditions as other community arts organizations*
programs.

Any MCA accelerated funding (grants for larger amounts than allowed'
under Special Community Projects) should amount to a cumulative annual
total of no more than 25% of the total budget in the future. The MCA should
award accelerated funding grants on a matching fund basis according to
the need of the requesting organization and the merit of the programs for
which the grant will be used. The merit of a program should be judged
according to the number of people it will serve and how well it will serve

_them. Accelerated funding should reflect the interest of all the people of
Michigan by ultimately being disbursed in a manner that will serve the
maximum number of people with- the widest variety of benefits.

Occasional criticism has been leveled- at the Council for not taking its
duties seriously_ enough, for not devoting sufficient time or effort to the
discharge of these duties, and for abdicating Council responsibilities to its
staff. It should be recognized that, because the Council is a part-time
assembly I.vliose functions require fulltime attention, much of the respon-
sibility -for executing these functions must fall to its staff. This condition
should be seen as normal and necessary to MCA functioning, and
acceptable provided- that staff actions are subject -to the review of the
Council and do not 'violate Council-esStlished policies. There are,
however, certain practices which could be fostered to ensure-that future
Councils will give a maximum amount of time to the execution of its
functions.

Since council membership- is a nonpaying position, it should be
assumed that an intense interest in the arts and their adi, ancement w ould be
the principle- motives fur a Council member- devoting time and effort to the
functioning of the MCA. It is therefore very strongly recommended, in
order to guarantee that Council membership is maximally dedicated to the
execution of its duties, that further appointments to the Council be made
according to a candidate's demonstrated interest in the advancement and
development of the arts and for no other reason.

To accomplish this goal, nominations for appointees should be solicited
from any and every federation of the arts or artistic association in
Michigan. Nominations for Council appointments should not be solicited
from current Council members or staff. The Council's membership should
meet as often as is necessary to carry out its functions. The Council should
take upon itself to be sufficiently well-informed that it can execute its
duties without undue reliance on its staff. A more demanding schedule of
duties for Council members vv ould help, also, to-discourage membership
by those who are not genuinely interested in the arts.

Clarification of the appointment and tenure of the executive directbr
and staff are also necessary . According-to the bill which created the MCA,
the chairman of the Council appoints the executive director. No provision
has been made for the appointment of staff or the replacement of the
director or staff. It is recommended that future directors be appointed by
the full Council for two -year. periods and serve at the pleasure of the
Council. At two-y ear intervals a new director should be appointed or the
current director retained after an extensive Council review. Staff should be
appointed by _the Council on recommendation by the ,director. Staff
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performance should be regularly re% iewed by the Council and appropriate
measures should be taken to retain or transfer staff on the basis of
-performance alone.

Partial studies have been made of MCA policies, procedures, and
programs and of their effecti% eness in meeting.the goals set by and for the
MCA. One such survey was undertaken, at the request of the MCA, by
representatives of the National Endowment for the Arts, the Associated
Councils of the Arts, the Missouri Arts- Council, and the Illinois Arts
Council. Another more compreliensi% e one was conducted by the Detroit
Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America.

These studies were not complete, comprehensive -evaluations of the
MCA, but they do provide a disinterested view of the MCA and offer a
number of suggestions for its improvement. The MCA should be
commended,-for undertaking this self-e% aluation. The Comm_ ittee suggests
that the results of these two sun eys be carefully considered by the Council
and its staff in an effort to define policies, procedures, and programs that
%%ill assist- in -the efficient functioning of the MCA and help it to serve the
people of Michigan in the best possible manner. These two evaluations
should be considered a preliminary step in an on-going process of self-

aluation and self - adjustment by the MCA. The CoMmittee recommends
that the MCA continue this process and sugge.,ts that. other assisting
agencies might be found within Michigan.' The Department of Cultural
Affairs at the University of Michigan might, for instance, be -willing and
well-qualified to .do a study for the MCA on specific policies to increase
service to community arts-organizations. Finally,-this report will hopefully
play a significant role in helping the MCA to identify needs within the state

hich it can help to relies e, and methods by _which it-can effectively do so.
This report has shown that the arts in Michigan are involved in many

%en important aspect. of life in the State, and that they touch_the lives of
millions of Michigan's citizens. It has shown that the arts- in Michigan are
not merely the concern of a cultural elite, but of the total citizenry of the
state. 4::

The report has demonstrated that the various components of the arts
community have come a long way toward meoting the aesthetic'and
cultural requirements of Michigan's citizens. It has further pointed out,
how e% er, that some Very -definite problems and needs stand-in the way of
the arts community 's being able toPro% ide full opportunity for_ cultural and
aesthetic fulfillment for all of the istate's people.

The report has urged a broad approach to-finding a solution for these
-43roblems ,...91,for fulfilling-the needs, of the arts community. It has done this
because of the interrelation of all segments of the "arts chain". It has
concluded that assistance' from various agencies of State government is
necessary to reach solid solutions to these problems and needs, 'and is
appropriate as a service .to the people of the state. It has suggested .a
number of ways in which State aid can be effectively used to assist the arts.

The Joint Legislati% e Committee ornthe Arts hopes,that this report will
be one stimulus for a chain of events -that will eventually produce better'
cooperation between the arts as a valuable natural resource, and the

-go% ernment as the institution established, to protect and develop natural
resources.
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ELEMENTARY,
INTERMEDIATE, AND SECONPaRY SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION
What makes art so important is that it embodies and unites affective
and cognitive experiences and responses. In effect, art can be
defined as the expression of ideas about feeling. Art thus has -an
important function in extending human experience: it can deepen
and enlarge understanding and refine feeling. Not all children-can
or should become accomplished artists; all children can and should
develop artistit sensibility.

Charles L. Silberman
in The. Open Classroom Reader

This report has made frequent references to the chain Of processes from
artist to audience. This section deals with the master link in that chain or
any othedealing with human action. It deals with the self-renewal and the
potential_for development in all phases of the arts chain. It deals with the
children.

In this resmdt the value of children to the arts is self-evident; any
cultural cloned in our civilization must have their eventual support to
sustain vitality. Because children are the hope of all things future, however,
their value to the arts is not nearly as important as the value of the arts to
them.

A return to the definition of arts as the selective recreation of reality
should provide ant indication of the value of the arts to children who
possess many basic human characteristics in their simplest and most intense
form. As with Lewis Cares:ill's Alice, -the work of children can be a
wonderland and their reality constantly changing. Also like Alice children
have the pow::: of creating their own worlds with their on systems of
logic, or of seeing through the false exteriors of the wocld that adults have-
created, sometimes embarrassingly, to point out its illogic.

The casual creativity that children exercise in embellishing the "real"
world or seeing through its illogic, like the little girl whose "lasterday" was
certainly more logical than "yesterday", is at..using to us. Our schools find it
increasingly less amusing as the child grows, however Our schools, as
representatives of our society, ,stifle the "unreasonable" fantasy side of
children in favor of the "reality" of textbook facts, despite the fact that a
child's fantasy worlds are constructed by the same process that Arthur
Koestler points to as basic to the creativity of innovators in science and the

arts alike.
By participating in the arts the child pan keep alive his or her ability to

selectively recreate reality. We have recently gone through an age in which

our youth demonstrated their pitifully poor equipment for "doing their own
thiog". Well planned, well-executed arts programs can give to us graduates
who are accustomed to really doing -their own thing, creative individuals
ready to contribute fresh ideas to imprr ve the quality of living The child
who grows up turned. on to the arts/lias the advantage of having something
to turn to v, ilei, he or she wishes to trip on any concentrated experience of
living or life that the liman mind is capable of preserving through the arts
In more conservative ments, Children, youth, or former youth who have
a background in the amts have the option of turning to the arts for any of the
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less spectsecular reflections of self in tlic out there," including just plain
entertainment or relaxation.

The ability to appreciate and gain pleasure from the arts of others
increases with the amours( of exposure to and experience w ith the art form.
Philosopher Curt John Ducasse professor emeritus at Brow n University,
says that for-must of us experiencing a particular mirk of art or kind of art
ucer and rov er is the surest road to appreciation. The elementary school arts,
program' is the place to begin repeated experience of the arts, before a
child hasiiad time to inherit the perennial myth that the arts are for only a
select culttirl al elite.

The arts have been widely recognized as valuable ends in themselves,
and are.becoming ever more recognized (through the results of studies and
research projects) as means, to other educational ends. The use and
recognition of the arts as valuable tools y i which -the student can more
easily and more fulls learn other subject mu zr, and with which the-teacher
can more effecticely disseminate knowledge about other subjects is
increasing w ith excellent results. A number of experimental projects
teaching non-arts subjects using one ur wore of the arts as teaching tools
have resultedoin significantly greater learning progress than teaching the
same subjects with conventional methods.

The' Learning To -Read Through the Arts Program of the ;enheim
Children's Museum, for instance, has demonstrated significant gas...-in 10-13
y ear -old students w ho participated in a series of arts-related actic NN as

found that the children's participation in the arts NN urk shops motivated them
to. read (a) for pleasure, because of their interest and appreciation for what
they were residing (arts-oriented books and magazines), (b) for information
that would help them achieve a goal ur overcome an obstacle in the carious
arts workshops, and, (c) for background information to the various art forms
and works to which they were eqiosed.

Another example, the Rural Michigan Mobile Arts Project, (which is
entering its third year in the Copper County Intermediate School District
undia--an ESEA Title-III grant) has demonstrated that children can improc e
their fundamental speech patterns and mathematical concepts through the
use of the Orff Method. This learning system developed by musician
composer Carl Orff utilizes percussion instruments, hand clapping to
simple melodies, and play acting to teach basic ,acaderaic concepts.

In' (our out of six tests administered to both children participating and
children not participating in the project, participants show ed substantially
greater gains in vocabulary, paragraph comprehension, word study, and-
N% urd reading. Other tests showed similarly greater gains by participants in
self-confidence, attention span, coordination, and concentration. First-and
second grade s (107 children) in the project were able to ,raise their 1-.9.
from- 103.9 to 106.1,on the average.

It is especially interesting, that the arts have been used to increase self-
confidence. In 197'J :Ai., White House Conference on Children indicated
that one of the most pressing needs of this country is equipping our
children with a sense of individuality and dignity. One of 'the studies
presented at the conference asserts that our educational system is blunting
the natural creatic ity of 'children by isolating them from the arts.
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Another report at the. \Atte House conference stated, In a sense we
have educated a nation of deprived children. Distrust of the.senses is a root
of many of our problems . . . The arts are the most proven means at our
disposal to strengthen the ability of the senses, without which productive,
creative thinking is impossible in any field of endeavor, and particularly in
the field of education. The child often "finds himself" through immersiodin
the arts and is motivated toward academic accomplishment."

The idea that a child who experiences the arts becomes more receptive
to all learning has been advanced 'by a number of educators and
psychologists. The Pennsylvania Board of Education has made the fine arts
an educational priority because its members believe the arts process (which
they define as "perceiving, responding, understanding, creating, evaluation,
and the development of skills") is basic to all education. The Arts Process
In Basic Education, issued by the Pennsylvania Board elaborates this idea:

Ills highly integrated structure for learningthe arts processhas a
unique function to fulfill in the context of basic education. The six
components of Is process are compatible with and conducive to
learning-in all subject-matter areas. They require that the student invest
more of his personal self in the learning process. The simple reason for
this is that the components inherent in the arts experience make
maximum use of diverse, individualized capacities. They take into
serious account the-fact that a person's whole being affects what, how,
when, where, and why learning takes place. In this way they represent a-
structpre that. transcends established taxonomies, rigid prescriptions,
and traditional theories of learning."

"The structure of the arts process assumes a certain humane dimension
because it focuses on an involv ed learner. Engagement with the arts is of
necessity both personal and activ e. The inquiry process, as usually applied
fails to recognize the importance of responding whether this takes the
form of some kind of manipulation or verbal activity--and limits
creativity to simulation of suggested models. The arts process opens the
learning satiation to totlil involvement of self. Indeed evaluation is viewed
not only from the point of view of the teacher, but _primarily as self-
evaluation. The real advantage of the arts process, then, and the reason it
should be considered for adoption in basic learning is the degree to which
it engages the whole student. The arts process does not depend on
contriving ways to involve, it assures involvement because it-is naturally
Involving. It does not have to strive to motivate, it is motivating in itself

One other incidental value of the arts as a means to an edueational end
is offered by Jane Venable, who was quoted at the beginning of this report
She believes that arts education and the doing of the arts by students
provide a solution to vandalism and discipline problems, by showing
children what is involved in building something and giving them an
appreciation for the order of the creations of man. "A work of art is
something that is entirely the child's own," she points out, "something he
has made. The child who learns to construct won't be so likely to destruct "
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THE REPORTS

This section of the report explores the Status of Arts Education in the
public elementary, intermediate and secondary schools in ,Michigan. It

_explores the priority in terms- of emphasis that arts programs have in
comparison with other subject areas, and the adequacy of staffing,
supplies, equipment and facilities. It explores what the most serious
problems are in present arts programs and offers recommendations for
impiovements.

The statistical information is the result of separate surveys of elemen-
tary, intermediate, and secondary schools in- -the State,- which were
commissioned by the Committee and were designed and undertaken by
Beverly Farrand- who did the research for this section of the report.

Both the elementary and secondary questionnaires were devised with
conrultation from representatives of the Michigan Education Associa-
tion, The Michigan Music Education-Association, the Dance Division of the
American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, The
Art Education Directors of Michigan, The Dance Advisory Panel for the
Michigan Council for -the Arts and Co So Affiliates of the Michigan
Education Association. Don Cushman, Professor of Communications at
Michigan State University gave consultation on questionnaire design. A
sample mailing list representative of all Michigan schools was devised with
the assistance of Bob Huyser Of 'Research, Evaluation and Assessment
Services and Fayze Jabara and Bob Witte of -the Data Processing, both
divisions of the Michigan Department of Education. Three criteria were
taken into consideration in the drawing of the sample; district size, grade
classification, and geographic location. Four hundred, SixtY-nine elemen-
tary, 152 intermediate, and 148 secondary schools were selected. Three
hundred ten or 66-t of theerer...2ntary schools surveyed returned completed
questionnaires. One hundred twenty- one -or 80% of the intermediate schools
and 130 or 90% of the secondary schools surveyed returned completed
questionnaires.

The elementary questionnaire deals with two school levpis, elementary
and intermediate which includes middle school and junior high school,
spanning grades 1 through 9. Though the same questionnaire was used to
survey the elementary and intermediate schools the analysis of the data was
considered sepafately. The survey did not deal with kindergarten due to
the differences- in structure from the rest, of the elementary grades. The
four page questionnaire was sent- to the principal administrator in each
school building and they were instructed, to complete it with the assistance
of those teachers or supervisors whO were involved in fine art programs.

The secondary questionnaire was divided into five parts. The first
section went to the principal or chief administrator of the school and dealt
with questions concerning administrative priorities and school policy. The
remaining four sections, Art, Music, Dance, and Drama, went to their
,..arious departments to be filled out either by the teacher or supervisor of
the curriculum. These sections dealt with more specific information such as
course offerings, equipment, facilitiei, teacher qualifications, etc. The
questionnaire included grades 7 through 12., The overlapping of grades
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1th the elementary questionnaire was unavoidable due to the fact that
there are ambiguities in educational terminology and great variation in
grade structures at the building level. Schools were classified "eletnentary",
"middle", "junior high", or "secondary" according to the way they filed
their grade classification with the State Board of Education.

Because ,definitions of what is adequate or sufficient may differ
drastically from school to school, both questionnaires -dealt with marry
questions in a subjective manner. Principals and teachers were asked to

- give their opinion on the "adequacy" and "sufficiency" of space, equip-
ment, facilities, and supplies. Respondents were also a" ,wed to relate
subjectively in describing- problems within their fine arts programs.

The respondents were asked to define the six fine arts disciplines dealt
with-in: the questionnaire as follows: O

ART asthat part of the school program that involves the production of
and appreciation of works of art that reflect the-culture of past and
present. Those areas -that are considered art- include drawing, painting,
sculpture and such crafts that follow the criteria set by the Michigan
Department of Education performance objectives for art education.

GENERAL MUSIC asthat music offering that is basically non-
performance oriented: A general music course would include some
singing, music theory, history and music listening.

VOCAL MUSIC asperformance oriented including choral groups,
glee clubs, small ensembles as well as others,

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC asany instruction in a musical instrument
and performance groups including orchestras, bands, small ensembles,
etc.

DRAMA/PERFORMING ARTS asthat part of the curriculum that
deals with theatre arts, play production and interpretive reading

__excluding speech, debate, and related activities.

DANCE asthat part of the curriculum that deals with movement used
creatistly for the purpose of experiencing and expressing and the
acquisition of insight about movement and dance as art.
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ELEMENTARY-SCHOOLS

The years a child spends in elementary school are unquestionably of
tremendous importance to the rest of his or her life. Not only -is a good
grasp of the academic subject matter a sine qua non for understanding
what one will encounter in later school experience, but children also form
many impressions of themselves and the world around them.

At this period a child forms a self-concept and determines if the world
is confusion or order, threatening or beneficent. The arts can be of great
help to children in organizing and understanding their thoughts about
themselves and how as individuals they relate to the vast "out there".

Many of .the concepts formed by a person at this stage of life remain
with him or her for the rest of his or her life. Some very real examples of
this are the by who learns that dancing to express oneself is for girls only
(sports are for boys); the child who learns that classical music is intelligible
only to rich people; the girl who learns that drawing pictures is dumb
because only those who get =high marks in math get a gold star from the
teacher; and the boy who learns that playing- the violin is for sissies.

The question is: Shall we give our children the gift of- a life-long
capacity for enjoying one of the greatest and most satisfying pleasures that
men and women have devised, or shall e leave them emotional cripples,
unable and unwilling to open themselves to tne joy of aesthetic ex-
periences?

Visual Arts _Programs
The National Art Education Association states in a position- paper

entitled The Essentials of a Quality School Art Program, "Every elementary
schoolchild should receive regularly scheduled art instruction from a
certified art teacher in a specially equipped art room for a minimum of 180
minutes per week."

Our survey showed that a full 25% of the schools in Michigan offer no art
program at all, and that many of the programs that do exist are taught by a
classroom teacher, not by a certified art- teacher. Almost 70% of -those
schools which do have an art program offer art one time or lest per week.
Since class periods are rarely longer than 60 minutes at the elementary level
one class per week is far below the minimum requirement.

The NAEA paper further states, "The art room should be visually
attractive and provided with equipment, supplies, materials, and instruc-
tional aids to meet the objectives of a basic art program."

Many of the schools have no art rooms, insufficient library facilities,
resource materials, and equipment with which to carry un an adequate art
program.

Who is teaching art?
Almost 40% of the art programs at the elementary level are taught by

classroom- teachers. Only 18% of these classroom teachers were required t6
have had art training as a condition of their employment. However, almost
1/2 of these classroom teachers have had an opportunity for workshops and
inservice training within the past 2 years.
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When a school does have a visual arts specialist, he or she must usually
service two or more schoOls and is not a fuI1:time faculty member. Fifty -
fivepercent of all those teaching art have teaching loads of 500 or more
students per week, and 27% have loads of- over 700 students per week.

Teacher Qualification for Elementary Art

61% of the schools have an
art specialist or a combination
classroom teacher and art specialist
teaching art.

39% of the schools have a classroom
teacher teaching art.

Of the- 39% of the. schools
/ that have classroom
/ teachers teaching art, 18%

,required the ability-Ao
teach art as a condition
of -employment.

Of the 39% of the schools,
47% offered in-service training
or Workshops in art to
their classroom teachers
in the last two years.

Fl.v do art programs fare in budget cutbacks?
The kfickgan, Music Association issued the following statement

"There is a- tremendous inequality In the way- the fine arts -are treated in
regard to budget cutbacks." The American Association -of School _Ad-
ministrators adopted a resolution on- February 25, 1973, which_ endorsed a
"full, -balanced curriculum, opposing any categorical cuts -in the school
program." They affirmed the belief that "deleting entire subject areas
which -have value in the total life , experience of the individual is

shortsighted."
In most cases art programs are.cut back before other major areas of the

curriculum, such as Science, Reading, Math, or Social Science. When there
is a -cutback, three-fourths of the schools reported they do not cut all of
their programs equally. Eighty -fine percent of these indicated their art
programs have a low priority. This fact coupled with the increase in
millage failures and the rising cost of facilities, supplies, staff, and
equipment suggests a- dismal future for art education in Michigan's
elementary schools.
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Are existing art programs expanding or contracting?
Twice as many art programs are static or contracting as are expanding

;Necessary conditions for expanding art programs appear to_ be specially
trained- teachers, equipment and supplies, and the necessary funds to pay
for these. Millage failure in most cases is a condition that is sufficient to
guarantee art program cutbacks. The low priority giv en to-art programs iu,
budget distribution has assured suspended growth of art prograMs in many
Schools. ..

Muic Programs
The Michigan Music Education Association (MMEA) states the follow-

ing in a position paper entitled What, Why,_ How? "Every student should
have the opportunity to develop his music potential to the fullest. A broad
and varied music program from kindergarten to adulthood is necessary to
provide for the divergent- abilities, interests, and sociocultural character of-

the total school population. This school program should include general
music offerings for all students in--grades K-7."

A position paper entitled Guidelines, in Music Education: Supportive
_Requirements (prepared by the National Council -of State -Supervisors of
Music in 1972) goes even farther than the MMEA in_its recommendations
for an elementary general-music program: "All children should have music
experiences in school every day."

Approximately one-fourth of the schools reported having no general-
music program. Most schools indicated that their students have an
opportunity for music experiences two times or less per wee

The MMEA paper further states. "The elementary vocal- usic program
should meet in a music room and be conducted by a music s coialist no less

than two separate days a week."
Almost half of Michigan's schools have no vocal music p:ograrm Two-

thirds -of those that do have programs have no specialized vocal _music
rooms. Forty-three percent of the schools indicated that their students do
not have an opportunity for any kind of music activity, much less
specifically vocal music, more than one time per week.

The National Council of State Supervisors of Music further states that
"Staffing should provide one-music specialist for every 300-500 students."
But_ more than half of the schools pointed-out student loads of over 500 for
their general music specialists, and 45 percent for their vocal music
specialists.

General Music
Who is teaching general music?

Most general music Masses are taught by a vocal or general music
specialist or a-classroom teacher with the assistance of a specialist Eighty
percent of these specialists are required to service more than one school
and on the average survive three schoo'rs' each. Thirty percent of the general
music specialists have student loads of over 700 per week.
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Are adequate facilities, supplies, and equipment available?
Sixty percent of the schobls in Michigan have no specialized rooms

(music listening rooms, for example) for general music instruction. Fifty-
eight percent indicated that they do not have sufficient library or resource
materials for an adequate general music program. Thirty-eight percent lack
sufficient space, and thirty-two percent do not have sufficient equipment
for their general music program.

How do- general music programs fare in/budget cutbacks?
Eighty -four percent of the schools that do not cut their budgets across

the board reported that general music has a low er priority than other major
academic' sub' .cts.

Are music programs- expanding or contracting?
Twice as many schools report static or contracting music programs as

report expanding programs.

Instrumental Music
Instrumental music programs are in the relatively best shape of all the

arts programs in elementary schools, indicating the strong emphasis put on
the performance rather than the appreciation of the arts.

Who is teaching instrumental music?
Almost 90% of the schools reported having an instrumental music

specialist. Most of these specialists service more than one school, however,
and one-third of the schools pointed out that their specialist serviced five or
inure schools. Encouragingly, student loads and class sizes are small,
averaging under 300 and 25 respectively.

Are adequate facilities, equipMent, and supplies available?
Forty-five perceat of the schoOls indicated that they do not supply

musical instruments to students. More than half of those schools that do
supply instruments reported that they do not in sufficient quantity. More
than half have no specialized rooms for instrumental music instruction.

How do instrumental music programs fare in budget cut-
backs?

Three,- fourths of the schools that make budget cuts unevenly give
instrumental music programs low er priority than other major academic
disciplines such as Science, Reading, Math, and. Social Studies.

'Vocal Music

Who is teaching vocal music?
Three-fourths of the vocal music. programs are being taught by a vocal

'music specialist or a classroom teacher with assistance from a specialist.
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Eleven percent of the programs are being taught by classroom teacher
only, and 15 percent by a general music specialist. Vocal music specialists
service, on the average, between, two and six schools, teaching loads often
average over 500 students per week, with the average class size between
26-30.

Are adequate facilities, supplies, and equipment available?
Two-thirds of the schools surveyed have no specialized rooms for vocal

music, and around 45 percent do not have sufficient space and equipment
for adequate instruction.

How do vocal music programs fare in budget cutbacks?
Eighty-five percent of the schools which cut programs unevenly in a

budget crisis cut vocal music programs before they cut other major
academic areas.

Dance Programs
"Dance is an ecstacy of childhood that should not be denied", says Dr.

Ruth Murray, Professor Emeritus of Wayne State University. Dr. Murray's
guidelines for an effective program in creative movement, though basic,
seem extravagant luxuries where no programs exist at all. Among- these
guidelines suggested in Children's Dance (published by the American
Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation) are:

1. Children should haVeeliperiences evolving from the use of move-
ment elements of space, time, and force; the development of an
awareness of sequential changes- in body shape, ancitthe relationship
of the self to others and to the physical environMent.

2. Movement exploration, improvisation, and invention, using dance
ideas such as those evolving from experiences with movement
elements, from imaginary and literary sources, from properties of,
various kinds, or from music and other types of sound accompani-
ment.

3. Experiences with movement which help synchronize it with musical
structure, such as pulse, accent, phrasing; the development Of
sensitivity to the quality of musical sounds, and the ability to relate to
them in many different ways.

4. The relating of dance movempt to other curriculum experiences,
such as art, music, science social studies, and language arts
wherever and whenever appropriate.

Dance programs exist in only a small percentage (8 percent) of
Michigan's elementary schools. Some schools teach dance as part of their
physical education program, but do not consider this a "dance program
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Who is teaching dance?
Three percent of the schools reported hav ing a dance specialist for

teaching their dance program, anti -1 percent a physical education specialist
Nine percent indicated that 'dance instruction is taught either by classroom
teachers or by classroom teachers w ith assistance from phy sisal education
specialists.

Only 10 percent of the schools reported that their physical education
specialists had to possess the ability to -teach dance as a condition of their
employ ment, and only 13 percent of these schdols said that they had any
opportunity fur workshops or in-service training over the last 2 years, These
numbers are so, low because so few schools offer dance.

Are adequate facilities, supplies and equipment available?
None of the schools have a special area for dance, most classes meet

either in a gy in or a general classroom. Thirty, percent felt they have
adequate space for dance, an inconsistent figure for only seven percent
indicated- that they have an actual dance program.

How do dance programs fare in budget cutbacks?
-Over ninety percent of those schools that do not cut their programs

equally rated dance programs as having a low priority . This is really not
very meaningful, since so few schools have dance programs The same is
true for dance program expansion and contraction.

4

Drama Programs
Drama programs share the same precarious existence in Michigan's

ekmientary schools as dance programs. The "drama specialist" is a mythical
entity. Tu say that drama has a low status-in Michigan's elementary schools
is an understatement. Drama is one of the very- oldest art forms. It also is
the art. form that Michigan citikens -participate in most, through civic
theatres, as well as the one which undoubtedly draws the greatest audience
through_ theatres, movies, and television. In spite of all this and the fact that
children are among the greatest actors in the world (as any parent will
readily agree) they xv ill receive little help in dev eloping an urge or a talexit
for acting at the elementary school level, as only 9 percent of the schools
have a drama program.

Who teaches drama?
Drama is always taught, when it is-taught at the elementary level, by

classroom teachers. Only 21 percent of these schools reported that
classroom teachers of drama had had an opportunity for in-service training
or a workshop in drama in the past two years. Eleven percent of the
schools- having a classroom teacher teaching drama require them to have
the ability to do so as a condition of their employment.
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Teaclitir Qualification for Elementary Drama

12% of the-schools surveyed responded to
:,.:the question: who teaches drama?

k

100% of these schools reported that
classroom teachers were teaching drama.

11% of -these schools require
classroom teachers to
have the ability to
teach drama as -a condition
of .their employment.

21% of those classroom
teachers teaching drama
have had workshops
or in-service training.

What aboUt facilities, supplies and equipment?

About half of the schools indicated they had a combination gym and
auditorium-for drama activities, 11 percent use the cafeteria; and,16'percent
have an auditorium. Eighty percent of all schools surveyed-indicated they
have some sort of stage, but 63 percent of the respondents do not have
sufficient space for -drama instruction and productions.

What about budget cutbacks?
Eighty-eight percent of those schools that don't cut their programs

equally rated drarna_programs as having a low priority in comparison with

disciplines like reading, math, social studies, or science.

What- about expansion and contraction of programs?

Only 4 percent of the schools reported expansion of their drama
prograrnand only 6 percent reported contraction. The majority of schools
do not have programs and therefore marked no change.
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Summary

Most elementary arts programs, in the N isual arts, in general, instrumen-
tal, and vocal music; in dance, and in drama lack sufficient professionally-
trained staff, facilities, and specialized equipment and supplies. They lack
these principally because of limited funding and the low priority of the
programs. Inadequate teaching staff in the arts was the most severe of these
problems. Arts specialists are sparingly used, are usually not part_of_the
regular faculty, and must service a number of schools in the course of the
day or week. The arts are not yet regarded as an integral part of the
curriculum, and proper school experience of every student.

To paraphrase the Michigan Music Education Association: Obviously,
quality programs can become a reality only through adequate financial
support. Tax monies for program development, staffing, instructional
materials, equipment, and program evaluation are essential. Since the arts
are necessarily an important part of human experience they should be part
of the total educational expereince for all children. Financial support for
the arts must be the concern of local.school systems, the State Board of
Education, and the State Legislature.
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INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS

Reference to the schools comprised of 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th grade
students as "intermediate," "middle," or "junior high" schools points to the
essential)), transitional nature of both the development of the child and the
school's experience in this period. From approximately the middle of their
twelfth to the middle of their fifteenth year, young people must undergo
the change from being physically children to becoming physically adult
and suffer the various other disorientations of adoleseencr..Theiri-
termediate -school is faced with the task of reflecting these physical,
intellectual, and personality' changes in its students and easing them through
the transition -from the elementary to the high school learning experience.

The intermediate school faculty and administration is presented the
problem of assisting and counseling its students' rapid growth into
autonomous individuals. They are given the responsibility during the school
day for satisfying young minds with terrific appetites for new experiences
and, ideally, for providing them with the intellectual and valuational ability
to seek new experiences outside of school that are both worthwhile and
non-destructive to themselves or to others.

At- this time in a young life the value of the arts as a means of self-
expression or self-reflection is clear. The assertion of individuality
necessary to an adolescent's psychological health can be channelled into
artistic activity that is objectively valuable to the child under any
circumstances, and -the more so if it rtIplaces some less desirable means of
self-assertion.

The animated, opinionated, emotionally-full adolescent 4s a "natural" as
either a doer or receiver- of art. The introduction of the fine arts as- a
teaching aid into the subject matter of any nonarts class can-be expected to
naturally increase the meaningfulness and interest of that class, whether at
the intermediate school level or any other.

Classes in the arts at this level, which give the student the opportunity to
be creative, are especially necessary during this extremely active neriod.
However, the diverse levels of training received by- students in any of the
fine arts areas (which might- be expected from our elementary school
survey) indicates that classes should be available to serve different levels of
ability at the intermediate level. Beginning classes in all the fine arts are
essential. Nonperformance classes, with the flexibility to serve a variety of
interests and degrees of knowledge and experience,- are also crucial in
accomodating the intellectual and emotional needs of students who elect
nut to participate as performers, and to supplement the experience of those
Who do.

Ninety -five percent of the intermediate schools in Michigan offer a
visual arts program to their students. This represents the highest percentage
of intermediate schools to have a program in any of the fine arts. It is also a
substantial improvement upon the percentage of schools in the elementary
school survey which have visual arts progran4 Programs in music, dance,
and drama are also offered more often at the intermediate level than at the
elementary level.

There is a difference between the way that arts classes are presented at
the elementary and intermediate ley el, and a considerable difference in the
percentage of the students that participate. Of the elementary schools
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which hat,e, istial arts programs, fur instance, 95 percent require that all
students participate in the program. On the intermediate ,let, el, %isual arts
,classes are offered as Pleethes in about half of the schools, and classes in
the other firje arts areas are offered as electives at least as often. -For a
variety Of reasons many students elect not to take fine arts classes w ith the
result that less than half of the students take courses in any one of the fine
arts disciplines.

13ecause of the lack of fine arts programs at the elementary level and
because -these programs are limited in scope and quality, mans students
have had little or no meaningful exposure to the arts by the time they reach
the intermediate level. They fkus also have little or no moth ation for
choosing fine arts classes.

Visual Arts Programs

Who is teaching the visual arts?
Eighty -twc percent of the intermediate schools hate specialists teaching

isual arts courpes. Tw el% e percent utilize classroom teachers toJead %filial
art, , and the balance have an art specialist working w ith a classrogni
teat Almost a fourth of the schools in...cated that their visual, arts
sp ser%ice t o to four schools, and almost athird- reported. class
loads for visual arts specialists of (her 500 pupils per eek. The model
classroom size is between 20 and 25 pupils, but 45 percent of the schools
reported 26-40 students per Cass, an... only 6 percent had classes of less than
20.

Are adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies mailable?
Forty-one percent of the intermediate schools do not have sufficient-

library and resource materials, and approximately one-fourth do not ha% e
sufficient equipment for proper art instruction. Only 12 percent of the
schools do not ha% e specialized art rooms. Sixty -eight percent ha% e o or
three art rooms. In spite of these promising figures, a quarter of the schools
reported a-lack of sufficient space in hick to carry out an adequate % isual
arts program.

How often do classes meet?
Intermediate school visual arts classes meet with considerable inure

regularity than their elementary counterparts. Se% enty -percent reported
that students ha% e the opportunity for %isual arts experiences fit, e..or more
times per week.

How do visual arts programs fare in budget cutbacks?
Two- thirds of the schools do not cut their programs equally across the

board when faced with a budget cutback. Almost two-thirds-of the schools
rated their visual arts program as ha% ing a lower priority than other major
academic disciplines, such as science, reading, math, or social studies
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Ar*.e visual arts programstexpandin3. or contracting?

Intermediate schoolsual arts programs have been experiencing a
'relatively healthy growth pattern. More than half of the .intermediate
schools reported expansion of their pr )grams over the last ,five years, Only

nine percent indicated contraction of their programs.
V

Music PrOgrams

-Almost 20 percent of the intermediate schools do not have a general
music program. Half of those that do have a program Offer classes on an

elective basis, recei,ding on the average 50 percent student participation.

More than 20 percent of the schools have no vocal music program.
Seventy-nine percent of those that do, offer vocal music as an elective. An

average of ten to twenty percent of the students in these schools enroll in

vocal music classes.

Instrumental music instruction is offered to students in almost every
school denoting again an emphasis on performance. Despite the high
percentage of schools with instrumental music programs, three-fourths of

the schools reported that 30 percent or less of their students participate in

instrumental music. Reasons for the relatively small number of students

involved include poor preparatory programs at the elementary level,

inability of the school and/or the student to purchase musical instruments,

insufficient school facilities, and ,poor scheduling practices.

Of the intermediate school music programs (including general, vocal

and instrumental) a substantial number haVe experienced expansion over
the past five years. The combined music programs expanded in 47 percent
of the schools, 41 'percent report no change, and only 13 percent report
contraction of their programs. Despite the smaller number, the reasons

rgiven for the contraction and the essentially similar reasons given for the

contraction experienced in programs in the other fine arts areas as well,

point out the fundamentally tentative nature of all of the arts in all of the
scho Is. The reasons for contraction are genertlly millage defeats, budget

cur- cks, and lack of funds, all of which contribute to a shortage of
faci 'ties, equipment, and staff. Expanding programs were attributed to a

large extent to opposite conditions; the availability of additional funds,

better or increased facilities, and added staff. Other reasons for arts
program expansion included increased enrollment, student interest, and

support from school administrations, but the fate of many school arts /
programs clearly is still dependent at the intermediate level on the financial

fortunes of tie schools. Since millage proposals go down to defeat all too
Often, since student population and theref( . state aid are decreasing in
some areas, and since a large percentage of t . schools in Our survey report

....at arts programs have a low priority, the outlook for fine arts programs in

our intermediate schools in the future is still far from bright.
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General Music Programs

Who is teaching general music?

Fifteen percent of the schools report that their general music c'.asses are
tanght by classroom teachers or classroom teachers %% ith the aid of music
specialists or instrumental music specialists. Eighty -fire percer,t of the
respondents indicated that % ocal, or general music specialists teach general
music classes. More than a third of the respondents reported that the
general music specialists Verve more than one school.

Two-thirds of the respondents indicated that the student load for
general music teachers is under 300 students per week, but 36 percent
reported the average class- size was over 30 students.

How often do classes meet?

Almost three-fourths of, the respondents reported that their students,
have an opportunity for some kind of music experience (including general
music, %ocal music, and instrumental music) fhe or more times per w eek.
Fifteen percent meet three to four times per w eek, and 12 percent less than
three times per week.

Are adeqUate facilities, equipm. ent and supplies available?

Forty-four percent of the schools ha% e no specialized rooms for general
music instruction (e.g., listening labs). Forty -se% en percent do not have
sufficient library or resource materials to supplement their general music
instruction. Almost a third feel that their schools lack sufficient space to
carry on an adequate program in general music, and a third feel they lack
sufficient equipment.

ii)Ow do general music programs fare in budget cutbacks?

Almost three-fourths of the school's which cut programs unequally gi%e
their general music program a low er priority than other major academic
disciplines.

Instrumental 'Music Programs

Who is teaching instrumental music?

Instrumento: music is taught by instrumental music specialists in all of
the schools. Alrost 70 percent of these specialists, how CI, er, are not part of
the full-time faculty of the school and are responsible for an average of two
or three schools. Sixty -eight percent 'had class loads of under 300 students
per week, but 13 percent taught o% er 700 students per week. The average
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class size is skew ed to the large side, w ith 73 percent of the schools
stifle) ed reporting o% er 30 students to a class and 36 percent over 40
students per class.

Are adequate facilities, materials, and supplies available?
Eighty en percent of the schools had at least one room especially for

instrumental music, and 63 percent had tw o rooms. Twenty -sex en percent
of the schools lack sufficient space. Ninety one percent of the schools
indicate that they supply their instrumental music students w ith_ musical
instruments but 57 percent of these do not in sufficient quantity to entirely
meet the students' needs.

How do "astrumental music programs fare in budget cut-
backs?

Instrumental music programs are gi% en the highest priority of any of the
arts programs NS. hen budgets are cut une% enly , but still recek e a low
priority rating from -half of the schools.

Vocal -Music Programs
Who is teaching vocal music?

Se% enty -sewn percent of the intermediate schools have %ocal music
specialists teaching their weal music and 12 percent utilize the ser% ices of a
general musk. specialist for this. An additional 6 percent ha. e weal music
classes taught by a classroom teacher or a classroom teacher w ith the
assistance of a %ocal music specialist. The average teaching load of tlfe
%ocal musk specialists in our sure is relati. el) fa% °rabic, with nearly 75
percentba% mg less than 300 students per week. Even though most schools
reported small teaching loads for %owl musk specialists, the a% erage site
of -weal music classes reported by two-thirds of the schools was 20 or more
students, -which is not proportionately as small as the class load ikerage.
Forty -one percent of the schools indicated their %ocal music specialist
serves one other school.

Are adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies available?
Thirty percent of the schools ha% e no specialized rooms for %6cal music

instruction. Fifty percent reported ha% ing two rooms, how e%er, and smaller
percentages had one, three, or even four rooms. Tw, en t) e percent of the
schools reported a lack of necessary equipment.

How do vocal music programs fare in budget cutbacks?
Almost two-thirds of the schools that do not cut programs evenly in a

budget crises gibe vocal musk a lower priority than other major academic
disciplines.

-Dance Programs
The percentage of schools offering their students the opportunity to

participate in a dance program doubled; from 9 percent to 20 percent from
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the elementary to the intermediate schools. Despite this, there is still a large
percentage of intermediate school students who ho are not receiving benefit of
the physical-spatial or orientation of poise and confidence that dance could
give them.

Dance is offered as an electis e in half of the small number of salty Is
which have a program. it reaches an as erage of only 20 percent of the
student populations of these schools.

Who is teaching dance?
Classroom teachers are responsible for dance instruction in 5 percent of

the schools which responded to this question, another 5 percent reported
they had a dance specialist. Physical education specialists teach 79 percent
of the -dance -taught in our intermediate schools, and share-that assignment
with a classroom teacher in 11 percent. A benefit of _physical education,
specialists having the primary responsibility for dance programs is that they
are generally part of the full-time faculty and do not have to service more
than one school. A possible liability in physical education specialists
teaching dance is that dance may become a little emphasized part of a
general physical education program. Twenty percent of the physical_
education teachers who teach dance were required to have the ability to do
so as a condition of their employ ment and 27 percent received workshops
or in-service training in dance within the last two years.

Who Teaches Dance?

79% are physical education teachers
11% are a combination phys. ed. and

classroom teachers
5% are classroom teachers
5% are dance specialists

I

Of the 79% who are physical
education teachers teaching dance...

20%, of these phys. ed.
teachers were required to
have the ability to teach
dance as a condition
of employment.

27% of these phys. ed.
teachers received workshops
or in-service training
in dance in the last
two years.
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When dance is taught the average student load is under 300 per week,
but average -class size is over 30 students.

How often do classes meet?
Belying the potential for de-emphasis of dance in classes taught by

physical education specialists, approximately a third of the schools with
dance programs offered them on a regular (five times per week) basis.
\About equal percentages of the remaining schools offered dance one, two,
Othree times per week.

Ark adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies available'?
nce -is almost- always taught in the gymnasium, a benefit because

almost all schools have gyms, but also a problem because the gyms may be
used fo\r many other activities. More than half of the respondents feel that
they hav\e insufficient space to carry on an adequate dance program. None
of the schools survey ed have a specialized area for dance instruction; 72
percent_ of the schools reported having insufficient equipment, and 88
percent- hate insufficient library facilities and resource materials.

How do dance programs fare in budget cutbhcks?
Sixty-one percent of the schools that do not cut their budgets equally

across the board give dance programs low priority when faced with a
budget cutback.

Are dance programs expanding or contracting?
Seven percent of the schools surveyed report expanding prograMs in

dance over the List five years, while only two percent have experienced
contraction of their program. The balance report either no change in-the
status of dance-in their school ordid nannsu er. The number of no change
responses reflects the large number of schools which have no dance
program` at all.

Drama Programs
Drama -fared a little better at the intermediate level than it did at the

elementary level. 'Fifty-seven percent of the schools have some sort of
drama program. 'Drama classes are offered as an elective in almost_ all of
these schools.

, Despite-the increa.,e in drama, programs from virtually nonexistence at
the elementary level to programs in over half of the intermediate schools,
the 57 percent which still have a program and the number of the students
who participate are still depressingly low figures. Drama is one art form
that allows active participation by a large number of students, gives
participants an opportunity to literally act out roles, fantasies, and unique
experiences, broadens participants' views of themselves and their fellow
hu n beings, and yet requires a minimal amount of training. It is -very
suitable for intermediate school students and could benefit the vast
majority if they had the opportunity to actively participate in a drama
program.
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Who is teaching drama?
Drama progiams at the intermediate les el are relatis ely ell staffed,

certainly better su than at the elementary les el. Thirty percent of the
schools indicated that a drama specialist is teaching their drama classes, and
26 percent that an English teacher teaches drama classes. forty -three
percent had no drama specialist a d had to ,rely un a classroom teacher for
drama instruction. Drama special' ts rarely sers ice inure than one school,
and on the as erage, the teaching d of 88 percent is tinder 3(X) students
per w eek, Classroom size is loss, linost SO percent had less than 30
students. -Veiy few of the nonspecialist teaching drama has e receis ed in-
sers ice training or attended ss orkshups in the last tss o years, or w ere
required to possess the ability to teach drama as a condition of their
-employment:

Who Teaches Drama?

43 percent are classroom teachers
26 percent are English teachers
30 percent are Drama Specialists

19 percent of the English teachers and 12 percent
of the classroom teachers were required to have
the ability to teach drama as a condition of their
employment.

25 percent of the
classroom teachers
received in-service train-
ing or workshops in the
last two years.

12 percent of the ,English
teachers received in-
service training or
workshops in the last two
years.

How often do classes meet?
Sixty-six percent of the schools responding indicated their drama classes

are a full-time affair, meeting at least fise times per week. Nineteen
percent reported that drama is offered to their students one of less time per
week.
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Are adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies available?
Only thirty -four percent of the schools lia% e an auditorium for drama

instruction or performance. Appoximately a quarter use a cafeteria for
drama instruction and performance and another fifth a -combination_gyan
and auditorium. Forty o percent feel they hake insufficient space for
adequate drama instruction. Three-fourths of the schools reported ha% ing a
proscenium stage. The remaining quarter use a temporary platform or
other facility. Two thirds ha% e insufficient library and resource materials.
fifty -eight percent indicated that the) du not ha% e sufficient equipment for
adequate drama instruction.

How do drama programs fare in budget cutbacks?
Sixty -four percent of the schools that do not cut their budgets equally

across the board give their drama programs low priority.

Are drama programs expanding or contracting?
About a third- of the schools indicated expansion of their drama

_programs o% er the past fi%e years, hile only 13 percent _experienced
contraction. The majority experienced no change.

Summary
Arts programs in Michigan schools undergo a considerable upgrading

from the elemental) to the intermediate le% el in almost e% cry respect. More
schools offer programs and the programs arc better-staffed, e% en though
the number of programs is still quite low in drama and dance. Classes are
generally smaller, as are teaching loads, and meet more often. The arts
programs at the intermediate let el ha% e the appearance of becoming well
developed, speciali.zed undertakings.

The specialization of arts programs that begins at the intermediate le% el
and becomes fully operative at the high school le% el, presents serious
problems (as w ell as some benefits) for the arts education of our school-
children. More schools offer arts programs at the intermediate le% el
than at the elementary le% el, but a smaller percentage of students are taking
these arts classes at the Intermediate schools. Arts classes 1...coine deal% e at
th, intermediate le% elind students who ha% e experienced little or no
exposure to the arts at the elementary he el do not elect to take them. The
goal of lia% ing the arts become a part of general education is not met.
Smaller classes with smaller loads on the teachers are a benefit for the
students NN ho do take arts (lasses. Smaller classes also mean, how eer, that
the majority of students receives no arts instruction at all.

ors
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS

At the same time that high school students are beginning to form

individual opinions and tastes they are also beginning to be more critical of

the ideas of others and o en occasionally of their-own. The push and pull of
opinion and critique, taste and distaste, the search for identity, beliefs,

heroes and villains, right and wrong can individually and collectively
produce a tremendous amount of cognitive Osonance in these young
people. The arts can serve as a vehicle for reflecting, amplifying, or
analyzing beliefs; they can be an escape from the confusion of the search,
or just good times, or they can be ends in themselves, receptacles for
creativity and criticism.

Because the arts are selective recreations and often amplifications of
reality they can be very helpful in giving y outh food for thought. Because
the arts_ are-so often humanistic, they can give rise to incipient estimations
of human nature and the human condition, and this at a time when

,pragmatic concerns for creating self-esteem and peer esteem are flooding
the consciousness of most youth. The arts-can be a part of this too. They
can be the great equalizer at this lo el as with all levels of life, putting the
least physically endowed students on a par with those who excel at
athletics. They can give the preciously most insignificant student a chance

to achieve self-esteem and the respect of his or her fellow students.

administra.ions have considered athletic programs of great
importance to the development of their male students, important enough to

spend great sums of money for their development. The arts have the same
character-building. qualities, the same recreational benefits, and a good deal
More. -They have all this for both male and female ,students, for the

physically strong and the physically weak, they can provide benefits to the
community as spectators, and could o en serve as a source of competition,
if competition were deemed a desirable condition. high school is where

sports and athletic programs are most highly developed, and as our survey
shows where arts programs are most developed also The arts continucto
lag far behind sports programs,how ever, despite the great advantages that
both can offer students.

By the time a young person has come to high school his or her

elementary and intermediate school experience will have already begun to
shape very definite ideas and tastes. If a student has gone to lower level

schools which have strong programs in the arts then he or she is likely to be

familiar and comfortable v.ith them and has assigned them an appropriate
place in his or her lift. The high school must be willing and able to meet
the arts needs of this student by offering classes which serve several levels

of interest and involvement.
If a student has been unfortunate enough to have attended an

intermediate school or an elementary school, or perhaps both, which have
few or no program in the arts, then he or she may well be unfamiliar with
the arts, feel uncomfortable with them, and having had no experience with
the benefits of doing or perceiving the arts may have little or no desire to
learn about them. The high school must be prepared to meet the needs of
these students in ways appropriate to their lack of experience and
motivation, to make the arts a meaningful part of their high school
experience and hopefu ly their lives.
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Under conditions that may range froin optimal to dismal, the high
school teacher, for better or for worse, helps guide young minds to the
beginnings of maturity . For es ery student high school is the learning
experience immediately adjacent to the rest of his of her life. For some that
means, almost immediately making a lit ing, gutting married, functioning
autonomously in the adult world. For others it means the new life and
width e independence of college. For the educational establishment it may
be the last real chance to stimulate an interest in the arts in either of these
groups The first group is destined almost certainly to become one among
the many people who- arc not patrons of the arts. The second is ,,ery
unlikely to, break patterns of taste formed in the lower schools and
reinforced by the high school experience in order to seek out new and
expanded experiences in the arts in college.

As with all of the school let els in our sun ey , high school has the
potential for exerting a tremendous influence us er a-student at an especially
impressionable time in his or her life. As ss ith the other school experiences,
high school shares the responsibility for whether or not former students go
through life with the capacity to share in the pleasure and fulfillment of the
arts.

Secondary School Arts Programs: An .Overview

Ninety -eight percent of the schools in Michigan has e an instrumental
music program and 96 percent has e a s isual arts program. Set enty -set en
percent offer some sort of total music program, but only 47 percent hate
classes in general music. Drama show ed a slight improt-ement ()ter the
intermediate school let el, being offered in user two-thirds of the schools,
but dance continued to be offered in just one -fifth of the schools. Eighty -

fit e percent of the principals indicated they would like to see legislation
offering financial aid to arts education. An equal percentage thought that
curricular aid ss ould be a desirable legslatis e response to the condition of
arts education in secondary schools.

Thirty -set en percent of the sCHOlS d-o not cut their programs equally
when faced ss ith a budget cut. Anc,her nine percent ss ere undecided as to
cutback priorities has ing net er had to make a cutback. Schools ss inch do
not cut budgets equally rated the priority of arts programs in budget
cutbacks in comparison with other major academic disciplines such as
Science, Math, or English Dance and Drama were most often giten a
lower pi iom it) rating than other major academic disciplines, w ith 71 percent
indicating' a loss er priority fur dance and 63 percent for drama. Vocal
music and general music were gis en a kw priority rating by gp, percent and
59 percent of the schools respectis ely . Visual arts and instrIfinental music
programs ss cic least often rated as has ing a low priority by a still sihuable
43 percent.
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Percentages of Schools Surveyed that have Fine Arts Programs
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Class experience in the Fine Arts is rarely a requirement for graduation
at the secondary school level. An average of ninety percent of the students
in Michigan receive at least one year of instruction in Math, English,

Science, and Physical Education. An average of only fifty percent of the
students receive this much instruction in all music disciplines combined,
including general, instrumental, and vocal. An average of 30 percent
received this much instruction in the visual arts, 20 percent in drama, and

11 percent in dance.
Fine Arts classes, except for those in dance, usually give the" same

amount of credit to the student as classes in other Major academic
disciplines. Fine Arts classes with one or two exceptions are always offered

as electives.

A considerable expansion has been taking place in the secondary school1

in all of the fine arts- programs except dance. Sixty percent of the schools
reported expansion of their visual arts programs in the past five years/and
48 percent in their-music programs, and over a third of the schools repOrted

expansion of their drama programs. In contrast to these rather heahLy

growth figures only 5 percent out of all the secondary schools surveyed

reported expansion of their dancurograins over the last five years, and

another 4 percent indicated that their dance programs had actually
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The average percentage of 1974 graduates that received a year or more of
instruction in English, science, math, physical ed, music, art, dance and

drama
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contracted These figures suggest that at high school ley el there is very
little being don(' NN ith dance programs. Not many schools indicated an
actual contraction in any of their fine arts programs. The largest rate of
contraction %vas 12 percent in music programs.

The proportion of teachers in the schools Ilea% il> fay ors the major
academic lisciplines such as English and science. Es en phy sical education
N% r r t s morn teaching staff than the fine arts do. Large schools of 1500
students or more as erage 1-1 English, 9 science, ind 5 phy steal education
teachers to 3 art, 2 music, 2 drama teachers, and 1 dance teacher. Medium
site schools n ith enrollments betyv e.11 801-1499 are also staffed heavily in
favor of these major academic disciplines 55 itil schools as eraging.. 10
English, 6 science. anal 3 physical education teachers to 2 art, 2 music, I
drama, and at most I dance teacher. Small schools of under 800 students
are more evenly proportioned but still allocate on the average 2 English, 3
science. and 2 physical cducatiuo teachers as opposed to I art, 2 musk

dance or drama teacher.
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The aNerage number of fine arts teachers compared to English,-seience,
and phys. ed. teachers in small, inedinni, and large enrollment schools.

Large Medium Small

English 14 10 2
Science 9 6 3
Phys. Ed. 5 3 2
Art 3 2
Music 2 2 2

Dance 1 1 1

Drama 2 1 1

The principal of each cif the schools sun eyed was asked to gie a brief
statement that auuld re% cal the status 1 If the arts in his or her school as
compared to other academic disciplines such as science. math, and English.
Forty -four percent of these responses suggested that the arts ha% e a low
status. Among the comments were these:

The fine arts program is one of the most neglected areas of our school
program.
A comparison betw cot fine arts and athletics mild show that major
community support, plus Federal programs, is gi% en to athletics.
Unfortunately fine arts hake no consistence or continuity from
kindergarten through twelfth grade.
Fine arts arc nut emphasized as much as spurts. Girls' athletics And the
new ,Nocational education center are starting to eliminate band and
choir.
Fine arts must be ranked far below other academic areas.
There is S11//1)1} trot time to expose a child to esti.> thing. Community
emphasis is on basic skills, college preparation and s ocatioinal educa
tion.
Though a e do gis e equal credit to the arts and other major academic
disciplines, they do not have equal status.
We base a pour %ma/ music program because w e lack funds for hiring
trained staff. Fine arts programs are considered fringe benefits.
Most of the fine arts programs has e been seriously curtailed at the
eleine-ntary and junior high loci and this ultimately affects participation
at the high school level.

Visual Arts Programs
Though almost all of the schools haYe a 'visual arts progiam, these arc

offered as decd. es. The combined nifiucnct. of no programs or minimal
programs at lower it:Nets tit sonic districts result in a relatiely small
number of students electing to take s isual arts courses. An as erage of 29
percent of the graduates has c had a year or inure training in the s isual arts.
This is despite the sanety of classes that arc aINatilatble at the high school

, Drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, general crafts, art appreciation,
.design and graphics, and printmaking are all offered in sonic form or
another in 70 percent or more of the schools. Only a slightly smaller
percentage offer commercial arts classes, inetalLw (irking, and jew elry
making, and 55 percent h;o.e instruction in %%easing. Photography and
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Each individual area vv Rhin the isual arts, except photography and
cinematograph), is usual!) offered as part of a genera! arts course, This
practice ma) has e a detrimental effect on enrollment in arts classes by

students who have specific, narrowly-defined interests.
Painting. ceramics, and draw ing arc the specialties that are most often

offered as specialized classes, approximate!) 36 percent of the schools
indicated they offer such courses. Sculpture, metal working and jewelry
making, general crafts : commercial arts are gis en as specialized classes
in 25 to 31 percent sc,)f ,. Awls. Graphics and printmakipg are offered as
specialized classes m 22 percent of the schools, and w easing, photograph) ,

art appreciation, and design in less than 15 percent.
Almost all schools reported that their ' isual arts classes meet for a

minimum of 200 minutes per week.

Who -is teaching art?
Very few schools report has trig teachers in isual arts classes w ith

insufficient -prepa,ation in arts education. Eighty -t o percc:,t of those
teaching budl arts classes teach only :sti a I arts and are qualified ,o do so
Another. 11 percent do teach other classes besides s isual arts classes. Eight)
fis e percent of the schools indicated that their isual arts teacher sers ices
only their school, 68 percent report class loads under 300, and tl, as erage
class size is 30 or less in 93 percent of the schools.

Are there adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies?
Most schools have one or two rooms especially for the s isual art's, but 53

percent still felt they do nut has e sufficient space for adequate instruction
in the sisual arts. Eighty -six percent of the schools indicate has ing sufficient
library and resource materials.

When asked shat additional resouiccs, curriculum, and equipment are
necessary fur adeouate operation of their s isual arts programs the schools
ga\e the following responses. The per, ,:ntage of shilll tr responses is given
in parenthesis.

Tools and equipment (35 percent)
Larger rooms or additional rooms for instruction (28 percent)
More storage space (25 percent)
Materials and supplies (12 percent)
Audio-visual equipment (12 percent)
Text books (11 percent)
Kilns (10 percent)
Additional qualified faculty (9 percent)
Larger budget (9 percent)
Potters wheels (3 percent)
Field trips (4 Percent)
When asked w hat. additions to s isual arts programs sviKita be desirable-

(as opposed to recessaw, the response w as again most often tools and
equipment but folk's% cd by fiejd trips,Axpanded curriculum, and materials
and suiplies.

,



Large enrollment schools spend an aNerage of $3.43 per pupil on
consumable art sup'phes though 39 percent spend $4.00 or more. Medium
swe enrollment schools spend an an cragc of 53.70 NNith 54 percent spending
$4.00 or more. $111,111 school:, aNerage the most per pupil at,$4 29. This may
be due to the 19 percent \A, ho spend $8.00 or more per Pupil.

What out-of-school 1, isual arts related activities are, wade'
available to students?

rorty-t..0 percent of the schools indicated that the) make it possible for
students to attend outside art exhibits. In addition, only 19 percent oring
outside cAibits into the schools.

Music Programs
A varlet) of music subject areas are uheyd in many of the secondary

schools. The uoisie offerings are very `heanlly performance-oriented,
IRAN eN, er, leaning students nn ho have been unable to get training in a
musical instrument, or %mai musk and those nn ho haNe no interest-1n
performing nn nth little opportunity for increased aNNareness or appreciation
of music.

Ninety -four percent of the schools have band courses, 76 percent have
choir, and 44 percent ha% e girls' glee club. These are offered almost alnnays
as specializ.ed classes. Fifty -four percent of the schools haNe small
instrumental classes, but 29 jiercent of these are offered only as after-school
actin ities. Fifty -four percent haNe a stage ,band, but instruAion for this is
offered after school in 32 percent of the schools. Fifty -tNNo percent of the
schools has c small n mead ensembles, but they are after-school adj., ities in 26
percent of th, schools. Forty -fix e percent of the s, hcrols.lfila classes in
theory and harnion"), 37 percent in music appre ion, 28 percent in
orchestra, and 22 percent haze a boys' glee club. All : these except music
appreciation arc usually offered as specialized ;.lasses. Music appreciation
is offered 59 percept °Ethe time as part of a general 'dusk: class and 41
percent of the time ts a 'specialized class.

EN en though band and choir reed\ e a good,deal of attention a, the high
school Iv. el, it should be noted that 63 percent of the schools.do nut hav e
classes in music appreciation, 55,percent in theory and harmony, 46 percent
do not haNe a stage band and 72 percent do not haNe an orchestra, ,*
percent du not lane small instrumental groups, 48 percept small .Deal
ensembles, 78 percent a boys' glee club, and 93 pert t piano classes. NNo
percent did indicate ha. ing music, classes or program. - in addition 'to those
above. The most frequently. cited NN ere pep" ur marching band and mice
classes.

Who is teaching .music?
Eighty -fix e percent of those teaching musk classes are specialists NNW

teach only 'mime. Nine Jicrcent Inure are reported to ha: e had sufficient
inusie training but are disc teaching other subjects. Su entan percent of
the schools require instrumeatal music teachers also to teach vocal music,
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and 73 percent of these teachers are riot qualified to du su. In 67 percent of
the schools, music teachers are required to teach in at least one other
school, and serve an average of three schools.

Are there adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies?
- Almost 40 percent of the schools report insufficient space for general
musk. instruction, 32 percent lack sufficient space for instrumental
instruction, and 29 percent for 1, owl music. In 54 percent of the schools
instruments and repairs are paid for through the school budget. These
servi4es are paid for partially w ith school funds in another 33 percent of the
schools. Sixty -six pen cent of the schools buy all of the printed instrumental
inusiciused in the drools instrumental music program, and 22 percent buy
part.'Fifty -sex en percent pay for all printed s °cal music, and 18 percent for
part of it. Forty -one percent of the ,schools report inadequate facilities for
music performance,:

What our-of-schoOl music-related actiN ities are made available
to students?

Only twenty -one percent. of the schools make it possible for students to
-attend usical performances byrcullege or university ensembles e%en once
FI year and only ,13 -percent performances by professional ensembles. An
additional 2 percent indicated that they pros ide their students w ith other
music-related activities.

- When asked what additional resources, curriculum, _quipment are
necessary for adequate uperat'Jn of their music progranis the schools gm e
the following responses:

more- instruments (62 percent)
additional course offerings/(25 percent)
additional staff (.19 percent)
rehearsal or practice rooms (11 percent)
facilitids for performances (10 percent)
record players (9 percent)
tape recorders (8 pei cent)
general materials and supplies (5 percent)

Dance Programs
Only 19 percent of the ischools haN e a dance program. A third of the

schools do haN e some dance instruction included in their phy sical education
_program, as is usually the case, or in their music or drama programs. Only a

c fifth of this 33 percent consider dance a "program".
.4;

Who is teaching .dance?
Teachers who teach only dance and no other courses -are always dance

specialists but this group represents only 20 percent of those teaching
dance. The remaining 80 percent teach both dance and phy sical education,
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and 56 percent of these has e had little or no training in dance instruction
lids of the schools responding report that dance clasges average

m nan 30 students, but class loads for dance teachers was generally less
than ,,300 students per week.

Are adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies available?
Twenty percent of the schools reported has ing a dance program, but

only 38 perCent of these indicated that they had adequate equipment and
only 21 percent had an accompanist. Sixty -eight percent reported adequate
performance area' for dance.

How many schools have a student dance performance group?

Nine percent of the schools im,e a performance group in dance Most
of these give public {performances at an average of three per year.

What out-of-school dance-related activities are made available
to students?.,

Seven percent of the schools make it possible for students to attend
performances by professional or college dance groups at least once a year.

Drama Programs
Seventy percent of the schools indicated having a drama program of

some sort, bet only 8 percent has e an autonomous drama department.
Drama programs are usually part of the English programs. In-a few cases
they are part of a music program. Ninety-two percent of the schools that

,.do have a drama program offer classes in acting, stagecraft, and play
production.

About seventy-five percent offer classes in dramatic literature, inter-
pretive reading, and mass media. Almost 60 percent offer advanced acting
classes, and 18 percent offer one or two other classes. Interpretive reading
and- dramatic literature are most Often harp of a general drama-class. Mass
media and advanced acting are usually offered as specialized classes.
Nearly all drama classes are given during the regular school day, although a
few schools do offer a number of drama classes after school only

Who is teaching drama?
Three-fourths of those teaching drama classes are required to teach

other classes as well. Most of them have had sufficient training to teach
drama, although their principal area of concern is usually English A fourth
of those teaching.drarna hae had little or no special preparation, Only 20
percent of those teaching dratna are specialists teaching dram. exclusively
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Drama classes are usually under 30 student; and the class load is light, but
since drama teachers usually teach English classes too these estimates may
not be accurate.

What out-of-school drama-related activities are made available
to students?

Less than 15 percent of the schools sure eyed made if possible for their
students to- attend professional or semi professional dramatic performances.

Are adequate facilities, equipment, And supplies available?
About half of, the responding schools complained 'of inadequate

facilities and 57 _percent have insufficient equipment for play_ pioduction
-Most schools -that have a drairia program do have a proscenium of
traditional stage. About half of the responding schools have It theatre
reserved primarily for perfoiming arts. A third use a multi-purpose
auditorium, a- gy mnasium, .or a cafeteria for theatrichl performances.

When asked what additional resources, curriculum and equipment are
necessary for adequate operation of their drama programs the schools gave
the following replies:

lighting and general stage equipment (18 percent)
storage space (11 percent)
adequate stage (9 percent)
expanded course offerings (11 percent)
expanded budget (11 percent)
text books (5 percent)

What kinds of student theatrical performances ,are given?
Thirty-n.ne percent of the schools reported that they offer to the general

public at least one musical production a y ear. Sixty -one percent at least one
full length- play, 28 percent at least one one-act play; 12 percent offer
childrens' plays, 21 percent talent shows, and 12 percent have junior or
senior class plays.

A -COMPARISON BETWEEN FIN1 .RTS EDUCATION
AT THE ELEMENTARY, -INTERN :,DIATE
AND SECONDARY LEVELS

The survey results have resealed an ironic trend in Michigan's fine arts
education programs. Fine arts programs are better staffed, offer more
specialized courses, and gain stature and priority in the curriculum as the
grade level increases, chile at the same time they do not develop
,appreciation and underAnding at the early ley els in order to motivate
students to take advantage of what is offered in the upper grades.
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O Schools that DO .NOT cut all school
programs across the board when
there is a budget cutback.
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Many more elementary schools cut their programs unequallj when
there is a budget cutback than do secondary schools, often times
eliminating full subject areas. Elementary schools gie their fine arts
programs low priority inure often than the other two grade levels when
compared with the other major academic disciplines.

Elementary art and music programs experienced the least expansion
and the most contraction of the three levels in the past fiN e years. Dance
and drama- also had the least growth at the elementary level.

The percentage of schools that offer art programs consistently rises
from 75 percent at the elementary ley' to 95 percent at the intermediate
level and then to %percent at the secondary level. General music programs
are offered most often at the intermediate lo el w ith 81 percent of the
schools ha% ing a program. This is not surprising as general music is
basically an intermediate school subject. This accounts for the -drastic
reduction in the percentage of schools at the secondary level that offer
general music (47 percent). Vocal music again is offered moat often at the
intermediate le\ el w ith 79 percent of the sChouls haN ing a program. There
is a slight drop at the secondary school level, as 77 percent of the schools
hay a program. Elementary schools are least-likely to halve a vocal music
program, as our sun ej. shows that only 55 percent of the schoOTS off& it
Instrumental music increases from 77 percent at the elementary ley' to 98
percent at the intermediate and secondary leyls. Though most schools
offer instrumental music at these -upper levels many students are left
unprepared to participate in them because of the difference in the
percentage of schools that offer the program at the elementary level.

Dance programs, though offered in more intermediate and secondary
schools than elementary schools, are still only offered in 20 percent-of the
upper les el schools. A miniscule 8 percent of the elementary schools offer
dance. Drama programs increase considerably as the grade level of the
school increases, NS. ith only 11 percent of the elementary schools haN ing
programs-compared to 57 percent for the intermediate and 71 percent for
The secondary schools.

Intermediate schools are better equipped for art, and vocal and
instrumental music programs than are the other levels. General music
programs are slightly better equipped at the elementary level, with 88
percent of these schools haN ing sufficient equipment as opposed to 64
percent at the intermediate and 55 percent at the secondary level. An
uNe,rwhelnlingly. high percentage of the elementary schools that hay dance
programs said they hale sufficient equipment, which indicates that the 8
percent of the elementary schools that du halve a program are at least well-
equipped. Though more schools at the intermediate and secondary level
offer dance, only 28 percent of the intermediate and 38 percent of the
secondary level said that they halve sufficient equipment for instruction
The percentage of schools that have sufficient equipment for drama
instruction increases from 17 at the elementary level to 42 and 43 at the
intermediate and Netmliklar) respectiNely. The increase ft-rm intermediate
schOols to secondary schools is nut consistent ith the sharp rise in ti.:
number of schools that offer drama at the .,econdary lc' el, since 14 percent
inure secondary schools offer. a drama program but only 1 percent more of
the secondary schools hac sufficient equipment than do intermediate
schools.
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Intermediate schools appear to ha% e more space for art and music
instruction than do the other t%%o leN els. Elemental.) schools, though faring

worse than intermediate schools, do much better than secondary schools in

having sufficient space for art instruction. Secondly) schools do a little
better than elemental-) schools in pro% iding sufficient space for vocal and

, instrumental music, though elemental.) schools pro% ide more space for

general

Percentage of schools that feel they
have sufficient space. for art and music
instruction. (This question wab not
asked of all three levels for dance and drama)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

-Arts education IS t.071.51(lettd a separate matter, not woven IWO the fabric
of general education. Our present system is to intuit(' some of the
childrenusually those, who demonstrate special inter'est or talent with
une or two of the arts. Theatre, dance, film, architecture are tirtually
nonexistent. A.s a result, the teaching of history remains distinct from art
history. Our children graduate without understanding that the ereatite
scientist and the ereatite artist hate a great deal in t.011111011. Segre /tied
and restricted in scope, the arts arc a kind of garnish, easily set askle ike
parsley. A clear-cut conclusion emerges. we need to expose ALL of the
children in our schools to all of the arts, and to do so in a tray that enriches
the general curriculum rather than reinforcing the segregation of the arts."

John 1) ,14ockefeller III

-4.-''''.--

THE JOHN D., ROCKEFELLER III FUND,
As a-means of putting the aboN c ideas to Ns ark the John I). Rockefeller

III Fund (a nonprofit corporation,.the purpose of %%Ilia is to "stimulate,
encourage, _promote, and support- densities important to human Ns elfare ")
has des eloped and initiated seN oral pilot projects to explore Ns ay s in IA hich
the arts can and should become part of the education of e1 cry child. -With
community assistance, these pilot projects has e been implemented in
public schools. They has e used a Ns orking definition of the arts %%inch
subsumes the sisual arts, music, theatre, and dance, and has e been
intended to- produce curricular rya .rials that,should be applicable to other
schools Ns ith only' minimal adjustmen . In the \s urds of Kathry n Bloom,
Director of-the Arts in Education Program of the Fund, "The objectis e is to
make it possible for each young person to be in a position to decide for
himself Ns hat role the arts are going to play in his or her life. With a full
exposure to the arts in school, the graduate si.. b e able to (sass upon the
arts for ,pleasure and for information on the range of possibil;ties for
development open to him as a human being."

The Arts In General Education Project in University City, Missouri
School District v as the first of three major comprehensis c pilot projects
gisen support by the JDR III Fund. The results obtained in this project
pros ide an interesting body of data in a field in Ns hich projects and data
has e been fess . They also has e important implications for the des elopment
of -projects in the arts in Michigan t/thools.

The goals,established for the At ts In General Education Project prior to
its start were:

to pros ide experiences in all the arts for all students at en cry ley el'in the
Univellsity 'City school system;
to permeate the general education program Ns ith arts conccuts in order
to improve the level of arts instruction;
to des clop, instructional units to plus ide a sequential arts learning
experience for students;
to des clop general plans 1% hich might be used to implement similar
projects in other systems;
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to experiment w ith a behavioral model as a basis for structuring an arts
program; and
to involve regular classroom teachers in the process of curriculmn
development.
In the first three years of its existence the project did establish a support

level for all of the arts at the administrative level and fostered the
awareness that the arts can be general education for all students rather than
merely specialized education for only a few students. But even though one
of the primary purposes of the project v as the dev elopment of the arts as a
component of general education, participation in elective arts courses also
expanded over the first three years of the project. In the third year of the
project, 51.4 percent of the students elected to take some visual arts
instruction, 33:7 percent some music instruction, 4.8 percent some dance
instruction, and 3.8 percent some drama instruction at the senior higldevel.
Before the project there v. as no drama program in University City schoolS
and dance was taught only as part of ph) sical education classes The results
also shim the in. uh ement of 45 percent of the elementary school students
m arts activities beyond the scum; of the existing elementary art and music
programs.

Despite a crowded elementary day and the pressure to teach other
subject areas, almost half of the teachers in the project found more time to
teach the arts. The arts were also successfully integrated into classes in
other subject areas. A total of 14 of the instructional units that were
conceived during the project surviv ed testing and revision and were
absorbed into the curriculum of the Unix ersity City schools. Two of these
could be disseminated outside the University City system. The others
provide examples of using teacher resources in the arts for various levels of
instruction.

ARTS EDUCATION IN MICHIGAN
The JDR III Fund is mentioned at the outset of these recommendations

because,of the Comittee's general agreement with the conclusions of Mr
Rockefeller himself that we do need to expose ALL of the children in our
schools to ALL of the arts, and that we need to do so in a way that enriches
the general curriculum rather than reinforces the segregation of the arts
from other subjects. Furthermore, the Committee recognizes that the work
of the JDR HI Fund in its Arts In General Education Project in University
City and in its other projects represent the most systematic approach
probably ever taken to devise methodology and provide evidential
justificapo fur having more arts in the schools and having them considered
as an essential element of the %cry substance of a quality education.

Another reason for presenting this briefest of introductions to the Fund's,
work in the area of arts education' is that the Committee has enjoyed
preliminary contact w ith the Fund and is, hoping to enlist the advice and/or
assistance of the Fund in exploring effectiv e methods for making the arts a
part of general education in Michigan schools. State departments of
Education in two other states hat e already made commitments to this idea,
and several others are exploring the possibility of establishing similar
priorities. This Committee 'believ es that it is time for the Michigan State



Board of Education to begin actisely exploring the desirability of such a
priority for ;Michigan schools, and recommends that the experience of the
JD'il III Fund be dram II upon as one source for des eloping an approach to
arts education that m ill truly bring all the arts IA ithin the reach of all the
children.

This Committee belies es that the goal of arts education in Michigan's
elementaiy, , middle, and secondary schools should be the exposure of all
children to all the arts and that the arts should be a part of general
education. The Conunjttee further belles es that because of the educational
benefits to accrue to both the arts and other subjects, the arts should be
integrated into the eduk_ational substance of other subjects. Our education
system, in this new period of concern fur the quality of life, must_provide
each child with the basic knoss ledge needed to make critical choices in
matters that are must concerned with the quality of the world the arts and
aesthetics. The ultimate purpose of arts education in our public schools
should be for all children to know, the arts as one manifestation of the total
intellectual concerns of people, and not as an esoteric concern for only a
small minority.

Preliminary steps for study ing the rule that the arts should play in public
school education in the state are already being undertaken. Twenty-five
thousand dollars has been appropriated by the Legislature for a conference
on the arts in education which is to take place during the spring of the 1974-
75 school year. The conference m ill be for district-school board members,
school superintendents, and other education administrators and will deal
wroth the deselopment of a statewide plan to integrate the arts into general
education programs in Michigan. Another conference, sponsored by the
State Board of Education, was held during the fall of the 1974-75 school
year for State arts educators.

Even though long-range planning, pr grajn.. development, and
methodological considerations should be the result of concerted effort arl'a'^

study by a number of organizations (including the proposed State
conferences on arts education and perhaps the JDR III Fund), the
Committee is prepare0 to offer ses,eral recommendations for policies and
methodology, based on our survey findings. It is hoRed that these
recommendations will be of assistance to any party insulsed in imkoving
the quality of arts education in Michigan's schools.

The Teacher: The Vital. Link
There fare se'v eral critical elements imuls ed in the establishment of a

shtewide/ commitment to a policy of all the arts for all the children Among
these arq the State Board of Education and its local counterparts, the State
Legislature, administrators of indis idual schools, people in the communities
and most important of all, teachers. All of these has e a role to play in
helping to make the arts a meaningful part of the general education of
Michigan's young people.

Teachers hale the most direct contact with and influence on students.
The final responsibility for apply ing administratise policies also rests with
individual teachers, e% en though in the face of complete millingness by a
teacher to carry out a policy the application of it will only be as good as the
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teacher's training and ability. 13ecause of these factors the proper
preparation of teachers is a primary concern of th.s Committee.

Michigan's elementary, intermediate, arid, secondary schools stiffer in
many instances from a lack of qualified teaching specialists in the arts. The
reason for this shortage is nut primarily that there are not enough arts
specialists, but rather that schools are simply not engaging them in
sufficient numbers. The reasons fur this are clear from our sure }. the arts
are often nut considered to be as equally important as utli, major academic
areas,, ind very often recei% e a low er priority in fiscal support.

New attitudes accompanied by new policies are necessary to reined).
the ploblem of obtoming enough qualified arts teachers and of integrating
e% en minimal arts-related materials into nunarts classes. One very real
possibility of assuring at least an appearanc2 dequate art,: education is
for the State Board of Education to require La... certain number cf hours
be spent in all schools on arts education, and that each class be
administered by qualified arts specialists only.

This Committee rejects this idea. The curricular autonomy of local
schools is a principle of lung-standing in this State. To violate it w ould be
unwise, if only because it w ould probably be ineffecthe. In practice, the
allellat1011 A inch could result from this challenging of district control might
result in arts programs that arc deliberately minimal, and could cause the
lowering of programs that are now of high qual 'y Statew ide education
policies, such as the inandkqiun arts curriculum, are implemented on the

school le% el. It would be %ery. difficult to insure any but the most
superficial compliance with this or any statewide policy without the
voluntary support of all local untts.

A much better way to achieve the condition of all the arts for all the
children is, in port, to persuade schools of the desirability of increasing the
number of arts classes they offer and the number of specialists they
employ. This ubjecti% e requires initially that the State Board of Education
ale%ate the status of the arts in education. A statewide program to improve
arts education has little chime: of success without the active and visable
support of the State Board. h, Common Goals of Michigan Education, the
State Board dues ioclude adequate arts education among its priorities, but
in pas, ears the arts 11.1%e certainly not appeared to have any but a low
priority .

A change in attitude reward greater support tor,the arts seems to have
been uccurriag in recent y ears. This changing attitude suggests for the near
future the possibility of a Board emerging w ith a commitment to making
the arts a part of genera education, a commitment that can be emulated by
local school boards arytInd the State. Three y ears ago the State Board took
on a Coordinator lo /Music and Art, the first Board person c. n_ Tried with

a., since the As. About the same time the Bi3ard began to develop a
means for statewide assessm6nt of school pr4grams in a variety of
academic areas. Included in .this project was the writing of suggested
unninwin performance objet..ti%i.!s for elementary and secondary progrdins
in the %isual arts. The pea formance goals are not however, being used for
the assessment of % isual arts programs, such assessment is currently done
unly fur reading and programs. P. :prinance objectives de%eloped by
the State board in coupeiation ith art... ,....ucatu s could provide individual
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schools and districts w ith a criteria fur assessing their own arts programs.
The 13uard should .undertake to pros kle this sen ice to local school districts
and schools for all of the arts. Nlany schools ha% t: had no program at all in
some of the arts, and w (mild benefit by know ledge of hat an adequate
program might consist.

For the 1974-75 school y ear. State Board has designated that Federal
ESEA Title III monies be used to support fh e arts-related projects in
Michigan. These projects, all of w hick arc wider the auspices of Michigan
schools, are:

Teaching Learning Communities (Ann Arbor) in w hich emphasis w ill be
placed on art experiences as a means of fostering creative self-
expression, constructix e exploratir,n, and problem -soh ing skills, is
funded for $132,482.
Creatis e NIusic.Pruject (Airiningliani) w Inch is designed to increase and
extend sensitivity and awareness of musical essence through perfor-
ming, listening tu, and creating aural-N isual productions, is funded for
$24,367.
Early Education in Fine Arts and Communications Skills (Detroit) is
designed to develop the skills of creath e, construe th e, and critical
thinking and is funded for $203,839.
Creative Arts. Meaningful Experiences and Opportunities (Lixonia)
provides :or creathe artists to be in schools Ns orking w ith j oiingsters to
stimulate creative actix is) in the k. isual and performing arts and in
writing and music, and is funded for $121,299.
Des, elopmeatal Center for Alternative Teacher Strategies in the Arts
and Humanities (Oak Park) consists of creating a center that will draw
together master teachers from local schools, school districts, colleges
and unix ersities, and the arts fields to formulate strategies for teaching
the arts and humanities, and is funded for $92,950.
The creation of the postion of Coordinator for Music and Art by the

State Board of Education and its direction of Federal Title III monies to
arts-related projects for 1974-75 are hopeful signs. State Board of Education
and Title III personnel indicate, however, that these do not necessarily
imply a new continuing policy of support for the arts in education. New,
Title III projects, for instance, are established each year f' three year
periods with new monies distributed to states by ESEA. Invest.nent in arts-
related projects this year is nu guarantee that the State Board m ill fund any
such projects. in subsequent y ears nor is there any guarantee that the
projects for 1974-75 w ill continue beyond their initial three-year period Dr
Gene Paslux , past Director of Title HI in Michigan, says that fully a third of
Title III projects in the past haze been discontinued entirely after their
untitl period, and that the rest ha% e been continued but usually with less
fUnding. '-

When Title HI funding expires if is up to the sponsoring school districts
io pro,. Cdc funds to co_tinue the project. A greater willingness by local
districts to continue the 1974-75 arts related projects, if they are found to be
effective, and the continuation of future arts related projects could well be
another benefit of more pronounced supDort by the State Board. One initial
way in which the State Board can create the necessary atmosphere is by
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reflecting greatel concern fur the arts in education in its staff The Board
can show more visable support for arts in education and pursue a
continuing direct incul% einem in arts education by requesting the State
Department of Educatiu to immediately appoint specialists for the
individual arts, follow ing in the near future with the appointment of a Fine
Arts Coordinator. The present system of ha% ing one "oordinator for music
and art resuies in neither of those areas recei% Mg adequate attention, and in
the other arts be tg substantially excluded from the Board's attention. A

, coordinator for all of the arts would gi% e the Board information and
assistance in formulating policies that would affect arts education in
general, while specialists could give the Board information on the
requirements fur each art in the schools and gke assistance to schools and
school districts in developing programs.

In addition to the elevation of the status of the arts throu0' the State
boa:4 'of Education, the Legisla are should seek to provide -entive to
schools for continuing and disseminating any arts-related TM or Title I
projects which might be established, for creating new programs and for the
hiring of 'Lure arts specialists. As a beginning step in achieving this the

. Committee recommends that a special fund be created as part of future
education appropriation bills to pros ide matching funds to local school
.districts for the hiri g of qualified arts specialists Guidelines for qualifica-
tion as.an arts sped list and % erification that arts specialists are being used
to give full-time at s instruction should be the responsibility of the State

ward of Education. Financial assistance should also be made available by
- the Legislature in the form of matching grants to school districts, for the

Purpose of continuing Title III or Title I projects beyond their Federally
fupcjed period and for disseminating successful projects to other districts

The 'goal of integrating the arts into the teaching of other sub,octs
necessitates that general requirements for teacher education include a
inminium..%tmount of arts training, The State Board of Education currently
requiilps no arts training for teacher certification. Requirements for the arts
training of teachers are made by individual colleges of education in
keepim, with North Central Accreditation standards and offeronly minimum
hour requirements. This Committee belie% es that the preparation of
elementary classroom teachers should include a minimum of arts training,
and that leaving the requirements for iirts training to individual schools of
education allows too great a chance for wide inconsistency in the ability of
ciassvOuni teachers to introduce e% en a minimal amount of arts awarenesc
into other .subjects. In fact this has resulted in requirements thit are
irkeffectivie in pro% iding teachers with e% en this ability. The Committee

, tik.ti-efore strongly recommends that State requirements for teacher cer-
tification be amended to include, regardless of the requirements of
individeial schools of education, at least a one semester general arts class or

ta class in desibetics and one semester of class, work in methods for
integraling the arts into other subject areas.

In the 'Merest of keeping new teachers aware of the place of the arts in
general education of new arts-related materials and teaching methods, and
to...iprovide arts training to teachers who have had none at all, it is

recommended that the State Board of Education initiate requirement for
all school diAxiets to arrange fo: all of their teachers to attend some sort of
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workshop or nisei% ice training in arts education for no less than eight hours
each school y ear. The Legislature should provide matching funds to local
districts to meet the cost of teacher in -sere ice training, including continuing
training in the arts. Such a method of funding would encourage local

districts to utilize comnmnity resources (college and university arts
faculties, community arts councils, loud artists and educators, etc ) for
organizing and staffing such worikshops or training sessions in order to hold
clown their share of the d.osts. At the same time .local districts would be
rewarded proportionately for greater financial support of teacher in-service
training programs and thus provide incentive for increased support

Community hivolvernent
(.4111/mg the sere ices of local artists and arts councils to help staff and

organize arts education workshops for teachers could be the beginning of a
pattern of community in% olv ement in arts education in the public schools
that should be acts ely encouraged by the State Board of Education, the
Michigan Council for the Arts, and similar arts organizations. As we shall
see III the colleges and only ersities section of this report, the arts programs
of the state's institutions of higher education are characterized by a policy
of -outreach," of extending those programs and their benefits to the
community. The wuuuurnity can and should return this service by offering
a .reciprocal service to another segment of that establishment: The
ecological nature of tklie arts chain once again shows through.

The concept of liav ing artists in the schools has enjoy cd a good deal of
respect and even a bit of financial support in recent years. The concept is
an excellent one inv olv ing humanism (by showing the student that real
people are behind the arts), the integration of reaflife situations into the
classroom (by shoeing how things one learns about in the classroom are
done, and perhaps .hat they can be used for) and the giving to students of
a fresh .perspectiv e or insight into arts theories or techniques from an
outside authority.

%Vell-know n professional artists have often been used for artist-in-the-
schools ,programs in the past, but frequently they have not been able to
service a large percentage of he schools in the state or even within a
district and have not been able to sery ice any school on a repeated basis
because of the demands on their time or on the budgets of the schools. The
value of having an artist-in-the-schools programs, however, need not
necessarily be foregone by schools with even the most limited budgets. A
number of colleges and universities are now sending arts faculty members
Into community schools. This expansion of the college into the community
has potential for grow th and tremendous benefit for public schools
Anything from workshops for school children or teachers conducted by
college arts faculties to concerts and play s performed by college arts
students is possible. It remains, though, for local schools districts to
encourage the arts departments of nearby colleges or universities to
promote faculty and student participation in such programs.

If there are no colleges in a community, and even if there are, local
artists can be called upon to lend their talents (at what should prove to be a
reduced cost or even no cost to a school or school district) in order to
present school children w ith examples of artists at work and art in the
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making. A series of v isits and demonstrations b) local practitioners in a
number of arts should provide an effective InetLud of bringing the arts to
the attention of students and of giv ing them an opportunity to learn about
and appreciate the arts. Local arts councils could be used to recruit local
artists, and school districts could offer short orientation sessions for artists
to introduce them to the purposes and methods of presenting their art to
school children. Time are other Iv s, too, in which local artists can be
e- mployed u put more and inure meaningful examples of the arts into
public schools. The number of different vs s is limited only by the
imaginations of schools administrators, teachers, students, parents, and the
artists themselves.

The Legislature should pros ide incentiv e funding to -schools under
future education appropriation bills to encourage and allow schools the
frequent use of local people in the arts in addition to current programs
employing well-known professional artists. The Michigan Council for the
Arts, the State Board of Education and their local counterparts should-take
a position of leadership in organizing the involvement of local artists in
schools. They should encourage a policy of utilizing community resources
for embellishing general arts education in public schools, and-they should
develop models for the administration of such programs and orientation,
sessions for community artists. The MCA in particular already disburses
funds to professional artists and arts organizations to pros ide supportive
education in the schools. The MCA should expand the duties of its present
panel for develop a new panel made up of arts educators and represen-
tatives of museums, performing arts groups, and other types of
organizations involved in supportive arts education) to include the
development of guidelines for the most effective use of supportive arts
education. Such guidelines could serve as a model for all supportive arts
education in the state. Isolated arts experiences in the schools, even those
resulting from performances and exhibits by fin,: professional artists, do not
achieve the maximum effect unless they are integrated into the educational
process with sufficient preparatory and follow-up sessions in the
classrooms. The MCA panel could arrive at guidelines for supportive-arts
education NS hick N's uuld guarantee that such presentations and programs
would be of the greatest educational benefit.

The School Environment
In the past, schools have prided, thernselv es on their cold exteriors and

austere interiors. The message they iw ere supposed to convey presumably
NVItS "serious things go on here." Interior decoration in many schools still
consists of a portrait of the President or some other dignitary as the sole
break in a sea of hr spital green, w ails lined with lockers. What an
environment in st, hick to until rtalte the potentially excit;ng task of learning,
much less learning about the arts.

f he anaesthetic env ifumnent that has su often characterized our schools,
peihaps because boards of education thought that too much environmental
stimulation might distract the student from proper educational concerns,
has served to further segregate tie arts from the balance of the school
experience. The arts apparently are. to be contained within the bounds of
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the art room or audito.num, and should not spill over into the ev(ryday
school world.

This Committee believes it to be of paramount importance that schools
on all levels incorporate the arts into.both the intellectual and perceptual
environments of their students. The way s of Joining the arts with the
physical school, environment are so numerous and obvious that the
Committee is amazed that more steps have not been taken to do soon a
massive scale.

The methods by which an lesthetic environment could be created
within the-schools of our state begin with the planning of school buildings
Fortunately this is one, area in which improvement is already underway
Recent school coastruction has exhibited more visual engagement and
architectural'- character, and buildings are being given more individual
personality. One can now tell one school from another by more than just
the school colors, but w orks of art, both large and small, are still far too
few. As previously suggested in this report, the visual arts should be a
prune consideration in the planning of all new public buildings, especially
school buildings.

Once a school is built- and in operation it is filled with the potential
means for creating and maintaining an aesthetic environment its students
In the past student arts activ ities have been carefully segregated _from the
rest of the educational experience. School plays were held once a year in
the auditorium, concerts were given the weeks before Christmas and Easter
at night. in =the auditorium, and v isual arts activities were limited to class
timein the art room. flow many potential artists and arts lovers have been
stifled by the careful relegation of arts activities to rigidly controlled
situations?

One excellent solution to the problem of providing the school
environment with an aesthetic atmosphere also gives students a creative
outlet. Displaying student art throughout the schm: :rakes it a more
pleasant place to be, provides students with art with which they can readily
identify,-and giv es an officially encouraging response tv. udent creativity
Student art should line the walls of school corridor, as a part of the
everyday school environment.

What better way to create pride in one's school and an interest in
keeping it physically intact and beautiful? Student artists from arts classes
as well as "freelancers" have in this way a continual means of displaying
their artistic accomplishments and reaching an audience Virtually every
school has a trophy case in which to display symbols of the athletic
accomplishments of past students. W1r, not also have areas for displaying
symbols of the creative accomplishment of present students?

works by local artists could also be added to a school's "collection."
There is no reason why each school cannot be the focus of the arts for the
community. Any school could become a veritable gallery for the display
and viewing of community and student art In the same way that students
go on field trips to art museums to see the work of the great artists of the
past, the community outside the school should be invited inside to see the
work of the potentially fine artists of tomorrow.

In addition to the kinds of art that can be put on static display, examples
of other more fluid arts should be welcome in the schools as well. Forums
for student writers, musicians, theatrical performers, and dancers should be
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made available. Student talent should nut be limited to the format of au,
annual talent shoe. After-schuul concerts, tenninunity musicians and
dancers in a anet) of musical and d,tnce styles, after-school jam sessions,
poetry readings, and a student press for publishing short stories and other
,literary efforts can contribute to a ibrant, self-perpetuating, aesthetic
emiruninent. Eery student, not to mention faculty members, %%ill benefi7
from a continual eAposure to artists and their lv arks. Certain students Iv ill

.benefit eN en inure from having ac outlet for their creativ . .As both
consumers and contributors, thi.. connininit) till benefit from Iv hat could
become arts centers for C0111111Unit) participation. This is also at last a
partial solution for school buildings sitting unused half of the time.

These have been a fel.% of the ideas that this Committee has found-to
unproe, arts education in the state. The readiness v ith vhich these -ideas
presented themsel% es suggests that they could be easily realized through a
concentrated effort by carious arts groups and State agencies. The
forthcoming conferences on arts education could 'a ell be the next big step
III this direction, and possible assistance from the J1)11 Ilird Fund could
help to systematize the effort. Whatev ex- organization, indit idual or agency
seeks to explore the. area of arts education in the future is invited to use the
ideas set .forth m tins section of this report as a point of departure.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

INTRODUCTION

Colleges and universities hat e historically play ed an extremely impor-
tant role in the study, development, creation, performance, and dissemina-
tion of the arts, and they continue to do so today . Most are intimately
connected with every link in the arts chain. They provide creative and
performing artists vs ith a means of continuing their art and with a forum for
innovative ideas. In the process students receiv e authoritative instruction in
the arts, and sometimes virtual apprenticeship to practicing artists rather
than more "textbook" education.

Arts instruction in Michigan colleges and universities furnishes arts
majors and non - majors alike xv ith both technical training in and theoretical
and aesthetic insight into art of every description. Along the way students
are offered the opportunity to function fully as artists by creating,
exhibiting, or performing their own art or that of others for audiences
Communities across the state are sere ed well by performances and exhibits
by students, faculty, and guest artists, often at no cost. Many schools'
sponsor performances by touring professional artists. In addition to these
benefits, the schools afford the people of the community, 'extensive
educational benefits, either as regular or special students or as members of
audiences learning by experiencing. No other institutions in the state offer
the people such a complete spectrum of activities and experiences in the
arts.

The Joint Legislativ e Committee on the Arts has undertaken separate
surveys -of Michigan's four-y ear colleges and universities, and the state's
community colleges, to determine the extent and condition of their arts
programs and the service they offer to students and communities The
survey of four-year colleges and universities encompasses all but one of the
state's four-year public schools, Western Michigan University Officials
declined to complete a questionnaire. The survey of four-year institutions
also 'includes over half of the private schools in the state which have
autonomous arts programs.

FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Serving the Students

Arts majors in Michigan's four-year colleges and unix ersities can prepare
themselves for a variety of jobs and future careers. Arts majors and non-
majors alike can dev clop artistic talents, expand their creativity; increase
their awareness and appreciation for the world around them; learn the
history, psychology, and philosophy of the arts and their relations to ethnic.,
national, and regional cultures, and learn how to teach and integrate them
Into education programs' for clemci,tary and secondary school children and
into the cultural life of the communities in which these students as
graduates will eventually live.
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Michigan's four-) ear siliuuls offer courses in music performance in
irtually ex er) instrument (including the human v ()lie), as solo instruments

and in any number of ensemble combiriations. Classes in musk history,
appreciatit n, philosophy, theory , arrarigent, and ioniposition are s' idely
mailable. The entire range of visual arts is taught in Michigan sihuuls for
practice and appreciation, ei in stk.! specialties as bronze lasting
and smithing. Applied v isual arts training can be had in graphic or
ern iruninental design, industrial ur advertising design, architeetural ur
package design, and fun.iture or product design. Crafts courses ni
from jewelry making to ceramics and from printmaking to weaning are
offered in many schools Training is mailable in all,pha..es of dance, and a
%inlet) of media (including radio, television, photography, and cin-
ematograph)). Classes in every aspect of the theatre (its history and its
appreciation) are part of the curricula of most schools. Students can
des elup skills in poetry, fictiuu writing, and journalistic communication, ur
learn about the history, philosophy, ur appreciation of the literary arts.
Preparation for teaching the arts at all kids is offered, as are classes in
aesthetics such as the, arts and cultures of various historical periods, the
philosophy of art, and its physical and psychological components.

Survey statistics clearly show that the arts are a significant part of the
programs in the Michigan's public four -year schools, and even more su
prii ate schools. Ty, entyzfix e percent of the_students in public colleges are
enrolled in arts classes each semester or term. Translated into an
approximate full time student equixalen'i° this represen.s eight percent of
the full-time student population. A full-time equivalent of eight percent-of
the faculties of public schools teach arts courses. The student-faculty ratio
in arts classes is roughly identical to that for all classes,, one faculty member
for 'every fifteen students.

Figures in the same categories for the prix ate schools in pur survey
indicate a Yana:what gri:ater eniph Isis un the arts. Thirty one percent of the
students.enrulled in Michigan's private four -year colleges take arts courses
each semester ur term. Translated into a full-time student equivalent this is
approximately 10 percent of the full-time student population. The student-
faculty ratio Of one faculty member for ex ery eight students in arts ciasse
compares favorably with the one to sixteen ratio for all classes.

The lower student-faculty ratio in arts classes in private schools is
reflected proportionately in the dollars per pupil spent for arts staff and
m wmaterial. Oile thousand three Inaldred four dollars per student ere spent
in pHs ate schools in 1973-74 compared to $755 per student in public
schools. A total of approximately $12,363,150 (not including Western
Michigan University) was allocated to faculty saLries in public college arts

° Twenty hie pereelit of public and 31 percent of private college students take
arts classes, but they also take other classes. A full time student takes an average of
four closes per semester ur term. Non-arts majors taking arts classes probably take
one, and arts majors tau. .pproximately one -third of the class loads of both
combined are arts Classes. Twenty five percent and 31 percent reduced by tw, °-
thirds to be eqt.halent to students .aking full tune class loads in the art:, equal 8
percent and 10 pereeid r...speetiv el> . These statistics Lin now be used for winputing
overall student f"-mlty ratios.
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departments in 1973 -74, for a total of 1050 full-time equivalent faculty
members with an average salary. of $11,774. The private schools in our
survey spent an average of $10,570 for each of 170 full-time equivalent

faculty members.
i

Increasing importance is being assigned in Michigan colleges to the
produying of rather than lust the learning about art. Many studio or
workshop classes are now available to increase the proficiency in the
students' production of fine and commercial arts. Nearly every school in
the survey volunteered that .studiu classes of some kind are among the most
effective components of their arts programs. Coupled with the range of
_course offerings in the aesthetic and historical backgrounds of the arts,
these classes give students the ability and opportunity to use the arts as
either ends in themselves or means to many other ends.

More arts classes, including studio classes, are being opened to non-art.'
majors. Some schools (like Northern Michigan (University) have opened all

of their non-studio arts classes to all students and their studio classes to
anyone suffielently proficient in technique. Ferris State College has a plan
under which any student may take any arts class n a nbn-credit "activity"
basis because "many students seek outlets in the creative and performing
arts just for the sheer satisfaction (lens ed and ... are developing a life-style
which hopefully will carry forth beyond their dtlys at Ferris."

The opening of more arts classes to non-arts dmajors is indicative of the
attitude of "outreach" that now oharacterib2s ma ly Michigan college and
university arts departments. This attitude recbgni es that the arts can be a
rewarding and fulfilling part of anyone's life, and not just the arts major's
-Ilns open philosophy w ill hopefully create college! graduates who are more
sensitive in general to the quality of life and will use quality and beauty as
discriminating factors in decisions affecting their lives and the lives of
others.

This populisilipproach to arts education m ill also produce evergrowing
numbers of people who are capable of understanding and enjoying
individual art forms and will seek them out. Colleges and universities are
not only a primary source of artists, but are also responsible for the genesis
of many new audiences. Open arts programs will initiate also a much
greater practicing of art in Michigan communities. increased parpcipation
in creative writing and craftsmanship, community theatres, music groups,
and other organizations of practiciag artists. This will in turn bring the arts
even closer to the community, further enhance the quality of life in
Michigan, and recruit yet more audiences.

Serviog the Community
The outreach of Nhchigan's college arts departments hardly stops with

more course offerings for nonarts majors. Numerous other innovative
pro 4ranis are in progress right now or are being contemplated for the
future. Arts groups representing Michigan colleges and universities have
presk ited their art in schools, church, s, prisons, community centers, around
the State, the country, and in a few cases around the world. They have
performed on televisiOn, on radio,,and on records.
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A special emphasis has been placed in many sehouls un the eummuniea-
bun of the arts to children. Many offer children's theatre and! concerts.
Soule go into eununity sehouls for special performances or r.orkshops

ith elementary and secondary students. Unix ersity of Michigan architec-
ture students are e% en responsible for helping to design playground
equipment for use in community day -care centers. Competitions are
sponsored by a number of schools for young artists and writers, and
summer w orkshop sessions are held for high school students in se%eral of
the arts.

As further e% idenee of the spirit of sharing which characterizes many
Miehigan_sehouls, architecture students working with local business people
plan iniprownents in the appearance of downtown business districts and
undertake extensive historical surreys of euniniunity buildings. Evening
arts classes offered by a number of sehouls are open to all members of the
L0111111111111) . Public lectures conducted by experts in a %ariety Of arts fields
are sponsored by some sehouls.-College-sponsured art exhibits feature the
work of connetinity artists. Art exhibits and performances combine the
talents of stadent and eunniunity artists. Notable in this last category is
Ferris State College w 'deli in ites eummunity participation in its Choral
Union, Fcsti% al Chorus, College-Conimunity Summer Band,, an,d its FSC
Summer Theatre:. Colleges are. also 111%01% ed in the production of local
radio and tele% ision programs, and one e% en helped start la community
radio project fur nuighburl.,ud news and entertainment. The Unix ersity of
Michigan has, in addition to its other programs in the arts, a special
Department of Cultural Aeti% 'ties w pro% ides consult*e sen ices to
eumniunity or (Aens groups that want to establish small museums or art
centers ur produce arts festi%als or street fairs. The department also
coordinates the selledule of ;winer arts festi% als throughout the State.

'he most extensive and % isible eulponent of the outreaCh of Michigan
eulleges is their series of public performances and exhibits. These
programs, from those by students to those by perforthers who have
reeel% td recognition as the best in their fields, sene both community and
students in tw u ways. They are educational because experience is surely the
best teacher the arts, they are entertaining, and enjoyable, and aesthetic
experiences at best.

The public. perforinanee programs Michigan's eulleges and uni% er-
sales offer without doubt the greatest return for caLli tax dollar. In many
areas of the State a college represents the only place fur the community to
experience high quality arts. Many areas would be left virtually without
professional performances if nut for college performance programs. In
some parts of the State, colleges are almost solely responsible for keeping
interest and participation in the arts aline. They have dune this by offering
programs of %%lieh, fur public sAuols, an a%erage of 73 percent are free
and, for private sehouls, 89 percent are offered without charge. There is no
question that college and uni%ersity sponsored programs in the arts possess
the greatest entertainment and cultural %alue in the State today.

The State's :our -year institutions presented their arts programs to a
combined total of 1,070,821 patrons in 1972-73. The private schools
'inded in the mine), (approximately half of_ the total that might be
expected to ha% t arts departments) readied an audience of another 156,675
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patrons. An a% erage of 89,236 patrons w ere admitted by each public
school, and 15,667 by each prvtate school. The numbers of patrons would
unquestionably increase significantly if public ass areness %% ere augmented

Public colleges admitted 726,626 patrons at no cost in 1972-73, an
a% erage of 60,602 per school. Three hundred fort) -four thousand one
hundred and ninety -fix e paid admissions Ns ere accumulated an a% erage of
28,634. Private schools a% eraged 8,700 free admissions and ''. 000 paid. Tfie
totals. here are for college and uni% ersit) -sponsored, student and faculty
performances only, although these sometimes include guest professionals
performing with student groups. The admission totals in this section do not
include those for sports, .rock concerts, commercial films offered by
student organizations, or other "popular entertainment" offered by the
schools or organizations w ithin them. They also (Jo not include large
drawing attractions such as uni% ersity lecture-concert series. The inclusion
of these would raise the totals substantially.

The % ariety of performances and exhibits offered b) Michigan's four-
> um schools ha% e guaranteed that no one is e% er too far distant from any
kind of arts performance. Student and faculty exhibits %ere held' in all of
the isual arts including sculpture, print-making, photograph) , ethnic art,
and environmental art, as w ell as in the entire range of crafts. Music
performances were Oen by bands, orchestras, chamber cnse:nbles, and
solo recitalists in all forms of "classical" music, opera, ethnic music, jazz,
barbershop singing, eleetrunic musk, and music from all histoi ical periods
Theatre departments presented drama, corned), musicals, children's
theatre, experimental theatre and mime, while dance departments offered
performances and lecture-demonstrations in ballet, modern dance, and
ethnic, and folk dance. Poetry readings and a %ariet) of creati% e writing
sy mposia w ere sponsored by man) schools, and architecture lectures by a
few. School-produced radio and tele% ision programs (not included in the
audience totals) were presented on college-operated, public, and commer-
cial radio and telex ision stations, while film festisals offered ,classics and
original works by student, faculty, and other film makers. In addition to
these, college and unix ersit) lecture-concert series presented numerous
professional performers.

Aside from the ,%alue of these performance programs for audience
members, they ha% e special % alue for the students who participate in them
*They provide students, and especially, those who intend to become
professionals in the arts, the opportunity to A% k alder actual performance
conditions before a real audience. In some eases (e.g. children's theatre and
concerts), they also gi% e students arts education challenging problems in
using the arts for educational purposes. They give student and faculty
performers, as well as the rest of the student body and faculty, a chance to
become aware of a wide %ciriet) of artistic and aesthetic experiences, so
that they may freely experiment and de% elop their .tastes upon a well-
informed base. In some instances they also supply creathe artists w ithin the
urns ersity their only chance for performing or exhibiting their wJrks under
first-class conditions.

In these and other w ay s the four -y ear colleges and unhersities sole the
community through far more than just on-campus .,ducation. The .,:olleges
represent the greatest gatherings of t. ufessionals in the arts. These artists
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and arts program administrators lick c used their talents under college and
unk ersity atispces,to bring the arts to students and the community This
Committee recognizes the colleges and universities of the State as the
centers of the arts and commends them on their efforts to increase public
awareness, appreciation, and participation in the arts. For these reasons, the
Committee recommends that close attention be gix en by the Legislature to
funding colleges and unix ersities for their arts programs. Every effort
should be made to recognize the efficient and creatix e work clone by our
institutions of higher education in fulfilling their obligations to arts students,
students in general, and the community at large, by supporting the arts
programs of these schools.

The process of producing and maintaining programs for public iew ing,
w ell as limo% ate, e educational prop anis for students, is an expensive

proposition for Michigan's colleges and unkersities. To maintain a high
le. el of programs additional costs are incurred in aduainistratijn, faculty,
equipment, space, production, and fees fur guest artists. These costs are in
many nays similar in kind to those undertaken by community arts
organizations, and some of the same methods that community arts
organizations use might be employed. The ,Michigan Council for the Arts,
as one nititual.source of assistance, has considered grant requests for these
schools in the past. It should continue to give them an equal chance at
receiving grant assistance based on the merit of their programs. The budget
for the MCA should reflect Legislative awareness that the Council is
partially underwriting college arts prograMs.

Unfortunately, with the exception of the granting of unlimited funding,
there is no single solution that can be offered by any agency (government
or otherwise) to meet all the needs of college arts programs. The
suggestions made by the arts dep'artinents of the colleges in our survey for
additions to their program, w ere for the most part clearly detailed and
specifically need-oriented, the additions they w mild like to make arise from
readily observable needs and the conditions they would like to remedy
have been around at least long enough for the departments to ha. e arrived
at what seem to be carefully thought out and often creative'solutions.

The alleNiation of these problem,. w ill require different remedies in
different dosages for each of the schools. Additional performance. facilities
are a must for the success of some endeavors, including the full success of
some lung-standing programs, but other schools indicate that ample
facilities are available if only faculty Gould be hired. The needs of
Michigan's college arts departments du fall into se. oral broad categories. In
different degrees and combinations, lack of administrative and teaching

_staff, space and other facilities, equipment, library holdings, and of course
funds have generally plagued schools.

No blanket Oution is easily mailable for the problems these schools
face. The needs of each institution and the meri:, of its programs will have
to I assessed indix idually Colleges and unix ersitics, like many community
arts organizations, earn or generate from contributions a significant part of
their regular income. Arts departments especially hike the potential for
earning some of their income. Through arts presentations Michigan's public
four-year colleges and unkersitics (with the exception of Western Michigan
Unkersity) produced a total earned income of- $193,113 in 1972-73. The
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bulk of this was from theatre performances, so the total i.uuld be increased
meaningfully by chargiag admission for inure performances in other
categories. This would be done at the high cost of eliminating some of the
public from performances. which represent one of the greatest public
benefits of the colleges and universities in the State. This Committee
believes that this is far too great a.price to pa) for minor relief to the State's
funding of schools.

The ability and willingness of schools to seek out nonstate financial
support can btseen in plans for a badly needed performing arts center at
Michigan State University Through its on considerable efforts MSC' will
raise about two-thirds of the cost of the center from private sources The
Committee recommends such efforts as soliciting funds from nonstate
sources be looked upon as a demonstration of sincere belief in the quality
and the necessity of a project, and should be fay orably considered in zny
allocation. Colleges and universities and their arts departments should not
be penalized for their efforts to raise funds from nonstate sources for arts-
related projects.

Increased support and contributions might be expected to accrue from
a greater-visibility in college arts programs. As it is, except fur the lecuture-
concert series offerings, college arts presentations are very poorly publiciz-
ed. Programs are there for the entire public almost, every night of 'the
school year, but only a small number of people are aware of them let alone
persuaded of the value in attending. Priv ate and corporate contributions in
support of specific programs or series %N. uuld surely increase if they were
more widely known and demonstrably "successful" in terms of serving
larger audiences. School performances given to miniscule audiences are a
waste of a valuable resource. The Committee believes that public college
and univ ersity departments that offer performances and exhibits that are
open to the public should make greater efforts to stimulate public
awareness. The funds allocated to Michigan's colleges and universities
should reflect a swim's legislative concern for giving them the finanCial
capability and the mandate for making the benefits of college arts
programs available to a wider public. The majority, of schools in our survey
indicated a desire to serve a large audience but also expressed an inability
to do so without. increased support from the Legislature. Only one
respondent to the questionnaire expressed an unwillingness to consider
public.perfurmances and audience building as necessary parts'of a college
arts program.

On the whole, suggestions for futare programs (in the event funding,
equipment, personnel, and space are av ailable) included a

torecognition of community arts needs and a variety of plans to fill them
Several schools expressed a desire to increase their contact with public
elementary and secondary schools by presenting children's concerts,
specialized workshops, etc. Also proposed were the institution of children's
and teensthe atre._companiescable tele\ ision systems for campus and
surrounding communities, and wider couperation with community people
interested in the arts. Ideas fur sharing the tuts in Michigan also included
touring student and/or faculty perforining groups in children's theatre,
music, dance, etc., extension of school arts acti"Vities into the summer
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months to accomodate the tourist trade, and increased circulation
throughout the State of art exhibits by instate .artists.

Proposals fpr detelopment and expansion 1,of existing programs .(for
example, additional studio courses, more courses for nonarts majors, the
intiusion of summer sessions, courses in the higory and deN elopment of

black and other ethnic Music and theatre, combirrea majors in business and
the arts to prepare students for inanageinents of arts councils, orchestras,
and museums, the addition of masters _prograins, expanded extension
classes for the general public, more artists in residencies, and visiting'
professorships) are complemented by ideas -ftir unique, pace-setting
programs that w uukl benefit students, the arts, and conininities. and-put
Michigan colleges in a position o_ f leadership in arts education and
community.servic_e in this country. Among-these are ideas for:*

Para - professional dance companics which would serve the pre-
professional dance student ire the same -way that student orchestras and
theatre companies sell e music and threatre students. ,Such collegiate

-.companies might a:so-use talent-fro the community and could pro\ ide
the...community ith regular -dance performances of a high- caliber.

Apprentice _programs allow ing- students to w orlc with -pra.:ticing- artists
of high ability..
The establishment of a special program that would enable individual
arts faculty_ members -to sere as artists-in-resitlenceto various business
and industrial firms in, Michigan. Each selected faculty person would
works for a limited period on a part - time basis, and each- participating
corporation's financial contribution, in exchange for the ser ice, would
be used by the department involved for student scholarships and
additional-educational activities. With the increasing interest in the arts
expressed by major American business_-and_industrial _corporations the
time is now opportune for such a program to be developed-, and
chances are good to make it profitable to both the businesses and the
college-arts programs.
Professional dance companies supportedby the State to fill the need for
dance throughout the State. Residency programs using dance companies
from out of the State are costly and have little carry-over value. Dance
companies supported by the State would in the long run cost less, offer
more frequent performances, pros ide companies w ith a vested interest
irs?erforming in the State, allow for follow-through, carry -over, and
growth-from year to year for the dance company, its prOgrams, and the
studentsit series, and movide a place for do, eloping dance performers
rather than forcing them to go out of Michigan to pursue a professional
career.

program to train artists as members Of teams to attach- com-
munications and- environmental design problems.

'SUMMARY
Michigan's four-) ear colleges and unit, ersities, both ptiblic and priyate,

have the desire, the plans, and the experience to stimulate the State with
hundreds of programs in the arts, all w ith a capacity to improt e the quality
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of life in Michigan. We are experiencing an interest by colleges -in the
condit;on and future of the Lommunities that has neNer existed before. The
arts programs of Michigan's institutions of higher education already
represent a tremendous asset to the State. The suggestions for program-
expansion and innovation offered by the schools in this sun. ey clearly show
that a minimal increase in the State's inn estment -in all our colleges and
universities would reap enormous benefits. It is up to each legiSlat2r to
inform him or herself of what those 'benefits would be, of how gait a
value they would be to his or her-constituents, and to let this knowledge
lead to appropriate support.
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. ,COMMUNITY COLLEGES

In cumnunities across the country," wrote Dr. Stew art Marsh, (dean
enter' of Los Angeles Valley College) in a- recent issue of P.T.A., "two-
) ear junior colleges are .flexing -their -muscles. They openly flout fast-rising
enrollments, cockily boast of fresh and inno% ative teaching methods, and
make themseh es right at homy in their ow n communities, daring older and
traditionally self-assured four-year colleges to label them _Dropout_ LY
anymore. In short; it looks like Junior is- growing up."

. %

Dr. Marsh's observations are directly applicable to Michigan's com-
munity colleges, whit ow account for 36.1 percent of-college enrollment
in the State: Commu colleges, including Michigan's, grown up,
and they have grown up on - their own terms. They have succeeded in-
Maintaining their own dual nature as academic, and community service

',institutions.-In doing so they have also in-creasedbotb their_ enrollments and
,the- respect they earn from communities and larger -four-year. institutions.
The-folloWing is 'a summary of the findings-of the Committee's Community
College Survey, to which 27 of Michigan's 29 two,year public colleges
responded. .

Sixty percentzol the students- enrolled zin Michigan's community colleges
_are taking an "academic" course of study. At least half of these can- be
expected to transfer -to- four -year schools,- according to Dr. Robert Cahow,
Secretary of the Michigan Community College Association. This means -that
at least one-ninth of the students getting a-four-year college -education in
MiChigan attend-community colleges for the first -two years and-are subjectMichigan
to the 'same needs as the freshmen -and sophomores already in four-year
schools. While the academic needs of community college students are
probably being adequately niet, their arts needs are being take, care of at a
level considerably-lower than-that of four -year institution-S.

A.wiae selection of arts _courses are available at MiChigan's-community
colleges -(see' Figures -1-4), but a_lack ofiphysicallacilities has limited-total
enrollment in arts courses. Sixty,-three percent of.the community colleges-in
our- survey report that less_-than_ 5 -percent of their student population _is
taking classes in visual arts, 81 percent report less than-5 percent enrollment
in music-classes,-88 percent report-less than 5 percent in theatre classes, and
91 percent report less than 5- percent in dance classes. This compares to
public four-year colleges in Michigan haN ing an average enrollment-in arts
Classes of -25 percent of their student bodies. Private four -year schools I'm e
31 percent enrollment in arts-classes.

Many community colleges indicate that their arts programs are
expanding, despite -currently small enrollinents. S_ ixty -three percent of the
schoOls-have expanding visual arts sograms, 62 percent expanding music
programs, 62 percent expanding the;atie and performing arts programs, and
22 percent- expanding dance programs. The reasons most Often given for
these- expansions were "growing gmand" and- "more student interest". A
lack of physical facilities, unfortualely,:has, stood _squarely in the way_ of-
any rapid:or extensk e-growth of-community college arts programs and -will
apParently-Continue tb do so without some sort of special assistance. Sixty -

three percent_ of the schools said that a lack of -space is the greatest problem
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facing their visual arts programs. Seventy-one percent reported that '
additional facilities are nocessary for the-proper functioning of their present
visual arts programs, and 42 percent indicated that more equipment is
needed. Forty-one percent of the schools-listed a lack of general facilitieS as
_the greatest problem =facing- -their music programs. Forty-one percent
indicated that additional music facilities are necessary; 41 percent reported
that more music equipment is necessary; and 41 perbent. listed_ more
musical instruments as a necessity for maintaining only their present music
programs. Fifty-two percent of the schools reported that a lack of space
was _the most serious problem facing their theatre /performing arts
programs, and- 48 percent listed additional facilities as, being necessary to
their proper functioning. Sixty two percent of -the respondents indicated
that a_ lack of general facilities is the most serious problem facing their
dance prograi

The 40 percent of Michigan- community college -siudents who- are-not
faking-academic courses, as m ell as a-portion of those with-are, will notgb
on to four-year schools. They may be -students enrolled in technical or
professional programs or perhaps people-from the community -jtiSt- seeking-

to expand their -intellectual technical :horizons. Community colleges
have, since- -their inception, =provided the 65-percent or so of-their students
who do not -go-_ on to four-year schools, -as well ac members of the
_communities with the unique opportunity of- taking only one, a few, or as
_many classes in the arts as m ere available- without necessarily -becoming
enmeshed in- a regular academic program. They -have in this way made a
respectable beginning -tow ards meeting the needs of people to_ pursue a
new interest in-one of the arts or to advance in an old one. The list of class
ocferings available at Michigan's community collegei indicates another area
in which they are doing- in=kind_ an excellent job of serving some of the arts
needs of the community. The colleges themselves readily admit; however,
that they are unable to do the job,. in degree, -that is- necessary to_fully
accommodate those needs. Only 41- percent report that they ere -meeting
community needs -with_their visual- arts programs; 48 percent with their
music programs, 18 =percent with their theatre/performing arts-programs;
_and 26 percent with their dance prograins. The reason_ is-not surprising_
Ninety-five percent of the schools responding to the questionnaire reported
that a lack of facilities again was the reason for their inability to meet
community demands for their visual arts program. Fifty -four -percent
indicated:that a-lack of- facilities_w as hampering theuNeting_of-community
needs-by their music programs, 74 percent by their th&Y're/perforniing arts
-programs, and- 82 percent by their _dance programs.

The ubiquitous lack of facilities" response leaves no doubt-about the
principle problem -facing these institutions. This Committee recommends
that the 'Legislature- carefully consider the nature of- community_ colleges,
their role -in the community and its importance, and the reason for-their
inability to seme fully community needs in- the area -of =the arts. The
Committee further -recommends that -the -Legislature do all that it can-to
assist community colleges in the State to overcome the limitations of
inadequate facilities, so that they can- better achieve their ptirpose as
community colleges and serve the people more -fully in the arts.



Michigan. Community College Visual Arts Courses

Course

4

Art appreciation/history
Painting

No. taught as
specialized courses

24
28

No. taught as part
of other courses

. 4

Drawing 26
Ceramics 20 3
Seulpture 17 4

'Printing/graphics. 4: 14 3
-Nletalcraft/jewelry,
Weaving and- textiles

10
4

1

Photography 14 2
Cinematography
Woodcarving

5
o

- Design z 4'
Art -eihreatiod,
Other

13
18

5
0.

z Figure 1

Michigan Community College Music Courses

Course No taught as
specialized course

No. taught' fispart
of other courses

Music appreciation/history 27 1-

Arranging/composing 2 1

Piano/keyboards 16 2
Guitar 2 0
Reading music 1 2
Music theory 19 3

'Orchestra_ 7 0

Stage band- 11 -0

Concert band 15 0

Marching -band 1 o

Glee club 4 0
Contemporary music

.1

Jazz 3
Individual vbice 13 3

Music edmeatidn 17 0

Figure 2
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Michigan

Course

Stagecraft
Acting
Directing/producing
Interpretive: reading
History of theatre
Other

Community College Theatre Courses
No. _taught as

specialized courses

12
7 .

4
15

.10
5

Figure 3

No. taught as. part
of other course

7 0,

20-

15
9.
1

5

1

Michigan Community Coliege -Dance Courses

Course-
.

Social' dance
Folk dande
Ballet
Modern dance
Other

128

6

.No. taught as
specialized course

9
3"
13

4

Figure 4.
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No. taught as pait
of other course.

3,
7
0

-2
4
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APPENDIX A

cbrilmunity Arts Organizations

Nonprofit Community` Arts. Organizations -Participaiing in the
Sufvey

Ella Sharpe Museum- Assn. Of Jackson
Cranbrook Academy of Art/Art. Museum
Midland Center fdr,:the Arts ,:+7

Detroit Metropolitan Black Ails,
Twin Cities Symphony" Orchestra
Warren Cultural Commission
Mount Clemphs,Symphcny Orchestra Assn.

The ChrisioPher Ballet -
Allied Artists Assn-. of Ainerica
The' American-Black Arti4
.Ann- Arbor-Community -Park- I?rogram

Ann Arbor Ch`ric "t'heat're '
Ann- Arbor Art' Assn.
Bay County historical Society
Berrien- County I Iistorical: Commission
Center Symphony Orchestra
Battle :Creek. Symphony-orchestra
Chamber Music Society of Kalamazoo
Charlton ,Park.Village-& Museum
Interlochen-Center for -the Arts/National Music Camp/

Iiiterlochen- Arts 'Academy
Community Theatre Assn. of Michigan
The Common Ground of-the Arts
Detroit Community. Music School
Dearborn- Orchestral- Society
Detroit IlistOrical -Museum
Detroit Science Center
The Edison Institute
The Flint Institute of Music
Port-St. Joseph lvIt!setim-and Historical Assn.
-Heritage Hill- Foundation .

holland- Community Theatre
-Hope Church School,of Music
Grand Rapids-Symphony ,SOciety
drandAlapids MuSeuin

-Grand Theatre
Kalamazoo Institute or Art
Historical--Society of Michigan
Kalamazoo- Symphony Society
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Kalathazdo.Public tiluseuiii
Kalamazoo Junior Symphony Orchestra
Leila Arboretum
Lansing Symphony Association,,
Marshall Historical Society
Manistee Civic Players
Marquette County Historical Society
Monroe County Historical Commission
Netherlands Museum
'Northwestern Michigan_ Symphony Society
Oakland- County Pioneer & -Historical-Society
Oak Par'h Symphony Assn.,,
Pontiac-Creative Arts 'Center
Plymouth -Symphony Society
Saginaw Town Hall
Grosse Pointe Theatre
Saginaw. Symphony -Orchestra',
Stagecrafters
St. Joseph_ Art,'Assn. a

Theatre Guild -of Livonia-Redford
Birmingham Village, Players
-Wyandotte 'Community Theatre
Your Hdritage -House
Young AudiencesMi-chigan Chapter
Scarab- Club -of Detroit
Dearborn Historical Museum-
Windmill- Island
Greater Grand -Rapids ArtS Council
Ddarborn Civic Theatre
Battle Creek Civic Theatre
Alpena Community Concert Assn.
Alpena Civic Theatre
Alfred X. Sloan, Jr. Museum
The Art Center- of Mt. Clethens
Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp
Boarshead Players
Detroit Children's Museum
Cha9mber Music Society-of Detroit
Community Circle Players
-Concept East Theatre
_Detroit Adventure
Detroit Assn.' for the Performing Arts
"Detroit- Chapter #1 of S.P.E.M.S.A.
Detroit Concert Band
Michigan-Opera Theatre
Detroit Historical Society
Detroit Repertory Theatre
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-Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Detroit Women's Symphony Society
Farmington Players "1.

Femwood, Inc.
Flint Institute of Arts
Frankenmuth Historical Assn. & Museum
Grand Rapids Art Museum :
The Hackley Art Gallery
Hough-ton County HiStorical Museum
_Jackson- Civic Theatre
Kalamazoci- Nature Center
Kenneth- Jewell Chorale
Lansing_ Civic Player -Guild
-Lansing- Community Art Gallery
Le Saulte De Sainte -Marie Historical Society
MackinaW. Island State Park ComingionHistoric Projects -Div.
Manistee County Historical Museum
Metropolitan Arts Complex
Nit Huron Museum of the Arts and History
Muskegon County Museurn
Player- de Noc , .

. Michigan Youth Symphony
The Potters Guild
Roger B. Chafee-Planetarium
Saginaw Art! Museum
Save Orchestra Hall
The 'Art/School- of the Society of Arts and Crafts
Sr..Dun'sjan's. Guild of Cranbrook /
Port :1-rurop Little,theatre

"Suitcase Theatre
Traverse 'City Civic -Players
Wes+Shore Symphony Orchestra
Detroit Metropolitan.Theatre ouncil
Cranbrook Institute- of Science . /
Detroit Institute of Art
Livonia Youth Symphony Society ///
Shiawassee Arts-:Council /
Battle Creek:Community United Arts Council
Cheboygan Area Arts- Council
Metropolitan Labsing Fine Arts Council
-Cadillac Area Council -for the Arts/
Port City Pl-ayhouse
Thunder Bay Arts Coimcil, /
`Music"-flali:Center -for the Performing Arts

-Meadowbrobk Theatre
aMeadowbroOk Music Fetival

BlouTprd Nature Center
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.

AREA % OF PATRONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

.% OF TOTAL
GOVT. AID

(.

56%'
..
A

....

'':* 83%
.

2% ____2%

25% 13% .

2% less than 1%

6% leSs than 1%

less than 1%. less than 1%

9% 1%

Figure 6
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APPENDIX B

The Public School Surveys: Questionnaire Design and_
'Methodology

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN .

Both the elementary and secondary questionnaires were devised with
consultation from representatives of the Michigan Art Education Associa-
tion, The Michigan Music Education Association, The--Dance -Division- of
the American Association for Ilealth, Physical Education_ and Recreation,
The Art Education -Directors of- Michigan, The Dance Advisory-Paid for
the Michigan =Council for the Arts and Co So Affiliates of.jhe Michigan
-EdUcat;on Association. -Don Cushman, Professor -of Communications at
Michigan_ State -Univ ersity gave consultation-on questionnaire design The
following documents served as -references: A- Survey of the Status of
Theatre -in United States high Schools by Joseph L. Peluso, November
1970, Music in-Michigan -Schools by Dr. Emil A. Holtz, June 1969, Music
and Art in the Public Schools by the Research Division- of the National
Education Association, August 1963, -the Status of Art in -Perinsylvania's-
Public Schools by the,Peansylvania Department-of Education, 1970, and-A
-Survey-to Assess -the Status_of Art Education itf-the-Public Schools of the -----
Stale Of Michigan by %dent McPharlin, -October, 1973.

THE ELEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE
-

The-elementary questionnaire deals With-two schoollevels:.elementary,
and intermediate which includes middle school and -junior high school,
spanning grades 1-- through 9. Though the same questionnaire was used to

, -survey the elementary -and intermediate schools the analysis of-the data was
considered separately. Thes,urveldid not deal- with kindergarten due to
the differences in stiatcture from the rest- of the-elementary -grades The
-four page- que,stionnaire was sent to' the principal administrators in each
scho31building and- they -were instructed- to complete -them with the
assistance of -those teachers or supervisors who were involved in fine art
programs. - 1

THE -SECONDARY SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE
The secondary questionnaire was divided- into -five parts. The first-

section -went to sthe-principal=orchieladministrator of the school and dealt
with questions concerning administrative priorities and-school policy The
remaining =fear sections, Art, -Music, -Dance and Drama went to their-
various departments to-be filled out either by the teacher -or supervisor of
the curriculum. These sections:dealt with more specific information such as
course offerings, equipment, =facilities, teacher qualifications, etc,

The questionnaire included grades -7 through -12. The overlapping of
grades. eleinebtary questionnaire was Unavoi2.able_due-to the fact
that there are ambiguities-in-educational terminology and great variation in
-grade structures at-the building level. Schools were classified "elementary",
"intermediate" or "secondary," according to-the way they-filed their grade
classification with the State Board -of Education.
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1.*

DEFINITIONS
Because definition, of what is adequate or, sufficient may differ

drastically "from school- to school, both questionnaires dealt with. man)
questions- in a subjecth e manner. Principals- and teachers were asked to
give their opinion on the "adequac)- and "sufficiency" of space, equip-
ment, facilities and, supplies. Respondents were also allowed to relate
subjecti% el) in describing probleyis within their fine arts programs.

The respondents were asked to define the six fine arts disciplines dealt-
in =the questionnaire as follows:

ART as that_part of the school program that involves the production of
and appreciation of w orks of art that reflect the culture of past-and present.
Those .was that are considered art Eitlude drawingi-painting, sculpture, and
such- crafts that follow the criteria set- -b- the Michigan Department of
"Education-performance objectives for -art .:ducatipm

-GENERAL MUSIC as - that- music offering that -is basically non-
performanc vriented. A-general-music course-w ould-include some singing,
music th ry, history and Music listening.

AD,CA MUSIC -as performance oriented including choral groups,, glee
clubs, small _ensembles as well-Its-=others.

INSTRUMENTAL- MUSIC as - any-instruction in a musical instrument and
perforthance groups including orchestras, bands, small ensembles, etc.

-DRAMA/PERFORMING ARTS -as -that part of the Curriculum that-deals
with- theatre arts, play production and interpretive- reading (excluding
speech, debate, and related activities).
DANCE-as that part of -the curriculum- that deals with movement used

-creath ely _for the purpose,-,of experiencing- and expressing, and the.
acquisition of- insight about movement and -dance -as- art. f p

SAMPLING METHODOLOGY
There are approximately 4,800 schools In Michigan in almost 700

districts. A sample mailing list representative of all Michigan schools was
devised with the assistance of, Bob Ilt.)ser of Research, Evaluation, and
A;sessmeM Sen ices and Fa) ze-Jabya and -Bob Witte of Data Processing
both di), isions of the Michigan bePartment of Education. Three criteria
w ere taken into consideration in the drawing -of the sample, -district size,
grade Classification and-geographic location. Thy Board of-Education -uses
the following :breakdown-of -grade classifications:._

A - Elementary D-- Middle -Schools
-B -Junior High E - Junior Senior "High Schools
C - High -Schools
In draw ing the sample the aboNe fke catagories-w ere broken down into

the following- three classifications:
Elementary Schools - A
Intermediate - B--and D
Secondly), Schools - C and E

District size was as also divided _into three classifications:
Small - under 3,000
Medium - 3,000 - 9,999

'Large 10,000 and above
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Using proportional .114.,ation of plus or minus 5 ercent accuracy of
row and column percentages, and oersampling v here,necessary to insure
at- lenst plus or minus 10 percent accuracy 91 cellk percentages, 469
elementary, 152 intermediate and 148 secondary saools were selected. (No
allowance has been made for nonresponse in as much as increasing sample
size does not-effectively compensate for nonresponse.) -

Grade Level \

.
A C \ Row Sums

District 1 165 52x 42x
. (37) 119) 1 259

Size 2 165 51x 48x
(34) (26) 264

139 49x`
(28) 58 246

Coltimn sums 469 152
q

148

x - -Sample ,size increased above- leyel- required by proportional
allocation to insure-plus or minus 10 percent accuracy-of cell percentages.
() Sample site by proportional- allocation, where ox, ersampling -was not
used This breakdown vas draw n from Educational Assessment- and
District Enrollment in Michigan.

Three hundred ten or 66 percent- of the elementary schools surveyed
returned _completed questionnaires. One hundred twenty one or 80 percent
of -the intermediate schools -and= 130 or 90- percent of the secondary schools
surveyed returned completed questionnaires. The follow ing is, a breakdov n
Ail that return:

Inter-
Elementary mediate Secondary Total

- .

Large districts
.

110
N

' 33 34 177

'Medium
districts

1061 44' 45 -195

Small districts 94 44 51 189

310 -121 130
66% 80% 90%
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON THE ARTS

P.O. SOX 240
LANSING. MICHIOAH 48961

fAXCIK Cl4AIRMAN.
SOL WILLIAM VILett.1064
SCH. DAVID A. PLAWCCKI.,
1/(N. CJJ11. 0. PUltfliLL
S OP. WILLIAM IIL4tORYANT.
S OP. LOUIS K. CRAMTON
*LP. FL-LYNN JOMOAHL

s". Mtn CARL. C. PILLION

anuary;. 9t4

'Dear -Principal:

. Y-ouilavebeen.sdected as part of a representative sample to participate
in this surve0:_to- assess the status of fine arts education- in Michigan's
elementary and secOndary,soh-ools. The Joint-Legislative Committee on the
Arts, in- an effort to yrovide pertinent- information to the Legislature, is
c-onducting this study- to ascertain the need' to aid schools in instituting
higher quality programs-and to change-the-trend-of educational program-
_ming- in-the-field =Of -fine arts,

Administrators are-urged to fill-Out this questionnaire-with the assistance
of-those teachers_ involvedin . the fine arts -at your school as completely and
quickly as.possible. If we are td,get an accurate_picture, it is-important- that
all' schooL -reply no -matter 'how limited their programs.

The survey has been prepared in cooperation with the Department of
Research, EvaluatiOn and,Assessment"Services and Data Processing and has
been. sent out to approximately twenty percent of Michigan's public
schools. Equal distribUtion has been accounted for on the bases of district
size (small, medium and large) and grade level (elementary, middle school
and junior high- and senior high); Because there are relatively few St400ls
that fall:into each category, a high percent of return is essential to making a

valid report.
A final evaluation ,of the survey will be compiled in the spring

pr'senting,all data so that no partkular school, principal Or teacher will be
singled Ont. If you would- like a copy of the report or need assistance in
completing the .questionnaire, please contact Beverly Farrand (Special
Counsel) dt = the-above address or (517) 373-7888.

Your_sooperation dnd assistance in this most important matte,' will be

sincerely' appreciated.

117

Jack Faxon
Chairman
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ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

a. Name of principal.. (please print)

b School telephone number
1

c Ciseahe approxilliatt enrollment -fur each clewcutaty, uinlil or junior high school grade
included in your,-school:

3 6 7 8 9

d. Would you like legislation to financially aid fine arts education?
Yes No

. -

-e. Would you like-legislation to offer curricular aid to fine arts education?
Yes No;___

f Does y our school have access to fine arts.courses during the school day at an academic
interest center supported by local or district funds?-

Yes _ No
g Click the following fine arts programs-that arc included in-your school curriculum and

give the grade level at which the program begins:
Beginning_ grade -level/ Art

General Music (nonperformance)
_ Vocal Music (performance oriented)
_ Instrumental Music

Dance
Drama

h Ire all-studeuts in-the grades %%here the program is offered required to participate. in the
following disciplines? If not. what perdentage_do participate?

Yes No Percentage
Art
General Music
Vocal Music
Instrumental Music
Dance
Drama

i %Then there is a adget cutback are all school progranis cut across the hotted?
Yes No-

j If nut, what priority do the folios% mg_ fine_arts programs base %shell there is-a.budget
cutback in comparison %soh major academic disciplines such as Scnuicc,Ileacling, Math ur
Social Studies?

Lower dim Major Eimarto Higher than
Academic Disciplines M.A.D. '

Art 4

Ceneral Music
Vocal Music
Instiumental- Music
Dance
Mania

k. Is your school receiving federal funds or foundation grants for any of your fine artg
*.. programs? . .

-Yes No

146
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L If so, list from whom, the nature of grant and the amount of money allocated

Ilave any of your fine arts programs expanded or contracted in the last_five years?

a. Art Expanded
No Change
Contracted

Prinhiry reason for the alio\ e

b. Music Expanded
No Change
Contracted

Primary reason for-the above.

Dance Exp-anded
e4e No Change

Primary reason for- the ahoy e

d. Drama

Contracted

Expanded-
No Change

-Contracted

Primary reason -for the above

n. \%ho_teaches Art, MUM, Dance and Drama in each grade? (Please use the following code
that best describes the teacher. If a combination -of teachers teach a--given subject, for
example a classroom teacher plus an art specialist, please include both code letters in the
appropriate space (Example art - A + E)

A. -Classroom Teacher _F. Drama Specialist
13. Vocal Specialist C. English Specialist

-C. Instrumental Sliecialist IL Phjagical _Education Specialist
I). General -Music Specialist I. Dance Specialist
E. Art Specialist J. Other

Art 12_3,4 .5_6- 7_8_9_
General Music I_2_3_4 5-6_7 _8_9_
Vocal MnSic 5-6-7-8-9_
-Instnnneptal Music 1._.1:2-3' 4
Dance 4 5-6-7-8_9_
Drama

.2-31_2-3,-5 6-7 8 9_,
o. Is the ability to teach art, music, dance or drama required as a condition of employment

olthe classroom. teacher:
Yes No

Art
Music
Dante
Drama

p. !lave the classroom teachers in your school had-an opportunity within the past two years
to participate in workshops and inservice training programs in any of the following areas
of fine-arts that would help them become more skilled in these subjects?

' Yes No
Art'
Musie-
Dance
Drama
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ti. Do any of ) uw bile arts ,spt,t.i.tlists u inure than one school:" If yes, yo% e the maximum
'Mintier of schools served by any-one-teacher:

Yes No
Art
General Music
VocaVNIusic
_Instrumental NInsic
Dance
Drania

r. Cheek the erage student load your fine .trts teachers hate per leek. If a Wailer teddies
at inure than one school, figure for the total number of students seen at all schools.

Under
300 300.400 401-500 501.600 601-700 Over 700

Art
General Music
Vocal Nlqic
Instrumeiftal Music
1)ance
Drama

s. What is the a% erage classroom size in-your fine arts courses?

Under
20 00.25 26.30 31.35 36.40 Over 40

Art,
General Music

Instnimental Music
Diuice
pranur

t. Approximately, what percentage of the school week is &noted to the following
tMark T if the amount of time spent on the subject ishleft -up to the teacars

discretion). -If the subject is offered as an after-school. acti% It), please check the
appropriate space.

_Percentage of After-School
School Week Activity

Art
-General Music
Vocal Niusic
Instrumental ,\Itisic
Dance
l)raina
Reading
Math
Science
Physical- Education

ti. Cheek--how many times .1 11 eek children in your- selit,of ha% et an opportunity fur- the
following fine arts experiences:

Less than More
Once a- Week 1 2 3 4 5- Than 5-

ArtMusic -
Dance
Dr iurt



t. Check the follow mg Meat%

as tos

where .offiLient library facilities :mid resinirte materials are

,7.Art
i-

- Music
Dee
l)Fania

How man) specialized rooms dues }our school ha e at% aulable fur lustiuctiou in the
following areas?

Art
CpieriDMusic

instrumental Music

A. Vhere isdance--taught?
Gym
Spkialized Dance 'Room
Clssrooni
Other

)..Cliet.1, the fatilities.t1 V.your stlt)°, pro% ides for-1)i apa instruction and:or performances

Auditorium
Combination Gym dind Auditorium
Civie'Auditorium. e-- Ca t a

_ Other
z. Do you have an adequate performande facility?

Yes No

pa. Check the type of stage that your school uses:
Proscenimii*or Traditional
Temporary P6tfotin
Areha or Central
Other

bb. Do you lime sufficient space for instruction in-the following areas?
Art
General Music
Vocal Music
Instrumental Music
Dance
Drama

ec. Do you provide school owned orchestra and band instruments?
Yes
NO
Yes, but not in

sufficient quantity.

dd. Does your school have sufficient equipment for:
Art instruction
General-Music instruction

-- Vocal Music-instruction
_ Instrumental Music instruction

Dance instruction
_ Drama instruction
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el, 1..6i till cultwal ui pirfurmiauu ad's dies that your school presents to the general
that are supported by public seluibl funds:

ff. l.ist any ellitIll ltleS that are SUM/kJlied by public M-11001 hinds that are pro.ided
'your students:

gg. Write short Luniparisuit bcti cot >our. fait, at) prugr.uus,and an> other purtiun of )utir
Lurntailuitt that «uuld bt, ies eating of tilt, status of Ink arts education at our stiMul.

hh. Gmen >uui ,present- fine arts prugrams, %%hat additional resuumes, curriLultim and-
equipment,do you believe are
Necessary'

Desirable.

ii. Are there an> portions of y our Lurrt.nt..-Ime arts Lurrkulunt that could-be ,elaninated?

Would >ourproside a short dest.riptiuy of tlie must serious problem in -your fine arts
program:

15,0'



S CR. JACK PAXCIN. CHAIRMAN
SCR. WILLIAM SALL CR OCR\
N M DAVID A. PLAWECK I
JEN. CARL D. PURSCLI.
RCP: WILLIAM R. RYANT. JR.
RCP. LOUIS K. CRANIUM
REP. N. LYNN JORDAN'.
RIP. CARL C. NCLIPIN

` STAlc OF MICHIGAN
JOINTLEDIBLATIVE COMMITTEE ON THE ARTS

P.O. BOX 240
LANSIND. MICHIGAN 48902

February 1974

Dear Secondary School Principal:
This- package contains -an important questionnaire that has been

compiled _by the Joint .Legislative Committee on the Ants to survey the
status of fine arts educatipn in the public schools. The Michigan House of
Representatives and Senate will use this information in determining hou.
Mitch =money should be spent on fine arts ducation in Michigan.

The questionnaire is divided- into five sections. The first part is to be
filled out by the principal of the-school. -The remaining four parts should be
distributed among and completed.,by the teachers or administrators most
responsible for each of the four _disciplines: 'Art, Music, Dance and
_Drama/Performing Arts. Be sureltsis filled out completely and-in detail -and
ALL FIVE SECTIONS ARE-RETURNED TOGETHER. If we are -to get
an accurate picture, it is important that all schools reply no matter how
limited- their -programs.

The survey is -being conducted in_ cooperation, with the 'Department-of
Research, Evaluation and Assessment -Services, and Data Processing _toi:h
representation from the Michigan Al Education Association, The Michigan
Music Education Association, The Michigan School Band and Orchestra
Association, The Michigan Speech Association, The Dance Division of the
-American- Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, The
Art Education Directors of Michigan, The Dance Advisory panel for the
M;chigan Council for the Arts and Co So Affiliates of the Michigan
Education Association.

A final evaluation of the survey will be compiled in the wring,
presenting all data so that no particular school, principal teacher will be
singled.out. If you would. like a copy of the report or need assistance in
completing the /questionnaire please contact Beverly Farrand (Special
Counsel) at the above addr, ts or (517) 373-7888. All five sections should
be returned together in the enclosed reply envelope no later than February
28th.

Your school has been randomly selected to participate in this survey and
your cooperation is essential if the Committel is to obtain enough data to
mdke -an accurate report to the Legislature on the status of fine arts
programs in Michigan's public schools.

123

Sincerely,

&Al n.).s
Jack Faxon, Chairman
STATE SENATOR
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SECONrARYISCHOOL FINE ARTS QUESTIONNAIRE

a. Name of principal. (please print)

b. School telephone number

c. Give the approximate enrollment fur each secondary School grade vicluded'in your school.

7 8 9 10I it 12

0
d. Would you like legislation to fmancianyaid fine arts education?

Yes No

e. NUuld you like legislation to offer curricular aid to-fine arts education?
Yes No

f. -Does-your school have access to fine arts eitirses &rink the school day at an academic
'interest centersupportecl by local or diiirict funds?

° Yes _ No-
g. Cheek the following fine arts programs tbat are-included in-) lin school.curriculunr

Art
General Music (nonperformance)
Vocal Music (performance oriented) r. s

Instnnnental Music
DanT
Diama

-h. -Wben there is a budget cutback are all school programs cut across the board?
e Yes No

i. If not, what priority do the following fine arts programS have when there is a -budget
cutback in comparison with major academic disciplines such as Science, Math or English?

Lower than Major
Academic Disciplines Equal to Higher than

(M.A.D.) M.A.D. M.A.D.

. Art
.General Music
Vocal- Music
Instrumental Niusic
Dance
Drama

1. Is your school receiving fedr4a1 funds or fountkition grants for any of your' fine arts
programs?:

.
r Yes ......__ No

.
k. If so, list frail whom, the nature of the grant and the amount of money allocated.

I. Is equal credit giyen ty. courses in the following fine arts programs as to major acadethic
disciplines Such as Science, Math or English?

No Credit L'ess2CrCdit Equal Credit More Credit

Art .

General Music
Vocal Music
Instrumental Music
Dance s

Drama
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in. Check the program% %%hell sunk instruction is REQUIRED of e%er) student ha
graduation.

Art
Music

iDnice
Drama

- A combination of any of the above

41. If you checked an) fun_ arts as }icing rctµurul 101 graduation ni letter in, list the number of
1.1/2 year courses that are required:

Art
Music
Ihnce
Drama
A-combination of any of the above

I
4 P.,

u. Check-the approximate- perccntage, of your 197-.graduates that %%ill basc taken one )ear 6r
more in the following areas:

Art
Music
Dance

-Mania
One year of a com-
-bination of fine
arts courses

Math
English
Science
Physical Education

0 125% 26-50% 51-75% 76-99%. 100%
a

p. Hos% many full time equi%aleut .vachers or -portions thereof dues your school employ
the following disciplines?

Science

English
- Physical Education

q. Vase an) of your film arts programs expanded ur contracted in the last file years?
a. Art - Expanded

No change
Contracted

Primary reason_for the above

b. Music Expanded
No change
Contracted

Primary reason for the above f
c. Dance Exo aided

No change
.r Contracted

Printhr) reason for the above .

I d. Drama Expanded
No change

- - Contracted
Primary reason for the shove

12 5
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r. 1l rite a short comparison, betsseen your fine arts programs and any other portion of your
curocnImn that souk' be resealing ul the status of line arts education at your school'

Signed:

ART SECTION .

I has sheet is one of hse sections of an important questionnaire that ha% been compiled by
the Joint- Legislatise-Comnuttee on the Arts, The Michigan !louse oflieprescntatiyes andlhe
Nlichigan Senate V. ill use this nil urination ni determining hua milli money shotthl be spent on
Ime arts education m NhcIngan. Be sure it is- filled out ,.."Tletely .ind in detail and returned
immediately to your PRINCIPAL. In (ado to use the -information from yOur school, all 5
ections must be returned together. lour cooperation is essential in this effort to aid fine arts

education,

a, Dow many Art-courses are offered by your school?

1/4 year courses
I/2 year courses

*I year courses

b. Check the tolloss mg Art subjects that are offered indiLating whether they are specialized
classes or incorporated ss din» a general Louise and if the subject- is offered only as an

. afterschool activity.
Incorporated After-School

within a Activity
Specialized Course General Art class only

Art Appreciation/I history
Commercial Art
Drawing
Painting
General Crafts'
Sculpture
Ceramio
Graphics and Printmaking
Metal end Jewelry
Weaving
Dcsigie
Photography

-Cinematography
Other

e. Po your Art courses meet for a minimum of 21 minutes per week?

Yes No

d. I loo many lull tune Nan alent or portions thereof art teachers does your school employ?
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C. tilltt Ulan) of the art teachers in yout, sellout*, you coMider to have had sufficient
preparation in art education? (Mark orae only for each teacher)

Numberteaching
art only

Teachers with completely sufficient preparation
in art education
Teachers with some, but not sufficient prepara-
tion in art education
Teachers with no special preparation at all in art,
education

f. Do-any of -your ait teachers iervice more than one school?
Yes No

Number teaching
art plus other

subjects

g. What is-the maximum number of schools -served by any one teacher?

h, Check _the aVerage, class size of your art courses:

Under20 al.25 _ 26-30 _ 31-35 _ 36-40
-Over 40

Check the averagi, student load your-full tune art teachers have per week.
Under 300 300-400 - 401-500 _ 501.600
601--700 Over 700

j. Does-your school have an art chairman?

k. Does your district have an art supervisor?

Yes No

Yes _ No
I. Approximately hovv much u your school spending in 1973-71 on consumable art supplies in

dollars per student?

-M. Does your-school have a specialized art room?
. Yes _ No _ flow many

n. -Do yini have sufficient space-for art instruction?
Yes _ No

o. Do you hay sufficient equipment for art instruction?
Yes _ No ._

p. Are library facilities or resource materials available iartzinstruction?

q. Check the'follovving activities-that your school financially s'uppmi. at least once a year
Field trips to art exhibits
Art exhibits -in school by outside sources
Art-exhibits put on by students -of -their own work

r, List any other cultural activities that your school provides at least once -a year that are
-directly-related to art education:
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IMMINIIMEMMEN

s. Givcnl your present program, what withtiOnati resources, curriculum and equipment do you
believe arc:
Necessaiy

Desirable

t. Are there any portions of your current art curricultith-that could be eliminated?

u. l oil provide a short description of the most serious problem in your art program

PLEASE'GIVE YOUR -OFFICIAL TITLE-

MUSIC SECTION

This sheet is one of -five sections of an important questionnaire that has been compiled by-
the Joint Legislative Committee on the Arts. The Michigan-I louse_ of-Representatives arid the
Michigan-Senate w ill use this information in determining how much money should be spent-on
fine arts education in-Michigan. Be sure it -is filled out completely, and in detail and returned
rinmediately to your-PRINCIPAL. In order to use the information -from your school, all-5
sections must-be returned together. Your cooperation is essential in this effort to.aid fine arts
education.

a. _How many music courses are-offered=by your school?

-I/4 year -courses 1/2 year courses I year courses

b. Check the following Music subjects that- are offered indicating whether they are
- specialized classes or incorporated within a general course and-if the subject is offered

only as an afterschool activity.
Incorporated

within a- After- School
Specialized Course General Music Class Activity Only

Music Appreciation
Theory and Harmony
Band

-Stage Band
Orchestra
Small Instrumental
Piano Classes
Choir

-156-

Other

c. Doti the schedule employed by your school provide sufficient opportunity for -each
student to elect desired musical experiences?

Toys' Glee Club
Girls' Glee Club
Small Vocal Ensembles

128-
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d. Hos% many full him equivaleut or portions thereof noon, teachers dues your school
employ?

e. Are any of the instrumental teachers at yoUr school required to teach vocal music?
Yes _ No _

f. If yes, du you think additumal training in vocal Music is uccessury for these teachers?
Yes _ No _

g flow man) of y our music teachers teach at more than one school?

What -is the maximum number of schools served by any une teacher at your school?

i Ilovv many of the music teachers in your school do you consider to
preparation in-music education? (Mark once only-for each teacher)

Number- teaching
music only

Teachers with completely sufficient preparation
in music. education
Teachers with sonic, bed_not-sufficient-prepara-,
tion in music education
Teachers with no special preparation at all in
music

have had sufficient

Number teaching
music plus

other subjects-

j Clieck the average class size of your non-performance music courses.

Under 20 20.25 26.30 31-35 36.40 Over 40
General- Music
Vocal =Music
Instrumental Music

k Check the average-student load-your full time music teachers have per week.

Central' Music
Vocal Music ,

Instrumental Music

Under 300 300-400 401. 500 501-600 601-700 Over 700

I. Does your school-have a music chairman?

Yes _ No
m. Does your district have a music supervisor?

Yes _ No
II. Do you have sufficient-space for music instruction?

General-Music Yes _ No -
Vocal Music Yes _ No
Instrumental Music

Yes

u. 1)u you bast sufficient cquipmcia-for_ music instruction such as pianos, autoharps, rhythm
equipment, etc.?

.129
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p. Check the Wilms mg that your sGhuul pros Ides an annual budget from public school funds

'for:
Supported Supported
Totally by Partially by '

Public School School Funds
Funds

Purchase & repair of musical instruments in suf-
ficient quantity

Purchase of printed chond music in sufficient
quantity ;

Purchase of printed instrumental Music in sufficient'
quantity i f

Purchase of _recordings, tapes and discs, films, film
strips, and raw-tapes

Library and resource materials fdr music instruction
to -meet A.L.A. standards

q. What does the abuse reprersent- approximately -in terms of_ dollars per student?

r. Does-your school -lase adequate facilities-for music performances?

Yes No

s. (as e the number of music performances in the fulluss ing categories that ss ill be presented

during 1973-74:,
At a location

Student _audience Open to other- than

only general public your school
Vocal
Band
Orchestra
Small Ensembles
Other

t. What percentage of funds for, musical performances & trips come from

Musical Performances Trips
Public -funds
Ticket said
=Fund raising
Parent groups
Other

u. Cheek sshetl.er your school provides financially for groups of students from your school to
attend musical performances at least once a year performed by

College or University groups
Professional Croups
Other

v Given _your present program, shat additionallesources, curriculum and equipment do you

believe. ire:

Necessary:

Desirable.

w. Are there any portions of you current -music curriculum that could be eliminated?
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DANCE SECTION

Tins sheet is one of fist. seetains of an important questionnaire that has been conipiled
the Joint Legn Labe Committee on the .lr's. The higan House of Itepresentatieo and the
NheIngan-Senate sill use do-, information in determining hoss uuueh mono should be spent on
fine arts education an Miehigan.-lk sure it is filled_out eunipleteb and in detail and returned
nimiediateb to )our PRINCIPAL. ha order to use the information from ) onr,sehook_all fist.
SL3 tune. must be,returned together. lour wept ration is essuiti,il nu this effort 'to aid fine arts
education.

a. Does-your school have an autonomous Dance Department?

Yes - No
b. If not is it. integrate() within the:

Physical EducationDepartment
_ Drama Department

NIusic Department
Other

e. AIWA 111,11* dot S )our offer that_are supported tolalb bs public
school funds?

1/-1-year courses
1/2 year courses

1 year courses

d. Hoyt man) full tulle ettundleut or portuals thereof (home teachers does our school
vinyl()) ?

e. Ilya ohm) of the-dame teachers ui our Khoo) do consider to-has c had sufficient
preparation in (lance educatiop? onee ooh for each teacher)

Teachers with completely sufficient preparation
in (lance education
Teachers with some. -but not sufficient prepara,`Y
tion in darTe education
Teachers with no special preparation at all- in
dance education

Number teaching
Nunibec teaching (lance phis

dance-only physical
education_

1. Check the average class site of >our nonperformance dance-classes.

Under 20 00.25 26.30 31-35 - 36-10 -
Over 40

g. Check -the average student-load sour-full tnne dame. teachers Lee per %seek

Under 300 - 300-4(X) 401.500 501-10)
601.700 Over 700

h. Does your school have a-dance chairman?
Yes _ No

i. Does your district have a dance suvervisoi?
Yes - No

j. Is there a-performing group'
Yes _ No

Is. %%Lit is the aserage number of dame reenals ur produetions put on each-) ear that arc
open to:

Student Audience only
General Public
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I. What-percentage of funds for dance performances come from.
Public school funds
Ticket sales
Fund raising
Parent groups.
Other

in. Is there an adequate perforMance area for dance?
Yes _ No

Is there an accompanist available for dance classes?
Yes _ No

o. %%hat percentage of the total enrollment in-your dance_program composed of boys?

p.-Does ou;setiool pros ule adequate equipment for dance instruction?
Yes No

q. Check ssliether your school pros nles_fmanualb fo-egronps of-students to attend dance
krformances aticast.onee-a-year-performed by:

College or -University dance companies
Professional dance companies
Other

r. CisCO y our present dance progratn,-What additional resources, curriculum and equipment
do you-believe are: .

Necessqr,

1)esirabin

s. Arc there any portions-of your current dance curriculum that= could be eliminated

t. Va ould -you pros ale a short description of the most serious problem in y our -danec
-program:

PLEASE GIVE YOUR OFFICIAL TITLE

DRAMA SECTION

Ills sheet is one of five sections of an important questionnaire that-has been compiled by
the Joint Legislanse Committee on the Arts. The Michigan Douse of Ilepresentatises and the
Michigan Senate ssill use this information an determining hoss roach money should be spent on-
line arts educatum in Michigan. lie sure-it is filled out completely and in detail and returned
immediately to your PRINCIPAL. In order to use the information from y our school, all 5
sectruils-must be returned together. Your cooperation is essential in this effort to -aid fine arts
education.

, a. Does-your school has e an autonomous Drama/Performing Arts-department?
Yes - No
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b. If not, is it integrated within the
Music Department
English Department
Other L

c. How many drama courses does your school offer?
1/4 y;ear courses
1/2 year courses

I year,courses

d. Check the folloc% mg Drama, Performing Arts subjects_tbat are offered indicating whether
they are speualved classes or part of a general course and if the subject is offered mil as
an after4chool activity:

Incorporated -
within a After-school

Specialized -Course general class activity only

Acting
Advanced Acting
Stagecraft,

Play pro( tion
Interpretive Reading
Dramatic loiterature
Mass Med a
Other

a

c. How Mall) fullAnne-equi% alent or_portions thereof teachers directly imol% ed- in drama
courses and/or-play production dues your school employ

1. floc% many of-the drama teachers in your school do you-considerfto haw had sufficient
preparation m drama education? (Mark once only for each teacher)

Number teaching
Number teaching drama =plus

drama only other subjects

Teachers with completely sufficient-preparation
In drama educatign
Teal:hers with some, but not-sufficient prepara-
tion in drama -education
Teachers -with no' special _preparation at all in
drama ducalion
g. Check *he average -class size of your drama classes:

Under 20 20 -25 26-30 31.35 36-40

Over 40 _
h. Check the average student load your full time drama teachers have per week

Under 300 300-400 401. 500 501-600

601-700' Over 700

i: Does your school have a-drains chairman?
Yes No

j._DoeS your district-have a drama _supervisor?
Yes No

k. (,use the number of Amnia performances in the follo%%ing categories that %%ill be presented
this year (1973.74).

Student audience Open to the
only general public

Musicals
Full length plays
Onc-act plays
Children's plays 1

,Talent-Shows
- Junior-or .

Senior class plays
Other

.ta3
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I. What percentage of funds for dramatic performances Lome from,
Public school funds
Ticket sales
Fund raising
Parent groups
Other

Chea-Madi of 1114 follw.% mg, lamlitics our-school pro% itics for drama performances.
No laeilities.
Theatre reserved pri-
nmdly for perform-
ing arts
Gymnasium
Multi- purpose
auditorium, gymnasium,
eafetorimn
Other

IL Are the facilities pros uled for drama performances adequate?
Yes No -

a. Please cheek the-type of stage-that your sehooLuses:
Proscenium or traditional - Temporar) _platform
Arena or central Other

p. Dc.ces the school pros ide sufficient equipment_ for play -production?
ices No

Olt Lk .% hither your sc6uul pro% ides Imatmiall for groups of stialcnts how our st.hool to
atteud Dramatic performances at least once a year performed- IA,

College or University theafie companies_
Community theatre companies
'Professional theatre companies

r C11 II prtsmit drania_progiam, t hat additional ruSulalV,, t.iirrh.11111111 and lilaplittirt
do you_ believe are:
Neeess.try

esirable

N. Art then portfolis of our carom tIr.tuht Lummilum that could ht. climinatett

t. 11 Wild 011 pro% a 'hurt (It -Nt.riptilal tit tilt 11Iult scnous prtiblt Ills ill) our &Mira prugral.
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APPENDIX C

Elementary School Survey Tables*

* Percentages will. vary ± 1 percent from 100 percent
because of computer deviation.

Number of schools having -a fine arts program

Art
.

General
Music-

Vocal
Music

Instrumental
Music

.

Dance Drama

Pimcentage of
Respondents 75 75 55 77 8 11

Percentage of
total- 75 74 51 :74 7- 9

1E-3

Number of schools that cut all programs equally across the board when
there is a budget cutback.

Programs-cut
equally across

the board .,

Programs not cut
eqUally:acrops

the bdard:

Percentage of
Respondents

25 75

Percentage of 23 68

E-4

1.35
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The priority accorded fine acts programs in comparison with other major
academic disciplines whenihere is a budget cutback and the school does
not cut all programs equally.

Lower priority
than M.A.O.

Equal priority
with M Vit .

Higher prioyity
.than

% of res
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% otra-
spondents

'% of.
Total

Art 85 'q1 10
.....,

4

Gen. Music. 84 42 14 7 2 1-

Vocal Music 85. .. 38 12 , 5 4 2
\

!Mt. Music 75 38 , '''20 10 5 2

Dance 91 16 5 1 4 1

Drama 88 16 11 2 2 0

E-5

Number of programs that have expanded or contracted within the last
five years.

. .

EXPANSION NO CHANGE CONTRACTION

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

'% of
Total

Art 30 28 51 46 19 17 -

Music 32 30 50 47 18 16

Dance 7 2 87 31 6

Drama 4 2 .89 32 ,..6 2

E-6
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Number of schools that require fine arts1

Art
General
Music

Vocal
Music

Instrumental
Music Dance Drama

Percentage of
Respondents 95 95 72 8 80

.
50

Percentage of
Total 70

1.

68 36

.....
,

5 5

E-7

Number of'schools that would like legislation for

Financial aid to
Fine Arts education')

Curricular aid to
Fine Arts education'

Percentage of
Resporidents 80 77

i-
,Percentage of
Total 75 72

E-8
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Percentage of particpation in Fine Arts Courses

Art
General
Music

Vocal
Music

Instrumental
Music Darice Drama

Percentage of
schools that
require- fine
0
arts. (100% 1

participation.)

47 51 21 3 45 8

.

Percent*, of
schools that
offer fine
arts courses
as. electives. i

53 '49 79

,

97 55 92

Percentage -of
schools = having,
less thOn 50%
of their
student body
participate in
elective fine
arts.

32
--

43 75- 93 55 83

Percentage of
schools having
over 50% of
their student
body participat-
ing in elective
'fine arts.

21 6

,

4 10



Who's teaching art?

-

/
Classroom

teacher

it
Art

specialist

Combination
classroom

teacher and
specialist

Percentage of
Respondents 39 ' 29 32

Percentage of
Total 32

.

24 26

E-10-

Number of times per week students have an opportunity for art
experiences.

Less
Than
Once 1 2 3 4 5

Moir)
Than

5

.

Percentage of
Respondents

14 55
.

, .20, 4- 1/2 6. 1

Percentage of
Total 12 47 17 4 5 1

E-11

Number of schools served by the Art specialist.

1 2 3 4 5 6

.

7

a
or

more

Percentage of
Respondents 26 34 19 7 4 1 7

Percentage of
Total 18 24 13 5 3 1

E-12

ti
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Number of specialized Art rooms.

0 1 2 3 4

Percentage. of
Respondents 56 12 29 3 1/3-

Percentage of
Total 55 12 29 3

E-1p

ART

YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of- re-
spondents

% of
Total

Does your school have
sufficent 11

1,. Space 61 57 39 35

F. Equipment 67 62 , 32 29

3, Library facilities 41, 40 59 58

Are the classroom teachers
teaching art required to
have the ability to teach art
as a condition of
employment? 18 18 81 80

Have the classroom teachers
teaching art had an oppor-
tunity for workshops or
in-service training
during the last 2
years? 48 47 51 49

168
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Who's teaching General Music?

Classroom
Teacher

Vocal
Specialist

General
Music

Specialist

Classroom
Teacher &
V.M. Spec.

Classroom
Teacher &
G.M. Spec.

Percentage of
Respondents 13 24 40 7 13

Percentage of
Total 6 11 18

....!

6

E-15

I °

Numberof schools the General Music-specialist services.

' 8
Or

1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 more

. ,

Percentage- of
Respondents 21 37 27 5 2 1/2 1/2 5

Percentage bf
Total 14 25 18 4 2 1/3 1/3 4

E-16
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Number of specialized rooms for General Music instruction.

0 .1-

Percentage of
Respondents

%

60 10- 27 2

Percentage of
Total 58 10 26 2

E-17

Number of times per week students have an opportunity -for music
experiences.

Less
Than
Once 1

t-
2 3 4 5

More
Than

5

. I ,,

Percentage of /
Respondents 7 36 45 8- 1 4 1

Percentage of
.

Total 6 34 42 7 1 4 1
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Number of schools indicating the average student load of
fine arts teachers per week.

Under
300 300 - 400401-500 501- 600601

.

-700
Over
700

)
Art

.

% of
Respondents 18 15 11 15 13 27

%' of
Total 11 9 7 9 8 17

General
Music

% of
Respondents 15 15 14 16 10 30

% of
Total 10 9 9 10 6 19

Vocal
Music

% of
Respondents 28

..

12 14 14 13 18

% of g
Tota I 14 6 6 7 6

Instrumental
Music

% of
Respondents 84 8 2 1 ' '3

% of
Total' 55 5 2 1 -2

Dance % of
Respondents 25 17 17 17 25

% of
Total 2 1 ' 1 2

Drama ',96 of
Respondents 59 18 12 12

% of
Total 3 1 1 1

E-19
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Number of schools indicating average class size of fine arts courses.

Under
20 20-25-. 26;30 31-35 36-40

-Over
40

Art 1
I

°
% of
Respondents 1 33 55 9 1

% of
Total 1 23 39 6 1

Gerjeral
Mu-Sic

%-of-
-Respondents 1 31- 59 6 -1 1

I % of
Total -1 21

40.

39 4 . 1 1

Vo:cal
Music

% of
ReSpondents 1 26 50 12 4- 7

%-of
Total 1 14 7 6 2 4

Instrumental-
-Music .i

% of
Respondents 62 19- 11

.

2 1 5

%- of
Total 42 1'3 7 2 1 3

Dance % of
Respondents 12 27 36 18 6

.
% of
Total 1 3 4- 2 V

Drama '% of
Respondents 23 27 42 4 4

% of
Total 2 2 4

172
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GENERAL MUSIC

PPP

YES NO

°Xi of re-
sPondent

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Does your school have suf-
ficient:

1. Space 62 53 58 32

2. Equipment 68, 58 32 27

3. Library facilities
/
42 41 58 56

Number of specialiied Vocal` Music rooms

0 . 1 2 3

Percentage of
Respondents

66 9 23 2

Percentage of
Total

63 9,

I

22
.

Who's teaching Vocal Music

.

Classroom
Teacher

Vocal
Music

Specialist

General
Music

Specialist

Classroom
Teacher & Voc.

Specialist

,

Percentage of
'Resporidents 11 57 15

.

17

Percentage of
Total 5 23 6 7



/

VOCAL, MUSIC

YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

.,

Does your school have sufficient:
.

0

1. Space 56 44 44 35

2. Equipment 55 '46 45 38

E-24

Number of schools served by the Vocal Music specialist

1 2 3
*

4 5 6 7
8
or

more

Percentage of '

Respondents 25 37 19 8 7 1 t 2

ofPercentage of
Total: 13 19 10 4 4

.

1 1

E-25

Who's teaching Instrumental Music

Classroom
Teacher

Instrumental
#Seiecialist

Classroom Teachei
and

Instrumental
Specialist

Percentage of
Respondents 8 89

.

3

Percentage of
Total 2 21

174
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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

.

YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% Of
Total

Does your school
have sufficient: .

1. Space 60 52 464 35

2. Equipment 54 52
.

45
,

38

E-27

Does the school supp y musical instruments?

YE_ S NO YES, BUT NOT
IN SUFFICIENT'

4 QUANTITY

Percentage of
respondents 20 45 29

Percentage of
Total 24 41 26

E-28

Number of- Schools served by the instrumental music specialist
,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.

8
or

more

Percentage of
Respondents 8 17 23- 21 17 10 1 3

Percentage of
Total 6 13 16 15 12 7 1 7

E-29
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Num tier of specialized Instrumental Music rooms.

0 1' 2 3

Percentage of
Respondents 56 15 28 1

Percentage of
Total 54 15 - 27 1

E-30

Who's teachingDance?

Classroom
Teacher

Physical
Education
Specialist

Dance
Specialist'

Classroom
&

Phys. Ed.

Percentage of
Respondents 39 27- 18 .16

Percentage of
Total . 6 4 3

x

3

E-31

Where is Dance taught?

Gym
Specialized

Dance Room
Class
Room Other

Percentage of-
Respondents 78 10 11

Percentage of
Total 26 4 4

176

E-32

148



DANCE

...
YES NO

% of re:
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

:

% of
Total

Does your school
have sufficient:

.

1. Space 43 . 30 57 39

.2. Equipment 82- 12 18 53
.

3. Library facilities 55 2 45 2

Are the classroom teachers
teaching dance required
to iiave the ability
to teach dance as
a condition of
employment? , -

3 1

.,.
97

-,

70

Have -the classroom
teachers. teaching dance
had an opportunity
for workshops or
in- service training dur-
ing-the last 2 years? 9 6

,

31 64.

E-33

Number of -times per week students have an opportunity for dance
experiences

Less
Than
Once 1 2 3 4 5

More
Than

5

Percentage of
Respondents 83 7 6' 3 1

Percentage of
Total 24 2 _

E-347

177

119



DRAMA

YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

'% of re-
spondents

%,of
Total

Does your school have
sufficient:

1. Space 37 26 63 44

2. Equipment 17 11 83 - '55

3: Library "facilities
'

11 11 89 86

Are the classroom teachers
teabhing Drama required
to have the ability to
teach drama as a
condition of employment? ' 3 2 97

. .

70

Have the classroom
teachers teaching Drama
had an, opportunity for
workshops or in-service
training during.
the last 2- years? 9 6 91

.

6e

E-35

150



Number of times- per week students have an opportunity for drama
experiences

' '1 Less
Than
Once 1 2 5

;More
Than

5

Percentage of
Respondents 78 8 8 .

Percentage of ,
Total . .

22 2 2 1 1

E-36

c

Type of stage used
-

Procceniumor
Traditional

Temporary
, Platform

. -------

. : Arena or
Central Other

Percentage' of
Respondents 60 28 3 9

Percentage of
Total . -49 - 23 2 7

E-37

Facilities provided for Drama instruction and/or performances

Auditorium
Comb. Gym &

Auditorium
Civic

Auditorium Cafeteria Other

Percentage of
Respondents 16 53 1 11 19

Percentage of
Total 4, 11 36 1 7 13

E-38

151

f.

179



APPENDIX.D.
INTERMEDIArE SCHOOL SURVEY TABLES

Number of schools having a fine arts programs

Art
General
Minic

Vocal
Music

-Instrumental
Musk Dance

.
Drama

.

Percentage of
./.

F,;spondents '95 81 79 98 20

.

457

Percentage of
Total 94 79 78 98 18 53

1-3

Number of schools that require students to participate in fine arts

Art
General
Music

Vocal
Musk

Instrumental
Music Dance Drama

Percentage of
Respondents 47 51 21 3 45 8

Percentage of
Total 43 38 15 2 3

1-4

When there 1.3 a budget cutback are all school program, cut across the
board?

Cut equally across
the board Not cut equaily

Percentage of
Respondents $P

Percentage of
Total 32

66

.58

1-5

181

152



.

Priority of fine arts when the school budget is not cut across the boalid

LOWER than , II

major academic
disciplines (M.A.D.) EQUAL to M.A.D. HIGHER than M.A.D.

% of re-
pondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Art 82.,,,,_, 30 27 13 10 4

General Musi 73
.

29 19 7
i

8 3

Vocal Music 64 28 26 12 10 4

Instrumental
Music 50 26 34 18

-- .
``

16 =

Dance 61 9 22 3 1.7 2

Drama 64 17 27 7 . 9 2

1-6

Any change in the fine arts programs in the last 5 years?

EXPANDED NO CHANGE CONTRACTED

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
TotAl

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Art 58 55 33 31 9 8

Music 47 45 41. 39 13 12

Dance 17 7 76. 29 7 2

Drama 33 23 51 33 13 8

182

I

153

1-7



Average student load in fine arts.

Under
300 300-400401-500501-600 601-700

Over
700

Art % of
,

Respondents 50 5 7 12 -.5 13

% of
Total 53 5 7 11 5 12

General % of
Music Respordents 67 -14 4 5 1

% of -
Total- 51 11 3 4 1 . 6

Vocal % of
Music,- Respondents 72 11

% of
_

Total 56 8 4 5 -

Instrumental- % of
Music .Respondents. 68 10 5 4 1 13

% of .

Total' 62 9 4 3 1 12

Dance '`Yo of .

-Respondents 74 9 4 9 4
% of
Total 14 2 1 2 1

Drama % of
Respondents 88 5 2 2 3
% of
Total 42 2 1 1 2

!-A

154
183

ltit



Average classroom-size of fine arts courses.

Under
20 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40

Over
40'

Art % of
Respondents 6 49 33 11 1

. % of
'Total 6 45 31 10 1-

General % of
Music Respondents 6 16 43 21 8 7

% of
Total 4 12 31 15 6

Vocal % of
Music Respondents 15 '22 18 22 . 22

% of ' 1,

Total 12 17 14 17 17

Instrumental % of
Music Respondents 5 9 12 19 16 38

%` of
Total . 5 8 12 18 15 36

Dance % of
Respondents 4 22 17 17 22 17
% of
Total . 1 4 3 3 4 3

Dr ?ma '% of
Respondents 15 32 31 12 2 7
% of .

Total 7 16 15 6 1 3



.

YES NO

% of re-

spondent
% of

Total
% of re-

spondents
% of
Total

Does your school
have sufficient: .

1. Library facilities
& resource materials\

59 56 41 40

\2. Equipment 75 69 25 23

3XSpace 76' 69 24 22

No. of Art experiences per week

,
Less
Than
.1 1 2 3 4 5

.
_Moe?
Than
5

Percentage of
Respondents - 2 4 9 12 4 65 5

Percentage of
Total 2 3 8 11 3 59 5

Number of schools served by the Art specialists

1 2 3 4

Percentage of -
Respondents 77 14, 7

Percentage of
Total 63 12 6 2

..._



Number of specialized Art rooms

1 2 3 4 5

Percentage of
Respondents 12 \ 14 37 31 4 2

Percentage of -
Total 12 14 36 31 .4 2

1-13

Who's teaching Art at the intermediate level?

Classroom
leacher Art specialist

Combination Art specialist
& Classroom teacher

Percentage of
Respondents 12 82 7

Percentage of
Total 10 60 7

1-14

GENERAL MUSIC

YES
4

NO

% of re-
apondente

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Does your school
have sufficient:

1. Library facilities
& resource materials 53 50 47 45

2. Space 69 60 32 26.

3. Equipment 64 55 36 6 31

186

1-15

1 5 7



No. of Specialized Gen. Music rooms

k. 0 1 2 3 4

Percentage of
Respondents 44 11 38 5 2

Percentage of
Total 41 10 36 5 2

1-16

No. of Music (Gen., Vocal or inst.) experiences per week.

Leis
Than

1 1 2 3 4 5

More
Than

5

Percentage of
Respondents 1 3 8 11 4 1/2 68 4 1/2

Percentage of
Total 1 2 7 10 4 63 4

1-17

Who s teaching General Music

Classroom
Teacher

Vocal
Specialist

General
Music

Specialist

Inst..
Mtsic

Specialist

Comb.
V.M. and

Classroom

Comb.
G.M. and
Classroorr

Percentage of
Respondents 7 43 42 4 3 ' 1

Percentage of
Totals 4 24 23 2 2 1

1-18

158
187



No. of schools served by the Gen. Music specialist

1 3 4 5

Percentage of
Respondents

63 21 9 5

Percentage of
Total 45 15 7 3 1

I -19

VOCAL MUSIC
-

YES

. -

NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondonts

% of
Total

Do you have sufficient:
,

.

1. Space 73 66 27 24

2. Equipment --:; 66 25 22

1-20

Who.'teaches Vocal Music at the intermediate level?

Classroom
Teacher

Vocal Music
Specialist

Inst. Mul.c
Specialist

General Music
Specialist

Comb. Voc.
Music te Class.
room Teacher Other

Percentage of
Respondents 3 77 3 12 3 1

Percentage of
Total 2 46 2 7 2- 1

1-21

159



No. of specialized Vocal Music Rooms

0 1 2 3 4

Percentage of
Respondents 30 11 50 6

Percentage of
Total 30 11

,
49 6 . 2

1-22

No. of schools serviced by Vocal Music specialist

1 2 3 4

Percentage of
Respondents 59 29 4 3 3 .

Percentage of
Total ' 48 23 . 3 3

1-23

DANCE

YES NO

% of re-

spondents
% of

Total
% of re-

spondents
% of
Total

Do you have
sufficient:

1. Library facilities
& resource mJterials . 12 12- 88 81

2. Space 49 , 30 51 37

3. Equipment 28 20 72 51

1-24

161

189



No. of schools served by the Dance specialist

1 2

Percentage of
Respondents 93 7

Percentage.of
Total 23 2

1-25

No. of Dance experiences per week
.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of
Respondents 40, 7 10 10 30 3

Percentage of
Total 10 2 2 2 7 1

1-26

Where is Dance taught?

. Gym
- Specialized,

Dance room Claasroom
/

Other/
.

ofPercentage
Respondents

.

95 /
/

Percentage of
Total

.

34 ,., .,._. /
,

/
2

190

1-27

161



Who's teaching Dance?

Classroom
teacher

Phys. Ed.
Specialist

Dance
Specialist

Comb. P:E.
and

Classroom

Percentage of
Respondents 5 79 5 11

Percentage of
Total I1 12 1 2

1-28

Number of- specialized InstruMental music rooms

0 1 2 3 4

Percentage of
Respondents 13 16 63 8

.

1

Percentage of
Total 12 16 62 7

1-29

No. of schools served by the Instrumental Music specialist

1 2 3 . 4 5

Percentage of
Respondents 31 38 21 5 3

Percentage of
Total 27 34 19 4 2

1:30

142 191



Do you provide school owned orchestra and band instruments?

Yes No

Yes, but not
in sufficient

quantity

Percentage of
Respondents 34 9 57

..
.

Percentage 'of
Total - 31 8 52

1-31

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Do you have
sufficierit:

1. Space
.

78 12 22 21

2. Equipthent 69 62 31 27

1-32-

DRAMA

, YES NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Do you have
sufficient:

1. Library facilities &
rescouce materials 35 33, 65 61

2. Space 58 45 42 33

3. Equipment 42 32 53 44

192

1-33

1(33



No. of'sdhools serviced by Drama specialist

1 2

Percentage of
Respondents 98 2

Percentage of
Total 45

1-34

Type of stage school uses

1

Proscenium
or Tradition

TeMporary l Arena or -,
Platform Central

III

Other

Percentage of
Respondents 76. 10

.
2 12

.

Percentage of
Total 64 8 \ 1 10

1-35

No. of Drama experiences per week -

Loss More
Than Than

1 1 2 3 - 4 5 5

.

Percentage of
Respondents- 14

,..
5 8 5 2, 50 7

Percentage of
Total -2 4 2 1 29

1-36

164 193



Who's teaching drama?

Classroom
Teacher

Drama
Specialist

. English
Terkher

Percentage of
Respondents 4 30 26

Percentage of
Total 15 11 9

1-37

Type of facility for Drama instruction

Auditorium
Comb. gym
& auditorium

Civic
auditorium Cafeteria' Other

Pc.zentage of
Respondents 34 21 2 25 20

Percentage of
Total

.

20 . 18 2 20 147

194

1-38

165



APPENDIX E
SECONDARY SCHOOL SURVEY TABLES

< \NES NO

% of ire-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Would you like legislation
to financially aid Fine
Arts Education? 85 77 15 14

Would'you like legislation.
to offer curricular aio
to Fine Arts
EducatiOn? 85 77 15 14

'S-4

When there is a budget cutback are all'school programs cut acro. 'he
board?

Yes No

. Never
had a

cutback

Percentage of .

Respondents 54 ) 37 9

Percentage of
Total ' 51 . 35 8

S-5

266
195



Priority of Fine Arts when budget is not cut across the board

I ".

1)

Lower than Major
Academic Disciplines

(MAD) .

Equal to
M.A.D.

Higher than
- . M.A.D.

o, of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

ART 43' 16 55 21 2 1

Gen, Music 59 13
... .

41 9

Vocal Music 60 20 35
.

5 2
_

Instrumental
Music ,

.

.

43 16

.

'53 20

.

4

Dance . 7t' 15t 29 6

Drama . 63 20 34 ,. 1 1 2

S-6

Schools where some instruction in the Fine Arts is.reguired of every
student for graduation

.

- 1% ART

.

MUSIC , DANCE

,
.

DRAMA

.
Any Comb.

of 'a

Fine Arts

Percentage of
Respondents . 1 1 1' 2 2

Percentage of
Total 1 1. 1 2 2

196

S-7

167

1-
's q



is 41 credit given to Fine Arts programs?

NQCREDIT LESS CREDIT EQUAL CREDIT

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of I

Total
% of re-

spondents
% of
Total

Art ' 1 1 8 8 90 87

General Music 3 2 10 5 87 46

Vocal Music 1 1 9 7 90 70

Instrumental
Music 13 12 87 85 i

Dance , 22 6 25 . . '7 53 15

Drama i 7 5 7 5 85 62

S-8

p

Any change in the Fine Arts programs during the last 5 years?

_

'Expanded No Change
0

Cont acted

1
z -%-of-re
spondents

% of- -

Total
% of-re-

spondents
% of-
Total

% of ro-
s,+:ndents

% of
Total

Art _ 64 60 28 26 8 8

Music 53 48 35 32 13 12

Dance 11 5 80 34 - 9 4

Drama 43 34 48 38 10 8

. S-9

X68
197



Who::s Teaching Art?

Number teaching
Art only

Number teaching
Art and

other subjects 4'

% of .
Teachers

% of
Teachers

Teachers with completely
sufficient preparation in
Art education 82. t 11

Teachers with some, but
not sufficient prep-
aration in Art education 2

..

2

Teachers with no special
preparation at all in
Art education 2 2

S-10

Amount of, money spent by large enrollment schools per pupil on
consumable art supplies

trl 82 $3 $4 85 $6 87
88 or
more

Percentage of
Respondents 27 12 23 4 19 4 8 4

Percentage Of
Total 8 4 7 1 t 1 2 1

S-11

198



Amount of money spent by medium enrollment schools per pupil on
.consumable art-supplies

1
81 $2 $3 84 85 86 $7

$8 or
more

Percentage of
respondents 18 14 14 25 14 4 11,

Percentage of
Total 6 5 5 8 5 1 3

S-12

Amount of money spent by small enrollment schools per pupil on
consumable art supplies

-$1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7
88 or
more

Percentage of
respondents 9 22 19 6 13 6 6 .19

Percentage of
-Iola I 4 8 7_ 2' 5 2 7

S-13

170
199 ,



Check the following art subjects that are offered

Specialized
Course

Incorporated.within
a.General Art

Class

. .

After - School "
Activity Only

1% of re-
pondents

% of I

Total
% of re-

spondents
cy. o f
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Art Apprecia-
tion/History 14 10 86 63

Commercial
Art 41 24

i
59 35

Drawing 41 34 58' 49 1 1

Painting 43 35 57 46

..

General
Crafts 35 26 64 48: 1 1

Sculpture 37 29 63 51

Ceramics 45 35 54 41 1 1

Graphics and
Printmaking 29 21 71, 50

Metal and
Jewelry 49 28 49 28 1 1

Weaving 19 .10 81 42

Design 18 i3 82 59

Photography 52 13 18 5 30 8

Cinema-
tography 31 3 54 5 15

Other 64 12 24 5 12 2

200'.



How many specialized art room. does your school have?

.0 1 2 3 4 5

Percentage of
Respondents 3 52 24 11 7 2

Percentage of
Total 2 . 39 18 8 7 2

S-15

Average class size -of Art courses

Under-
20

.

20-
25

26-
30

31-
35

36-
40

Over
40

Percentage of
Respondents 15

s

50 28 6
/

1

Percentageof
Total 14 47 26 5 1

S-\16

Average student load per week for Art teachers

Under
300

300-
400

40\1-
500

501-
, 600

601-
700

Over
700

Percentage of \ .

Respondents 68 4 10 I! 7 8 3

Percentage of
Tota i 60 4 8 6 7 2

S-17

172
201



Amount vent 1973-74 on consumable Art supplies per student

0 $1-
2

$3-
4

$5-
6

$7-
8

$9-
10

$11-
12

$13-
14

$15
or

more,

Percentage
of Respon-

dents
3 17 16 19 11 15 4 5 11

Percentage
of Total 2 12 12 14 8 11 8

S-18

YES NO

.. % of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Do Art courses meet for
a minimum of
200 min. per week? 99 94 '1

.

1

Do any Art te; Liers service
more than one school? 15 15 85 80

Does your district have an
Art supervisor? 21 18 79 71

Does your school have a
specialized Art room? . 89 82 11 10

Does your school have.
sufficient space for
Art instruction? 47 42 53 48

Does your school have
sufficient equipment for
Art instruction? 56 50 44 39

Are library facilities and
resource materials available
forArt? 86 78 14 12



Check the following aCtivities that your school financially supports at least
once a year:

Fie; ld Trips
to Art

Exhibits

Art Exhibits
In School

By Outside
Sources

c

Art Exhibits
Put On by
Students of
Their Own

Work

Pei:centage of
Respondents 42 19 67

Percentage of
Total \39 18 62

203



Check the following Music subjects that are offered

Specialized
Course '

Incorporated
within a

Gene IV Class
After School
Activity- Only

. `% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

,% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Music
Appreciation 41 15 59 22

Theory. and
Harmony 60 36 16

,

2
.

Band- 93 88' 7 6

Stage Band 36 19 6 3 59 32 I

Orchestra 91 25 6 2 3 , 1 i

Small
Instrumental 31 17 15 8 54

/

Piano Classes 57 5 33 2 -t
s

Choir 92 71 :7 5 1

1

1

Boys' -
Glee Club 79 17 7 2 14

Girls'
Glee Club

.
93 40 4 2 4

Small Vocal
Ensembles 38 20 12 6 50 I/ 26

Other 69 17 3 1 28 7_

204

S-21

1 7,5



YES NO

% of re -.
apondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spoluienta

% of
Total.

Does the sch661 schedule
provide sufficient opportunity
for students to elect desired
music experiences?

'

49, 45 51 46

Are any of the instrumental
music teachers required to
teach vocal music? 18

,,,

17 82 78

Does your district ,have- a
music supervisor? 28 26 72 68

Is thee() sufficient space for:
General Music?

Vocal- Music?

Instrumental Music?

Does your school have ade-
quate facilities for music
performances? '

61 36 39 23

71 58 29 24

68 62 32 29

'59. 53 , 41 36

Do you have sufficient
equipment for music:, in-
struction such as pianos,
autoharps, rhythm equip-
ment, etc?

55 50

,

45 41

S-22

176
205



YES

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

NO

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

Do any of your music
teachers teach at more than
one school?

Do you think additional
training in Vocal Music is
necessary for the In-
strumental Music Teachers
who teach Vocal Music?

67 62 33 30

53 j2 47 11

S-23'

Check whether your school provides financially for groups of students
from your school to attend musical performances at least once a year

performed by:

College or university
grobps

Professional
groups Other/

Frkitra tfiege of
Respondents

.

'23 14 2

Percentage of
Total 21 13 2

206

S-24

177



Check the following that your school provides an annual budget for

--.

.

Supported totally
by Public

School Funds ,

'Supported partially
by Public

School Funds

% of re-
spondents

.

% of
Total

o

..----
% of re-

spondents

..,
% of
Total

.
Purchase and repair of
musical instruments. in suf-
ficient quantity . 62. .54 ,`

,
-

4.,

38 " 33

Purchase of pritnted choral
music in sufficient quantity 76 57 24 18

Purchase of printed-
instrumental music in
sufficient quantity 75

-..._

66 25

.

22

Purchase of recordings,
tapes and-discs,
films, film strips and
raw tapes 62 46 38

_
28'

Library and resource
materials for muSi6
instruction to meet A.L.A.
requirements 75

-

47 25 15

S-25

Maximum number of schools served by any one Music teacher

/
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8
or more

7

r--1.:.)

Percentage
of Respon-
dents 26 30 20 10 4 4 2

Percentage
of Total 23 26 18 8 4 4 2 3



Check the average student load your full time Music teachers have per
week

General Music VoCal Music Instrumental
Music

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

'14 of
Total

% of re-
spondents

of
Total,

Under 300 56 15 55 ,39 58
,

52.

300-400 18 5 9 6
,

,
11

401=-500 6 2 11 8 4 4

501-600 2 2 4 . 4

601-700 6 2 3,`I 2 5 5

Over 700
N

15 20 14 16 14

S-27

Check the average class size of your nonperformance Music courses.

General Music Vocal Music Instrumental '
Music

% of re-
apt:indents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

°S of
Total

Under 20
,

34 12 22 8 27 10

20-25 23 8 17 6 25 9

26-30 19 7 13 5 6

31-35 11 4 15 t 5 6 2

36-40 . 6 2 7 2 8 3

Over 40 6 2 26 ...)

If

.7 10

208



Check if dance is integrated within the.

--....

' PHYSICAL
EDUCATION DEPT.

. d

DRAMA DEPT MUSIC DEPT.

Perce tage of
Respo ents 98

t r.
'9 2

Percentage of
Total 33 3 1

Who's Teaching Dance?

A ,

._

Number, teaching
Dance only

Number teaching
Dance and

Physical Ed.

% of
Teachers

'. % of
'Teachers

Teachers with completely sufficient
preparation in dunce education. 13

L...-. 24

Teachers with some, but not
sufficient, preparation in dance
education. 7 . 47

Teabhers with no special
preparation at all in dance .

education.
9

. 209



DANCE PROGRAMS

YES NO

' of re-
apondenta

% of
Total

% of re-
apondents

% of
Total

Does your school
have an autonomous
Dance Department? 2 98 33

Dues your school
have a 17"-trict
Supervisor'l 11 4

.

89

Does your school
provide' adequate equip-
ment for Dance
instruction? 38 12 62 18

Is there an accompa
available for 4
Dance classes? *IV 21 7 79 25

Is there an adequate `1
performance area for
Dance? 68 . 23 32 11

Is there a
performing group? 27 9 73 25

Average student loadfor Dance teachers

Under
300

300-
400

401-
50Q

501-
600

001-
700

Over
700

Percentage of
Respondenti 73 .- 7 7 13

Percentage of
Total 8 1 1 2

S-32

181



Check whether your school provides financially for groups of students to
attend performances at least once a year performed by

1 College or
University

Dance Companies
Professional

Dance Company Other

Percentage of
Respondents 11 7 2

Percentage cf
Total 4

4.

2 1

-, S-33

What is the average number of dance recitals or productions put on each

year mat are open to students only or the general public?

, . Students
only

o

General
Public

% of re-
spoiidents

% of
Total

% of re-
spondents

% of
Total

None ... ' 69 1.9 68 18

One 14 4 21 5

Two 11 3

Three 3 1

Four

Five
3 1

Sik--.._ .
a 1

Seven

Eight or more -
_.

3 1 6 2

S-34

182
211



,

Average class sizefor Dance

Under
20

20-
25

26-
30

31-

35
36-
40

Over
140

Percentage of
Respondents . 9 3

-

23 23 20 23

Percentage of
Total 2 1 6 6 5

DRAMA PROGRAMS

-

YES NO

% of re-

-spondents
%of
Total

% of re-

spondents
% of
Total

Does your school
have an autonomous
Drama Departriient? 9 8 91 78

Does your district
haye a Drama
Supervisor? 3 2. .97 72 .

Are the facilities
provided for Drama
Performances adequate? 51 38 i 49 37

Does the school pro-
vicie'sufficient equipment
for play'production? 43 32 i 57 43

183
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Average class size of Drama classes

.

Under.
20

20-
25

,

26-
30

1-31-
35

_._

36-
40

Over
40

Percentage of
Respondents '15 46 31 4 1 2

Percentage of
Total 11 33

.
22 3 1

,
2

S-37

Check if the Drama .dept. is integrated within the:

Music Dept. English Dept.

Percentage of
Respondents 10 85

Percentage of
Total 7 57

S-38

Who's teaching Drama?

Number teaching
Drama only

Number teaching
Drama plus

other sunjects

% of
Teachers

% of
i

i
Teachers

i
Teachers with completely
sufficient preparation in
drama education 21

.

56

Teachers with some,
but not sufficient,
preparation in
Drama edimation

,

4 14

Teachers witt) no special
preparation at all in
Drama education

.

6

S-39 .
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Check the facility your school provides for Drama performances

No
facilities

Theatre
reserved for
performing

Arts
Gym-,

nasium

Multi-
purpose

Aud., gym,
cafeteria Other

Percentage of
Respondents 5 52 11 _ 31 1

Percentage of
Tbtal 4 . .

38 8 23

S-40

Check the type of stage that your school uses

Proscenium
or

Traditional
Areba or
Central

Temporary
Platform Other

Percentage of
Respondents 87 4 1 8

Percentage of
Total 62 , 3 1 5

A

211
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Check the following Drama/Performing Arts subjects_ offered.

Specialized
Course

Incorporated within a
General Class

After School
Activity only

J

%of re-
spondents

% of
' Total

%of re.
spondents

%oft, '

Total
%of re.

: spondents
% of
Total ..'

Acfing 45 . 29 44 28 11 7

Advanced
Aciing - 54-'

1

22 . 33 .14 13.,

.

Stagecraft/
Play'Prod. 42 27

.

41

.

26 18
...

,--

12

Interpretive
Reading 21 11 66 35

I

c13
.

7

Dramatic
Literature 35 19 63 35 1

Mass Media 64 32 34 17 2 1

Other
.

61 8 33 5
.

6 1

Check whether your school provides financially for groups of students
from yot.., school to attend Dramatic performances at least once a year

performed by:

.
College,or university
theatre companies

Community theatre
- companies

Professional theatre
companies,

Percentage of,
Respondents

- .

30% .
.

16 20

percentage of
Tina I 14 8 9



Give the number of Drama performances in the following categories that
will be presented this year (1973-74)

/
`t7

Student Audience
Only

Open to tho General
Public

% of
Performances

% of
Performances

Musicals 2 6
.

-

Full le gth plays 2 24

One-act plays 23 18

Children's plays -5 r

Talent 3 . 6

Jr. or Sr. Class plays 1 5

I ty

216
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